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PREFACE
.

The Eleventh-Naticfnal Clinic' on Technical Education stared
with an air of expectancy and ended with a sense of accomplish;
ment. Between Dr. Charles Palmer's warn welcome; Dr. Bob Childer's'
"tell it like it is" forceful keynote address and Governor John West's
concluding speech on "Technical EducatiOri in South Carolina"
Delegates enjoyed stimulating and interesting presentations from a
number of very knowledgeable persons,

Those who took advantage of the opportunity for a pre-conference
tour of the Greenville Technical Education center saw a fine example ,
of technical education meeting the needs of people and playing

/vital role in the economic development of Souk Carolina. Thanks to
Dr. Thomas Barton, Jr. and his staff a well.planned tour was provided.
along with a good sample of southern. hospitalitY.'

The theme for the conference "Technical Education - A Continuing
Search for Quality" ran through all the papers and:discuRions. The

o+ topics touched on many facets ranging from technical teachei training,
student counselling, educational management through;work experience
and student development programs. The presentations now printed in
these conference proceedings will inake a valuable contributionAto the
technical education literature. For this, we can all be proud for it takes ,

a critical au5lien to demand the high caliber of materials presented.

To many of thost Itendance, the conference will be remembered
as the "Bill Fenninger etence", for it was so dedicated. The,sincere
tribytes paid to Mr. Williarkt. nninger upon his retirement as'Exeeutive
Director of the American Tee Education Association after more than
fifty years of service,to technic .fiction was an inspiration to all in our
field.

L

The support of the U.S. Office-of Edu.s.., oikas co-sponsors of the annual
..

clinic is most inviluable. Through its con
.tin icipation and support,

technical education takes one gia t step forw. ear.

To the co-hosts; South ,Caroli a Boe,rd for Techni rAltComprehensive
Education and the Qieenville Technical Education Cen xpress
appreciation for inviting the eleventh annual conference to bja, South
Caroliha. 'Along with this goes well deserved recognition for Rent
planning for the local arrangements by Mr. Richard Cook and M ally.

1

JACK'E. TOMPKINS, PRESIDENT

v American' Technical Education

Association 1973-74

3
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.ritsoLuTiaN
for .

WILLIAM N. FENNINGER

. -

WHEREAS Mr. William N. Fenninger has demonstrated a

life-long involvement in Iducating the youth of the nation for the

world of work, And

WHEREAS he has been instrumental in establishing standards

of excellence for post-secohdary technical education, and

,WHEREAS he hasserv. ed with distinction'and personsal, sacrifice

as first Executive Secretary of the American Technical Education

Assoclation from 1958 f6 1973,'and ,

WHEREAS lie has been recognized by professional organizations

and governmental agencies for his Outstanding contributions to the field

of technical education,

RET THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Eleventh Annual Clinics

on Technicaltducation held in Columbia, South Carolina, on March 27 -

29,1974 be dedicated to Mr. Williarb N. Fenninger for his outstanding

dedication to the field of technical education:

I 1,0
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. WELCOMING REMARKS TO THE

NATIONAL cramp ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Dr. Charles E. Palmer, Expcutive Director-
South Carolina State Board for Technical & Comprehensive-EdUcation

On Behalf of our State TEC,System, I welcome you to South Carolina and to the 1974 11th
Annual National Clinic on Technical Education I am pleased to be a part of today's program which
I feel is directed toward people who share many of the goals and aspirations which are so important
and whiel; mean so much to the people of South, Carolina.

We are grateful, to -the American Technical Education Association for sponsoring this Clinic
incidentally; is the first to.be held in South Carolina. As I'm sure you noted in your program,

it has been resolved that this Clinic be dedicated to William N. Fenninger, 4o. has given most of his
life to educating the youth of our nation. Through his total dedication and 1ii.sinterast in technical
education, he has been able to foresee many trends and developments and was instrumental in estab-
lishing desirable standards of excellence in the field of postsecondary technical education.. Mr. Fenninger,

it is an honor and pleasure to have you with us today. A

I would also like to express my appreciation to the.following individuals who have worked together
so closely to make this Clinic possible,

.

_-

THE NATIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE-- composed of Walter-J. Brooking,
Richard Cook, Mary Ellis, Robert A. Ferguson, L. L. Lewis, George Mehallis,
Lloyd Phipps, Jake Salley, Odin Stutrud, Jack Tompkins And George Wallace.

THE OTHER HONORARY CHAlli.MAN AND MT CO -HOST -- Thomas E. Barton

Also: Dick Cook. Jake Salley and I would like to thank the many committee Chairmen,

statewide, who helped make this Clinic possible.

LET ME just say that it's a pleasure to have you here - I'm sure that your contributions will
help make this programa complete success.

THE EMPHASIS,on this two-day program reflects the the?ne: "TECHNICAL EDUCATION -

A CONTINUING SEARCH FOR QUALITY"

Many of you, as technical. educators, have recognized the changing emphasis withiri education''
over the past few decades in this country. We have gradually moved away from the ivy covered halls
where the emphasis was on considering philosophical and abstract issues to a broader based education
which provides day to day skills for immediate use in the wicld-of work.

As the needs of the country have changed, the needs,of educatorshave changed. It is our task
technical education to search out and maintain the highest possible degree of excellgice within

our prograrrls. Business and industry, which we serve, are very demanding in their expectations
that our students perform well not only as technicians, but as people as citizens. Our task, there-
fore, is two-fold. We must provide quality in the technical areas, and quality in our related educa-
tional areas. This may imply that I view technical and educational as two separate entities. Thisis
not the case. I simply wane to emphasize that our level of expertise within-the technical areas (

our training piogrami must continually be-refined in order to remain current with the expanding
technology of our nation. At the same time, the techniques with which we present this expertise
to our students must be the best that we as educators can provide in order to stimulate learning
among our students. 7
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Miring this conventionx- u will be involved in sessions on Teacher Training, Effective Program-,
ming, Management by Objectiv4s, and Student Development programs and Individualized Instruction
as they relate to trends in TeChnical,Education.

41,

I commend'you on your concern in these areas and feel assured that you will benefit from your
participation in this conference as you continue your own learning process in your own continuing :
search for quality.

" The South Carolina Technical and 'Comprehensive Education system, which we refer to as TEC,
is pleased to have had a parf.in making the Conference possible. TEC-'s thrust is the same as the one
your institutions have: to provide well qualified p_, le for the ever changing needs of industry and
to provide selfimprovement opportunities for pe-,Isle whole seeking to better themselves.

Over 500,000 South Carolinians ha ceived some formof TEC training during thq past,1.2
years. This includes training for start-up and expansion cif industry, short-term classes, one and
two-S.rea.i:trade and craft programs. We have continually been concerned with QUALITY in our
program offerings. We will continue dur emphasis on quality and continue, to search for new ways
to.meet the heeds of our students,and the world Of work to which they aspire, even as you, in
your-respective institutions and states continue the same effort.

Technical education-ias meant a lot to South Carolina. It wil interest you, I am sure, to learn
that there are currently 40,000 students attending the 19 campuses of our StateTEC System. Of
even greatet significance is the fact that 98 of these students are enrolled in some form of post
secondary vocational and technical educat We intend,to maintain this emphasis on education
for known job opportunities. Over the 1 years, the results for South-Carolina have been fan-
tastic: *

1. Personal income has risen from less than $4 billion in 1966 to over S9 billion in 1973.
2.' Corporate income taxes have risen from less than $18 million in 1963 to over $60 mil-

lion in 1973.
,3. Individual income taxes were $32 million in 1963 and amounted to $183 million in 1973.
4. Sales tax-revenues increased from $80 million in 1963 to over $286 million in 1973.
5. Unemployment in South Carolina is lessthan half the national average.

The State of South Carolina and our Technical Education System welcomes you and expresses
the sincere hope and prediction thaj. you will have a most interesting, pleasant, and productive
National Clinic on Technical Education.

1 '10



SEARCH FOR QUALITY
B. F. Childers, Executive Director

Commission on Occupational Education
Southern Association of Collegeg & Schools

It Is a great _pleasure to be asked to address such a diverse group of educators as those represented.
at this, The Eleventh Annual National Clinic on Technical Education. I am most pleased to see the great-
ly Varied types of institutions that are represented. This shows the great variety of the kinds of involve-
ment in the Technical Education sphere, by different institutions. Universities, Colleges, Community

. Colleges, Technical Institutes, Vocational Schools, Industries, and Proprietary Schools of many types.

This diversity is good, and great care must be taken to assure that we never lose that diversity.
Tile worst thing that can happen to our country is to ever allow ourselves to standardize, either the
type of institution or the type of program in which technical education is offered.

. The topic at hand is that of the search for quality in technical education. The factthat technical
education is §till adequately insecure, to still be searching for quality, is one of the most singularly
gratifying facets about technical education that is conceivable. One of our greater faults of education
is. found amoung those institutions.and programs that have found quality. Such programs t`Have it Made'
and need no longer to search for anything. These are the schook that are so adept at showing every-
one that a simple replica of what we have is adequate and if everyone else will do as we do, no fur-

,
ther search is needed.

This reminds me of my youth in the South when the people orour community were identified
with clearly discernable characterizations. One of these groups was The "Old Aristocracy"; those of
"Quality" whose only concern was for eliminating all contact with those who did not have"it".
Woe and degradation fell to that house whose child chanced put of those hallowed halls and'allowed
the shades of darkness to mellow the light of quality. The result was that the quality of yesterday is
today a dead yoke hung on the neck- of progress..

Woe be to Technical Education to allow any such yoke to drag us down.
t

Such aristocracy cannot be viewed with such disdain if you are looking at quality through the
rosy glasses of the gentry. In these eyes there is only one goal self replication. When outsiders
chance on the gentry, then they must be cleaned up to respectability so that others of quality can

drt mint julips without holding a perfumed napkin to ease the sn;iell.

One of the facts of society is an unwritten law of "Social Gravity". Nearly everyone.in our
society seeks to`raise themselves above their current social status. This is expecially true of any parent
for their child. The,law stated in short form is, "Every person and institution seeks to raise himself
to the next highest level of social acceptability". This is mostaptly illustfated by the sequencing
cycle that institutions go through when a vocational school "raises". itself to the level of technical

institute; thed "raises" itself to that of a community college, then senior college, then university,
at which point branches are treated to serve those of less quality in vocational and technical educa-

tion.

The whole issue that'l am seeking to state is, "Whose value are yie to use as awide in determin-
ing what constitutes quality ?"

-Every tecfinical program has a diverse group of constituents to which It must relate students,
ents, alumni, academic, other technical programs, and industry. To my mind the first and last

ar the most crucial., Each of their concepts of quality vary in light of their perspective. What we

irk clinical education must do is relate to each of these pressures but still remain true to the basic

p losophy of technical, education.
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One of the gre test traps we are likely, and are falling into, is that of seeking accep-
tability by prostituting ou elves to one of these instead of a reasonably and rational balance
with them all, with proper whasis on those that are most crucial.

The student looks* at a program in light of his objestives. If he is seeking a job with the .

(training, then he must relate the quality to whether he can get, keep, and' be promoted in a job
with the training he receives. j-Iis basic motive for entering the program is to enter a career field.
and all ancillary activities relating to the s'choql are immaterial to him at the moment. Degrees,
certificates, credits, related activities, are immaterial to his basic goal - a job with reasonable ex-
pectations of success through. pro motion.

For the parent, quality is determined by the social status desired as a result of the jot; se-
cured, resulting from the program. Cost and time involved in a program are of equal importance.

The alumni tend to think tfiat each succeeding class should be made more difficult than the
Jast to maintain the quality of other gradtates and their competitors. Their concern is to the main-
tenance of their own level of competence and that the standards of admission and completion should
be continually upgraded to' maintain quality.

We, in technical education, seek acceptance of what we do by relating to other technical
programs.- We all want acceptability by our peers and adopt many concepts and principles that
are common to assure'ourselves'of peer compatibility. This is good to the extent that we are
assured that equal recognition is worthy. In the event students elect to transfer to another in-
stitution with a comparable program, the opportunity should be available and only if the programs
are similar, at least have common objectives, is such transfer possible. Students must not feel that
their geographic4locale limits their training opportunity and there should be enough of a common
objective in programs to allow ease of transfer, and the opportunity to change when desirable.

One of our greatest considerations must be that we not seek acceptability to the exclusion
of others. A common fallacy derived from the social gravity principle is that by lengthening pro-
grams and making the entrance requirements more difficult, the program takes on more prestige ,

and. is, therefore, of greater value.

To industry and business, value is determined by the quality of the graduate. How well they
perform on the job and how well they get along with other people, fellow workers, supervisors, and
the management. We must not lose sight of the fact that technical competence, compatibility with
others, and responsibility are the three major requisites for all students and workers. . .

The personnel manager and supervisor.expect the school to assure them of these characteristics
when a student is certified as capable by graduation. Too often we.assure ourselves that the pro -'
vision of a technical competerNe is adequate and we have completed our obligation once a student
has skills and knowledge of tecliriolog,y. Work habits are learned-while in school. Promptness,
efficiency, Lye, concern, reliability. W'e cannot assume that all'students 9ometo us with these
characteristics full blown, or that-they automatically assimilate them. Care must be taken to as-
sure the development, nurture, and growth arming all students.

We must continually assess how students are utilizing those characteristics derived from the
program. In order to do this, we must have clear in our minds exactly what we want them to

wachieve each objective; and how we can Measure this achievement'
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One of the most common ways of doing this is through advisory committees composed of those
that employ the graduates, graduates themselves, and supervisors of graduates. Tod often we claim the
prestip of advisory committees but never use them except for quarterly dinner meetings, at which
time we tell them what a good job we are doing. They must be involved in evaluation, follow-up, and -

development. I would dare guess that 90% of the advisory committees that are in existence are semi-
active or not used to 20% of their potential. .

Our society has developed a strange paronia about academia. The academic community cycles,/
thrQugh varied levels of community acceptability but has enjoyed a continuing love life that has not,
significantly lost fulfillment since the Dait Ages. A man with knowledge has everything. In the academic
circle, knowlidge is derived from the university, therefore, the ultirrite is the academic university.

Much of education as it is practiced today has evolved around the university. All traditional
sequencing of education eventually leads to the university and a degree.

A liberal education for all. Education for the sake of education. Give ma a man that can read.
Higher education for everybody. All of these parlous statements tefleCt a common concept, that
academia has the answer to all the needs of society. Not many of us would agree with these state-

;ments as final, but do by tacit agreement by seeking academic acceptance.

The greatest threat to technical education quality is the adulteration of technical programs
to make them academically 'acceptable. We are in a continuous process of adapting programs of the
post secondary type to.meet the terminology, characteristit;s, and quality of collegiate programs.

Education by tradition has a sequencing based on a numerical schedule classified by grades or
levels. This schedule starts with grade 1 through 12, then college of levels 13 through 16, and grad-
uate school levels 17 through 19 or 20. In recent years, junior colleges,have developed that fall
into level 13 and 14. With the advent of post secondary schools of the technical specialty type,
either as departments of the junior colleges or of seperate institutions, they havelteep identified
as compatible to level 13 and 14 in order to relate to the tradition. For many in thlacedemio-
community, the identity of technical programs has been as terminal type, that is of lesser quality
than the liberal education of college.

We claim, justly so, that there is not a lesser quality but a greater quality in technical education,
but still seek disreetly or otherwise to be accepted in that academic community. We seek acceptance
of our graduates into the four year school and too frequently encourage our students to aspire to more
higher education in order to enhance the prestige of. our programs.

We cannot afford to ignore the needs of those student* that decide to seek further education,
but should take care that we not lose Sight of the purpose of our program.

We need fir'st to establish that technical education is not a level, but a type of educatiori.
Forcing technical programs into the characteristic, of grOes 13 and 14 is an al'tifical structure that
does not relate to the needs of students, but results in classification system to meet the quality
identified by a segment of education whose main purpose is not the same nor-frequently even com-
patible to the purpose of technical education.

Ifalierson graduates from a four year liberal arts college and then decides to attend a tech-
nical program, then the sequencing schedule referred to earlier mearp that the student is in levels
17 and 18.. If he feels that he is going back to levels13 and 14, he considers himself as repeating,
which ke certainly is not.

1' 13
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To become acceptable, academically, we have adopted a general policy of requiring high schOol
graduation to enter technical programso, but in many technologies this level of achievement is not
necessary nor desirable. Program prerequisites and requisites should be based on the spe6fic objec-
tives of the program and not on ailevel of offering to meet someone else's structure.

Schedules for instruction are desvelopedaround artificial segments'of instruction related to an
acedemiCcarendar Of quarters, semester, or tri-mesters. These are not in order tio provide a more
perfect technical program, but to meet the recfuirements of an acedemic calendar. This results in

'many programs being forced into constraints that make programs too long or to short to meet the
full needs of the student or of industry.. .,

Certification of students has evolved from the concept of stating the purpOse and type of pro-
gram completion to that of the degree. In order to be socially accepted, the associate degree is most
frequently awarded for? two year program of instruction. This comes under the varying titles of
associate in arts, associate in sogice, associate in applied science, and more recently in the associate
in technology. The main reason for each is to make them more palatable to the student and parent,'
because there is greater social acceptability for the title. The concern to industry is whether or not
this term identifies more effectively the actual result of the program.

In order to meet the academic quality standards, a portion of each technical program is of-
Nred in academic subjects.or sometimes referred to as related subjects.. Where these subjects are
actually related to the personal and technical competencies of an individual, they are indispensable.
Too often, however, they are tacked on to make the program acceptable. We cannot lose sight of
the need for developing more than a technician, and where these non- technical subjects accomplish
thigIoal, then they are desired.

My thesis in this discourse has been to point out that quality is drelative term and is deter-
mined by the perspective of the beholder, Thereare Several perspectives from which quality is
determined. We, as technical educators, must determine &hat attitudesis moss important. My tlymr,
is that the goal is serving students and, in turn, business-aria industry. If we listen to the cadence of
the academician instead of industry, then we are not achieving a 1,evel of qua* that will stand the
test of time.

All quality is measured on a base of comparison. Whose measure will we use? I hope it is on
the base of students and industry" eerL

. 12
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IMPROVING TECHNICAL ED JCATION THROUGH
. TEACHER TRAINING

= Don Phillips, Director
Technical Teacher Education

';`,) .Oklahoma State University

Firgklet: me say,that I am very pleased to have this opportunity to part' ate in this cor erence.
I sincerely believe that thoSe of us involv,ed in technical education are engaged in one. of
lenging and exciting areas of education that exists today. I am further convinced that
opportitnities that make significant contributions thatany other educational area

When. restling with what to do with the assigned topic several approaches were considered.
-,

At f. feasible to_pose as an expert and tell PeOple how to do an outstanding job of pre-..

par education personnel. When I learned, however, that some of my Oklahoma col- ,
lea e to attend the conference, I decided against this plan. Then my next thought was to spend
the time explaining what now exists and to take credit along with my fellow teacher educators for a

,j1:51D well done. It did't take much examination to reveal that this strategy had some weaknesses.
.

'Finally out of this searching I decided to simply examine some of the issues related to the prepar-
tion of personnel and to give my impressions of some of the'contri6utionsthat technical teacher

,teducationsan make in our continuing search for quality. ..

Before going further I would like to state that I am a teacher educator who believes that_the
'final responsibility for quality rests with the instructors who hive contact with students, All of our
efforts to secure funds, build building, buy eqUipment, develPpe curriculum or recruit students are
doomed to failureunless we place competent inStructors,in our classrooms and laboratories. I think
teacher education has n-iade important contributions to education and that the potential for greater
and more eigriificant contrib&ions still exists. Consequently, the things that I have to say should be
evaluated with this in mind.

,
,

, The rapid expansion of techniciarfeducation during the past ten to fifteen years is evidence of
this nation's ability to identify.and solve problems, For a moment.le eyjew.some of the achieve.
M ents of this period. During the late 50's and early 60's considerab ort was devoted to identify-
ing and publici'zing the needs for technically trained people to meet the demands of business, industry
and government. Voices from many sources were heard calling attention to the changed and changing
manpower needs ,as a result of changes in the labor force brought about by scientific and technological
dewelopments. At this time feW technician education programs existed. Ehrollments were very low,
probably not numbering more than a few thousand. The programs that did exist were pffered by a
small number of institutions and required the talents of a handful Of people to teach and adminster
the programs. , . ,

, . The contrast between then and now is very'striking. In a.few short years we have seen a mul-
titude of institutions develop technician training programs. In fact the number of institutions of-
tering these programs today may be larger than the total enrollment of technician education ktudents
of fifteen ytars ago. Program offerings have increased quite drastically and the improvements in
physical facilities and equipment are truly fantastic. We really have come-a long way.

15
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Changes such as these are observable and rather easy to enumerate. Some changes which are less
obvious may in fact be more significant. Let's briefly con /eider two of these. First the concept of tech-
nician education is generally considered to be much broader than.it was a few years ago. Not many years
ago the majority of technician education programs were in the engineermg and science areas. Today,
however, we see programs in a variety of areas and the list continues to grow. As an aside it is interest=
mg to observe the development of technician education programs in some of the other areas. Today
they are fighting some of the battles and examining some of the issues that were topics of concern in
the engintering and science areas in the early 60's. The second important but somewhat subtle ac-.
complistiment of recent years deals with the issue of legitimacy. One does not have,to go back too far
to find a time when there was considerable debate as to whether technician education was a legitimate
function of piiblic edtcatton that should be supported by public. funds. Today this arguement has been
quieted and technician education has becope an essential function of many institutions. In fact it is

- rather interesting today to hear some of the criticism that is lodged agaihSt public higher education for ,

the failure to do more in this area.. One outgrowth of settling the issue of.legitimacy has been the move
by the regiOhalaca associations o develop procedures and standards for evaruatingiand ac-
crediting institutions with technical education offering's. Ins my understanding that each of the regional
accrediting associations has given specific attention to this matter. At this point I think it appropriate to
Say thanks to our friends in the Southern Association for their leadership in this area.

An examination of our accomplishments is fun and can be a source of encouragement, Not only
can we make ourselves feel good by revieyvingthe past, but hopefully we can learn things that, will help
us do better in the future. As we tak'e- time to examine and evaluate we should not devote all of our
attention to our successes. We should be objectively critical, keeping in mind that we may not have
done all things well. In our rush to build programs, broaden our offerings and serve more people we may

,,have cleated some problems or at least the potential for problems.,
To be very candid I think that we do have some problems in our field. it seems to the that there

are some things that we h4ve not done well and some areas in which/we can make improvements. Al-
though I have not had a chanie to discuss this with the planning committee, the clinic theme and titles
of some of the Presentations indicate that they also share thjs opinion.

If we have, problems related to program quality it seems important to ask why. Again let me ex-,.
press an opinion. The roots,pf most of the problems in technical education today can be traced to
personnel. Let me hasten to add that this is not meant as an indictment of the people in the field. But.
rather as an indictment of our system or lack of system for personnel development that results from a
philosophy which places little importance on the subject.

Let't look for a moment at the 1963 Vocational Education Act which provided an imrittus for
growth and development in the total field of vocational and technical education. How much impor-
tance did the framers of this; legislation assign to personnel development? As Iread the Act I think
that it says that "not less than three percent of a state's allottmeht should be expended for ancillary
services and activities to assure quality in all vocational education programs, such as teacher training
and supervision, program evaluation, special demonstration and experimental programs, i lopment
of instructional materials and State administration and leadership, including periodic evalu ion of
State and local vocational education programs and services in light of information regarding current,
and projected manpower needs and job opportunities." Nine years after the passage of this Act
approximately 3.5 percent of all vocational and technical education funds were being expended for
personnel development. How can an ey:penditure of such small sums be reconciled with the magnitude-
of the task that.was created by the other parts of the legislation? Was there an adequate supply of
trained people to plan, develop and operate an expanded program of technical education at the time
the legislation,was passed qr does this reflect an attitude about personnel development?
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Specific attention was given to this area 'when e Education Professions Development Act was
passed in 1968. The first funds appropriated under t e provisions of this Act became available inFY
1969. Since that time these funds havebeen used to support personnel developMent programs in all

areas of education including vocational and technical education. In,1970 some eleven institutions
were given grants to assist with the; development and upgrading of leadership development programs in
vocational and technical education at the doctoral level. The following year seven additional, institti-
tions received similar grants. A major portion of the grant funds were slesignated.for suppOrt of doc-
toral candidates. To date approximately 300 individuals supported by these funds have completed
their doctorates and are employed in the field. While some of us think that thisis a positive result
others do not. For example, those persons responsible for administering the vocaVnial and technical
education part of the EPDA program are currently evaluating the charge that this huge influx of people
is creating an over supply.

Some of the rather general assumptions that operate in other segments of our society are also
operable in technical education. One of these assumptions is "that a person who is successful in one
area is a sure bet tobe sucessful in other areas." To support this, simply, look at the number of
technically trained personnel,mbusiness, industry, government and education who are given assign-,
ments for which they have no training. As an example of this I recently heard a gentleman mention

week in committee meeting discussing labor relations in higher.edu-
previoa education and training as a church historian was of little use-

that he had spent 11 hours t
cation. In hi opinion all of
fulness.

Another faetor that italuenced our philosophy and Programs in the area of personnel .
developmea'is one.that was intthrited from higher education. Since many of our programs are
housed in institdtions of higher education it would only seem natural to emulate their system of
preparing teachers. As you are well aware the, system of preparing university teachers is to engage
people in a Ph. D. program designed to prepare researchers. It is obvious that the product Of this
process is a good teacher.

Moving from the national to the state level what evidence can we find that states have given
serious attention to this matter? How many, state plans fdr vocational and technical education still
have a section on quantifications for technical teachers which reads "see trade and industrial eckation?"

None I would hope, but there were several not too many years ago. If these statements were the result.
of a careful study and analysis by the professionals in the field then there is no cause for concern. If,
.however, these reflected an attitude of indifference or lack of information then there is cause for con
cern. Unfortunately, there is some reason to suspect that the later was, rue in many instances.

Another generalized concept that has impeded our personnel development efforts is "that,teacher
training for any .person who is technically competent is somewhat superficial if not ctually unnecessary."
This point of view is a result of thinking of the role of the technical instructor as ne ich requires an
individual to teach a prescnbed course from, textbooks and prepared instructiona lin a well de-
veloped laboratory and of-thinking of teacher training as a process designed to pr pare indi iduals to fill
this role. Both of these positions are liinited and incongruent with the Teal wor . Unfortunately, much
of the thinking in regard to personnel development has been based upon these assumptions.

One last [Joint regarding reasons why we have not done a better job of personnel deVelopment.
once heard an individual say that progress like electrons flow in the path of least resistance. Maybe we
have drvoted a majonty of our attention to other areas because the task was easier and the results more
tangible. Maybe it is easier to build a building than dis a teacher and certainly the ihcirt-term results
are more obvious.

With this as a background let's look at where those of us employed in technical education come
- from. Where did the thousands of people who have been recruited to fill the vacancies createaby the

rapid expansion of the past few years come from? flow were they trained?
17
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In general these people were recruited from the ranks of business and industry. How many of
us had the-experiencet of not knowing what technical education was only one day to find ourselves employed
as technical educators the next?. What other choices were available? Programs designed to prepare .

teachers and administrators for these programs simply did not exist. It also made no sense to spend
several years preparing personnel prior to developing programs. It was, therefore; necessary to identify

,those in buOness and industry who hold the necessary technical specialization and to con them into be-.
coinin&teachers, While this was necessary it is unfortimate that in far too many cases little was done .

to help them change occupations.

Yes, I mean change occupations. When one leaves industry as a technician, manager, supervisor
or 'whatever and accepts employment as an instruct r he has changed occupations. This change. is a
very important and serious one with social, psych loglial anciphilosopfncal implications. The individual
recruited for teaching is usually very competent in his area of specialization and is often considered a
top erpRloyee. This is the primary reason why someone wanted him in. education. When he leaves
industY tobeCbme 'a teacher he is no longer tops in his field. He is now a neophyte in an area for,
which'he has little or no training and in _Many cases has little understanding of the magnitude of the
task tFat faces him if he is to truly become a professional and move 1.4) the top. This change is very

4.1jActilt for. some and impossible for others. Flow many times have you heard a technicalainstructor
intiod:tice hithself as a technical specialist rather than as an educator? P

1

/.
Another.reSultof.our casual attitudes toward personnel has been the planning and development

of prOgrams without attention to what teacher qualifications are needed. Instead the planning
process goes fruminteption to fruition based on the assumption that qualified personnel are available
for employment. What sometimes happens is that in the last desparate moments someone is hired to
fill the slot. In far too ninny cases these individuals who are competent in a technical area simply do
not have techncial expertise consistent with the objectives of the program.

et
To this point we have talked primarily about the instructors, but many of the same things exist

for others in the field, In fact we may do more to help our teachers than we do administrators. To be
very honest I in not sure we yet know what if takes to be successful in some of the administrative
pOsitions, Just iec'Jritly I heard a very experienced and capable technical school administrator wrest-
ling with this vety issue in regard to department heads. In this well established institution selecting
a new department head is simply a matter df chosing the most promising individual from antung the

,,..teaching faculty. After many years this administrator is beginning to question this process. In his
mind' lie is beginning to think that there rhay be a better way to prepare, department heads.

Probably we should end this discussion of the reasons why we have not ddne what we have not
dune in the area of personnel development and begin to look ahead. As we look to the future our
proglems and needs are apt to somewhat differ from those of the past. Some of the positive filings
that we have taken for granted in the past may appear as problems in the future.

In spite of the technical education revolution that I read about in the contemporary press,
there is some data which suggeststhat our enrollments may not increase dramatically in the immediate
future. How many of your schools are currently over-run with appliLants? In fact Were is some
evidence to suggest that even today we have considerable unused capacity. 'Does this mean that we
are adequ'ately supplying the current%eeds for technically trained personnel while operating at less
than full capacity? Probably not. Just last week for,,example I attended a meeting where represen-
tatives from several sectors of business Indust*, from several states pleas ed.with the educational com-
munity to prepare more people. /.

On, the other hand, does the unused capacity indicate that we are currently serving all of the
peop10 who need and want techhical education? Again I could offer my opinions regarding this
question. There are however a number of forces in our society today demanding that we base
deLisions upon more than opinion. Instead of opinions what we need is objective data.
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For discussion purposes I i t's assume that it is desiralne t.p achieve maximum utilization of our
existing educational facilities his simply means we Must have more students. One simple solution
to this would he Co recruit me e students to enter our programs. Thislmay be_the hest possible ap-
proach, however we should at i east consider the possibility of developing programs, techniques and

strategies'for serving those st ents who enroll in our existing programs, but leave because their
needs are not met. To be ho st it might be easier and more ecoAmical to reduce our dropout:-
rates than it IS to recruit large numbers Of students. The accomplishment of this objective would
involve the entire education community, bUti submit that the classroom instructors are the kry
to success. Unless, end until' those pbople are able and willing to give wholehearted support to tin;
development of such progra s success will be minimal. Thrrs'e instructors who are committed to
serving only one type of stu ent will find it difficult to acre the responsibility for educating stu-
dents with different needs. ,

Insteuctional person 1 play a key role in the development of programs to meet new and chang-
ing'needs. An institution a at attempts to be responsive to current needs fias considerably more per-
sonnel problems than one hich changes slowly-. Unless such an institution is willing to dismiss their
faculty when an unneede program Is dr,cipptkl the faculty members must be willing to move ib'to ne
areas and assignments, T IS type of m-ovemen' t is ofter painful and in some cases,unbearable. What
sometimes happens is a c ange iri c arriculm, organilation,,purpose and objectives, but no change in
what takes place within e classroon-ls.and laboratories.

Changing progra to update or to improve quality is a never-ending procles which requires
creativity Ind ingvnuit During the past several years many excellent technician education cur-
riculum'and instructional materials have been developed. The extent to which these have.been used
has been limited because instructional personnel often do not know how to adapt the materials tq
their local situation. The same problem e3cists with regard to hardware and equipment. In some
cases we have seen good equipment discarded and replaced because the local instructor was not able
to devise ways and means of using it in new situations.

Closely associated with, if not an integral part of improving programs, is the need to incorporap
the findings of research and development projects. While the amount of research and development work
in technical educ ation has been limited and most of it has been accomplished in recent years there are
some programs that have shown great potential. The extent to which these have been utilized is some-
what disappointing. Again, considerable responsibility foraccomplishing this task rests with the tech
nical,faculty. In many cases these individuals do not have ready access to research information nor do
they have time to make exhaustive searches for research data. In other cases, however, the research
data that is made available to the instruc tors has little impact because they have not been prepared to
understand or utilize research findings. In far too many uses we find people who are openly sc8picious
of anything called research.

It probably goes without saying that the implementation of entirely new programs will be
necessary in the years ahead. The opportunity to do this presents one of the most exciting chal-
lenges in all of education. This is particularly true of some of the interdisciplinity programs. In
this situation you not only have all of the problems that go along With any new program, but you
also have.to contend with boundary disputes among faculty. I nev er cease to be amazed at how fast
we build up rather strung and firm departmental boundary Imes. here it is extremely important that
indiLiclual faculty members be open-minded and willing to view things from an objective viewpoint.
SA hen this is done the problems of implementing an interdisciplinary program are reduced and some
far ulty members come to see significant advantages of the program. In those cases where judgments
about the program are baser on emotio\is untainted by objective data the probab.lity of success is
greatly reduced.
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*1.11 this point we have nottsaid anythpgabout the role of tyt 'lineal teachers in the ticrttluidtkifit
and use of ed ue Lunal terhnology, cvaluation and at euuntability or many other siUhifit ant Areas for
have we said anything about ,lit multitude of responsibilities that a tvacherqhas in the day to day teach-

. .

mg Prot vs,' 11'hile tilt-setae of fundamentalompurtanee. time does nut permit an exhaustive Cataloging
or discussion of many resputisibilities Ketechhical teachers 1Vh.d1 I have attempted to dos topuint

.( out / few of the many ways4tiket tet hnical teaches influence the lieve.loprritint arid-maintenance t3f
quality programs This provides a setting fur-examining some of the contributions that can be ?made hytio.
technical teacher education prograrl. . : 9

-

. .

41
. -fit : .

C
A te,vhnical teat her education faculty...- ave sing pre-

serve problemssery it e programs for technical teachers. If we are to theayptd some of p oblems that have plagued qs
in the past it'is important that we have more teachei,preparation programs that are designed to pre-
pare technical teachers. For the young man or woman who gesired to Pursue a career in technical

..

teaching ow must have well organized and articulated preparation gprograms.°These pro-earns should
seek to prepare the individuals to he effective in a changing world. Certainly'a major component of
a pre-service should he the development of comapetence.in the technology..Within.our existing
educational strut tun. this may be of the rliost difficdi tasks. tite_devc:lopment of teaching cum-
petent e e. also a necessary' component Of altre-sery ice program. Here Che teacher education faculty
should he con( erned w ith the latest developmqnts in educational theory, igaCtice and technOlogy,

0
Another important aspect of the pre-service program clealsrith attStudes, A quality teacher educa-

0.

tion program is built upon the notion that teachiri4 can he a st ie.ntific activity. While much remain
to he dune. the goal of-a teat her education pt9gram shbuld he toproduce a professional w.ho-olinows .

.w hat the resqlts of his actions will rw. To be effective, gradiiates,,,of ober)rograilis must he open-minded
and willing to examine issues and seek objective data befcie makingtlecisions. They Must also be wit-` c''
ling,,,to re-examine issues and take new positions in hgh of no% evidence f supizuse another way to
say this is that our graduates need to have "t ommon sense.- This probably is the'most difficult ofThis
all subjects to teach. . '- 0 *-.P

ei

Technikal instructors must be effective communicators. This means more than developing a
asfat ilty with the language. It means being able and willing to learn to communicate with studimts

using their language, as disgUsting as this may be. It doesn't seem fair to ask a student to learn some
thing he doesn't know and to do so using a language he doesn't understand. Perhaps a simple example
will illustrate this point. Not too long ago I read of an attemptito use a standardized mathernatIcs .

ac hievi ment test with a group of students in a particulai location in a ghetto area. One of the, questions
designed to measure the student't ability to solve simple percentage problems read. "John had 12
apples and gave 4 of them away. What pen ent of apples did he have left?'' Not one itudent in this
group was able: to solve this problem. Not bet cruse they coqldn't do the calculatiOns,'but because
they couldn't understand the problem. In their culture no one ever gave anything to anyone, there-
fore the problem simply made no sense to them. To be effective in this type of setting, the teacher
must learn to communicate.

0

Students in and graduates of our teacher education program should have,pride in their profession.
«No 0 upation is more important or has more potential influence upon society than education. The

tee hart al teacher education student should recognize the importance of his profession. When a_Xech-
nu al education majorrm its two other students and One proudly says that hef a physics major re-
paring to make great t ontributions to mankind, and the next boastfully states 'Oil. .s an English
lit major studying the contributions that Shakespear made to mankind he sheurd not duck his head
as he tells what he does. Instead he should proudly state that he Is preparing for the most important
job in the world -teat hing He should furthe=r remind his friends that there is a possibility that someone
vt ry e lose to them maybe even one of their children might someday he in his a lassroom. Should that
happen he could have t onsiclerable influence with that individual - either good or bad. They therefore
ought to be nice to him
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The technical teacher education faculty should be involved in a variety of in-service fundtions.
91rough these functions the faculty can provide valuable services to the field of technical etlUcation.

Development of Lompeteinte in the field of technology is an important in-service function. The teach-
er education faculty can provide useful services by identifying needs and arranging programs of various
apes to meet these needs.

Another important in-service function is to assist those people who have been recruited from
business and industry to recognize the need for developing competence as an educator. One of the
most serious obstacles that must be overcome is that of attitudes. So many times these people see
absol$tely no need to be concerned about anything but technical competence. I recently heard a
report about a health, occupations teacher education program. The person reporting on the project
was very complimentary of the project director anti his accomplishments of the past three years.

'When pressed to identify the most significant accomplishment, the person making'the report said.
"Getting the RN's to recognize the need for teacher education." Not being a nurse I laughed loudly,

Nut deep down I had to admit that this same situation exists in other areas.

Technical teacher educators have several responsibilities in the area of research. For one, the
facull should be involved in conducting-research. While I respect the right of eac faculty to define
its own research interests, it se ms to me that most research ould be in those as that can serve
to improve the teacher educatidn programs. The faculty sh uld seek to'help technical teachers in
both pre-service and in-service programs to 'develop positive attitudes toward research and to develop
necessary skills and competencies to be intelligent consumers of research. In addition the faculty

,should aid in.assimilating and disseminating research results. The teacher education' faculty in Co-
opetation with other agencies -can be most helpful in the dissemination process.

. . , I
Development and adaptation of curriculum and instructional materials, is another area that

should be a concern of the teacher education department. Few teachers have competence in these
areas, and most of those that do have gained them through a trial and error process. This is not to
say that the teacher education faculty should attempt to assume sole responsibility for curricultip
development. The teacher t.ducation faculty should however establish communication links with
those groups and agencies that are engag 4 n curriculum develwent. Always attempting to de-,..}

velop within their students those comp noes required to evaluae, adopt and adapt available cur-
riculum materials. The literature is fall of examples of curriculum innovations that have failed be-,
cause teachers were unwilling or unable to change.

This listing of potential contribrions from teacher education is not meant to be exhaustive,
simply suggestive. It should also be noted that I do not think that teacher education programs
make theSe contributions alone. Significant improvements in our personnel development prop =ms
will only come about as the result ofia cooperative effort of all segments of the educational co
inunity. If this can be done we will have made a major contributibn to our 'Continuing Search for
Quality."

In closing I would like to read a statement that I adapted from one that appeared in this
month's issue of Schobl Shop.

Tea0ing is the most dangerous profession. It deals with our most precious natural resource.
It.refines them into brave and wonderful people or it grossly degrades them. It results color, mold,
and determines the shape of our nation and the character of our people.

If our teachers lack luster, fewer of their charges will be as oright as they might have been.
If (they) are cowards, they will teach their cowardice. If (they) are not responsible citizens, they
will produce political idiots. If they become the tools of any pressure group then we will all
shrink into a nation of domesticated cattle Thus, teaching must forever line in creative
danger, but teachers must hold onto the protective warnings of these terrifying IF's, lest these warn-
ings become irremovable realities. -Frank G. Jennings, in Better Schools, April, 1958, reprinted in
The Michigan Teacher, Fgbruary, 1971.
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EFFECTIVE COUNSELING (COUNSELORS1 FOR EFFECTIVE PROC;RANIS

By CHESTER PACHUCKI
Publu. Service Institute'

Loop College .
.

Most of my remarks are really pointed toward :those Pucatbrs who are no present, rather
than those who are. Perhaps that's the crux*of some of our problems ... we talk.to,our selves more
often than to those who hive built in aversions to Career Education. You putwo Academicians
together and they invariably create a problem. c enversely .you put two Engtneers together and they
solve a problem.

We're now 15years or so beyond NDEA and Title VIII. In 1960 we were faced with a serious
problem ... excellent technology programs, modern equipment ... but no students "Thousands of
students have failed to enter Programs for which they are qualified and interested in because Society
generally places low value in those Prograrris'of nondegree positions ',...sic we said, Thus we all err
barked on a campaign of many avenues to bolster enrollments; most of you are aware of the move-
ment ,.. To Educate The Community ... To Educate The General- Educ -ation Ornented Faculty...
To Educate High School Counselors'... and oh yes....To Educate Business and Industry..."Tell them
all about the need for Technicians. Let me refer to an article...

"Another problem is the effective recruitment of students into Career Programs. Many of the
Occdpational Programs in the Colleges are enrolling 10,students a year and some sharp questions may
be asked concerning effectiveness ". Thisarticle also touches upon attrition. "Attrition from Oc-
cupational Programs may ire a problem but certainly one not so great as some reports from Task
Forces have indicated".

The only startling feature of this article is the far t amt it appeared in the May. 1973 issue of
The Community and Junior College Journal, ... the author .. our associate Ken Skaggs.

Back in the 60's three contiguoUs Junidr Colleges in South Cook Count which mcluder
rt

Chicago. had a grand total of 33 students in their Electronics Program an a combined total of
28 students enrolled in the Mech-Tech Curriculum. Now ,These same three Campuses who no long-
er s e facilities with the High Schools have 32 students in the F,le(tronics Program and 26 regist-
ered in Mechanical-Technology.

An Er onomic and Fiscal Commission Review ( FY 72) of a Public Junior College system makes
this observation ... "Data from the Division of Vocational andTechnical'Education and the Board of
Higher Education appear to indicate that a very large proportion of students are not completing the
programs and are not being employed in the Jobs related to their Career choice. Further, statewide,
only 8.6',; of the students in Vo-Tech Programs are ever graduated formally tor, in a class of 35...
only 3 were graduated).

We can point our finger here and say... "This is the problem" ...We canpoint our finger there
and say, .That's the problem". Instead', of spinnllig our flywheels let's make like the Mazda and
look at "Effective Counseling (Counselors perhaps) For Effective Programs

One of the educational sectors of which we in the Junior Colleges are supposed to pride our-
selves most is the counseling service. This is the commliment that we claim to du better than the
High School and the Uniyersity. Infact. one State Junior College Board makes -this mandate ...
"The College shall have a well planned and organized program for counseling students by counselors
who are qualified in the area".
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By...rid large the Junior-College Counselors reflect impecableciedential, highly commendable
in terms of `Regiothl Standards.' They use all of theThn" termsand speak the language of the true-
ly Professional Educator. I'm not referring now to the "Boorish Engineer" or the Technician ...
these guys.really articulate ... Modular ... Cognitive ... Psychomotor ... Conceptual ... and many more.
Furthermore, they know all about ACT, CAT, CEB, TIC, TAC,TOE,... but they are not conversant _
with JOB. Can this type of background be in the best interest or Technician-Type Programs when
it is so far removed from the "hammer and tongues" of this sector of higher.education? Would it .
be to our advantage to have counselors who candistinguish between such physical.concepts as ...
pressure and force...stress and strain...temperature and heat...reactance and capacitance...
element and compound ...?

This is what the explosive "Chadwin Report"i alluded t.o: earlier, has to say on the same
thesis "An effective 0.ccupational Program requires 'proper bounseling and guidance for its
students. However, a large majority of the Occupational Deant indicated on.our Administrative
Survey that their school's Counseling Services need to be strenghtened. They indicated fill-tiler, that
not only were the number of Counselors inadequate, ELIT_ALSO_THAT THEIR EXPFRUNCE
TRAINING WERE OFTEN IRRELEVANT TO THE NEEDS OF OCCUPATIONAL STUDENTS,

-GREAT MANY COUNSELORS ARE UNFAMILIAR WITH THE 'WORLD OF WORK' AND ARE
ORRIENTED IN OUTLOOK TOWARD THE BACCALAUREATE AREA". :

This deficiency in our educational complex was furtheremphasized in an article that appeared,
last Fall, in the tiid America Job Guide of the Chicago Sunday Tribune. Its title, Shifting Emphasis
Seen In Job Counseling". In summary, the article points out that tudents in the Chicago. Public
High Schools are not getting adequate information concerning Carders and It keeps highlighting this
'problem from various sources. It fails, however, to zero in on the real w4Friess, except to say that
"Guidance Counselors of the 70's- must move in new directions and usesi vanety of new procedures...

-whatever that may imply. As long as I brotight the article along let me quote one source, at least.

Mr., Harold :itosen, Director of_Ilesearch and DeveloPmerit for the Manpower Administration,
addressing the American Personitel and Guidance Assowation Convention, said,... "Tith so little
secur)ty and hetp.available,to our youth in.moving from school to the world of work, perhaps
Counselors should take a more active part in helping smooth the transition. If Counselors are to
become a part of such a system, they will have to change their posture from 'neutral' or 'Passive'
sources of Occupational and Job Information".

Imirme, if you will, a potential student who saunters into the Admissions Office of a Junior
College during the Summer and immediately becomes absorbep with the Electronic Brochure or
one of several other fine programs. He is able to see a Counselor and begins immediately. ith
penetrating questions involving course content, placement anctso on. Just picture the drop in en-
thusiasm when all he gets in response is the reading of the catalog... "Well this course covers...
R-L and R-C (Single Time Constants) with basic types of dividing voltages-:Step, Square Wave
and Sm...Sinu...Smusoidal. The youngster squints and hopelessly asks... "What's Sinusoidal?"
You soon develop a communication gap when both parties are confronted wit# a foreign language.

Let me relate what one alert and progressive administrator did at a Campus that offered.
pnmanlY Business.Secretarial and Engineering Technology Priis' rams in terms of a commitment to
Occupational Education. He simply called in the chairmen ofEthe Business and Technology
Departments and appnsed them of the problem and asked theft to accept assignmentssas Counsel-
ors with responsibility in the respective arears of specialization. The Head of the Technology
Department, whom I'll refer to as Pete, held Degrees in :Mathematics and Electrical Engineenng
along with industrial experience in the field of Electronics. Now let me tell you how Pete would
have responded to the young man interested in Electronics.
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First of all Pete would relate the need for mathematics in an.Engineering Technology Program and
how Mathematics and Fundamental Engineenng Concepts are complimentary and how they prepare
a student, not only for immediate Job-Entry Skills but also for related areas in terms of future goals,
as options present themselves. Pete would then, take the potential student into the lab and allow him
to observe an experiment, if one was in progress or he would demonstrate some modern piece-of
equipment, such as a Dual Beam Oscilliscope. Finially, Pete could with a few exploratory examples
in Math and further constructive dialogue mafce dsound determination as to placement into a pro- ,

gram that at this pchht most seemingly suggested success. Could anyone really challange thisap-
. proach, as opposed to a battery of tests whose scores, at best, would be interpreted with Academic_
Rigidity.

When I entered the field of counseling, the Chicago Board of Education just started to upgrade
this position from a catch all administrative assistanship to a bonafied professional Office. At that
time the Supervisor of all Public School Counselors vvas_a very intelligent and likeable man ( a
Physicist no less who moved slowly and quietly but nonetheless seemed to come up with sugges-
tions that lead to solutions of day to day problems confronting inexperienced counselors. Bill
didn't have,any formal counseling-guidance courses, as such, but he still gained the respect of the
professional association where his qualities of leadership and his scientific approach soon brought
him into National Focus. At every National Conference, however, he was forever being plauged
into taking a few courses in the "Field ". Well, Bill finally took two such courses during the Summer
Term at a large university. Naturally thew ord got around that Bill followed the Associationss sug-
gestions. When asked about the upgrading affect of the six graduate hours, Bill smiled and with no ,
intent of satire, replied,..."You know, somehow those courses failed to bring out the elements that
I always felt were the most important ingredients that make for ' Effective Counseling"...sincentv
in terms of concern for the student ". Pete had sincenty and concern...there are other Petes...it's up
to you"to find them.

Many counselors can write up a class schedule for a student but not all counselors are involved
in the guidance process. Guidance to me means preparation for the next step...goals or objectives.
Counseling on -the otherhand can be looked upon as a periodic service designed to expedite the
educational commitment in terms of goals or objectives. Thus Effective Counseling would initially
entail guidance.

Perhaps we may be looking in the swung direction for the staffing of Counselors with respect
to Career Programs. Let's examine or explore some Conditions that may suggest criteria or set guide-
lines leading to EFFECTIVE COUNSELING 1COUNSELORS), "In our Continuing Search For
Quality In Technical Education-. (George Mehallis asked me to work that theme into this presen-
tation...so you see...I'm Sincere and Concerned).

It might be time for the United States Office of Education tore-institute the Smith-Hughes
concept with reference to Counselors involved in Career Programs. Certification of Counselors with
apptopriate reembursement giving strong consideration to relevant Industrial-Business or other On
The Job experience. In otherwords, someone who has a realistic WORKING KNOWLEDGE of our
Society. This to compliment a modest academic background. Those same conditions that lead to
the adoption of Smith-Hughes are suggested presently. We have Counselors who are adequately
prepared in terms of methods...but there seems to be a noted deficiency when it comes to associa-
tion with some area of specialization,in the field of Engineering or Industrial Technology. Perhaps
its time to re-assess our priorities. I think that we could hold off for a short time with the-purchas-
ing of more sophisticated equipment until added interest is generated in some of the marginal pro-
grams. I've seen a lot of expensive equipment gathering rust, especially in the area of Chemical
Technology. It took one State nearly 8 years to compound 5 graduates. I'm not so sure that the
recent effort on the part of the Nati,inal Science Foundation and the American Chemical Society,
along with the five participating Junior Colleges, has changed this particular condition substantial-
ly. I know, our College is one of the five.
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After three years we have only reached the fourth specialized course, last Fall we had no takers.
There are other areas of continued weakness that could be Shelved, temporarily, to gain funds to
subsidize Counselors in each of the Five Broad Occupational Fields. In my 15 years'of funded .
programs...I've seen a lot of money spent just to balance the fiscal year..I strongly feel that
Counselors involved with Vo-Tech Programs should be selected on their technical abilities and
related Career experiences rather than solely on those 16 hours of Graduate Credit

. ,
Let me direct you to one job-classification that could prove to be a worthy addition to our

Technical Education Team...Industrial Personnel Manager. Those people are available, eXpecially
folloWing a dorpOcate merger. You don't have to be very imaginative to utilize these credentials, .-

, particularly with respect.to counseling in terms of job-entry requirements, as it applies to the
Technician, along with criteria for advancement. The same monopolistic displacement could
also provide us with other Technical Supervisory Staff with years of experience and only severance
pay to show for it.

.i.
Recently I talked to Harryagelow anti throughout our discussion I kept thinking about how

furtunate it might be for a Community College if this guy decided to leave Argonne at an early re-
tirement.

..

Besides Busuiess and Industry we have many highly qualified workers m various agencies of
the Government-who at some point are willing to give up the luxury surrounding the triplicate and
hold, associated with a Bureaucracy, for the compromise offered by a Junior College System. This
also applies to certain Military Personnel who retire at ii. productive age.

Another item to considerintroduce counseling assignments as part of a full-time teaching
load for faculty involved in some area of specializatidn. If you're interested in student performance
and other factors contributing to achievement, what better way to find out? The determination
here is simple. All we have to equate is whether working with students on a day to day basis is a
more meaningful guidance technique than the prognosis of a series of letter grades interpreted by
someone far removed from the classroom. If you evaluate some of the more successful Career Pro-
grams you may discover that the Coordinators, Directors and I or staff are continually involved
m the whole spectrum of the Educational Processivhich includes counseling. The programs that
I have reference to are, Nursing, Dental Assisting, Food Service Supervision, Prosthetics, Child
Development, Law Enforcement...just to name a f6v.71

At the Public Service Institute of the Loop College, every Career Program has a Coordinator.
The Coordinator is a recognized specialist in a certain field and carries a full teaching assignment
in his area of specialization, except for released time to coordinate the program. The major
responsibility here, in terms of released time, is to counsel continually with students. This invol-
ves, screening, admission, programming, placement and where appropriate, providing information
concerning transferability, such as in Law Enforcement and Child Development.

As a follow-up on part time Counselors, what would be the objections of bringing in, per-
iodically or on a continuing basis, such key personnel as, Shop Superintendent, General Foreman,
Customer Service Engineer, Chief Draftsman and so forth, to counsel with students in the evening?
We've done this with guest lecturers. I can think of many ways in which to draw upon the exper-
tise of a seasoned Shop Supenntendent...not only would the efforts of Career Planning be updated
but the whole, Area of Technology could stand to gain by someone directly involved with the en-
tire automated-mdustnal process. After all, isn't this what Technical Education is all about...
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HANDS ON EXPERIENCE? Further, we might 4t,to explore the idea of Career Planning Sem-
inars, which could be held sfor.3 or 4 Weeks prior to 1%11 Registration. At this time we could
utilize consultants such as Plant Managers, Personnel Manager's, Chief Chemists, and other relevant
professionals along with our own Staff. We may alsO choose to bring in at this time certain High
School Counselors for upgrading. The shortcomings in this area are sorely evident.

The thoughts expressed,thus far, seem to compliment one of the objectives referred to in
the Keynote Address to this Conference in 1972..."Career Education in ,our Technological SOciety
is designed to provide dimension to the education of all Americans. These are some of most
urgent objectives. It aims to acquaint all of our youth wits a knowledge of all of the different
kinds of work which must be clone in our Complex Society and to kindle in each the desire to
master.some exciting-job which needs to be done. One which will make him self suporting".

I don't think that yiau-Zolild fulfill these aims solely with a sequence of courses at the .400
level.

In keeping with theThilosophy of the Keynote Objectives, it might be appropriate to in-
itiate a Work-Study Program during the Summer for. promising young Counselors assigned to
Career Programs. Instead of sending them back to graduate school for more of the same, place
them strategically in Business or Industry for 8 weeks and then allow equivalent credit for this
relevant and meaningful experience in terms of hours beyond the Masters, as it may apply on the
salary schedule. Its conceivable that some of these,young Counselors have never been beyond the
confines of an educational institution. .

We talk abouth the Technician as a member of the engineering team. Why not include the
I-Nem-professional as a Vo-Tech Counselor on the educational team? This of course...ONLY! after

he has acquired competence in his area of specialization and demonstrated professional growth.
We're trying to sell Business and Industry upon the concept of supportive personnel...The Tech-
nician...why donlvwe try our own product...let't see if it's as good as we say it is,

I hope that nowhere in this presentation have you detected any bias, on my part, toward the
Geherahst or the Academician. We need General Education...after all...that's where we teach these
Kids that any. become President. And if you study carefully what's going on in Washington lately...
that's exactly the situation. At one time the Executive Brance was called upon to deliver the State
of the Union Message...Now it's a cover up for the State of Corruption. Ironically, the only sem-
blance of creadibility in the entire fiasco stems from Technicians.

Professionalism must be considered an Attitude (Sincerity and Concern):t.rither than a,
Status (Academic Achievement). In the Purdue Memorial Union hangs a unique Plaque, among
the Plaques honoring the great Presidents of this excellent University. Everytime I have cause to
stay-pt the Union I stop.and admire The Man that is symbolized by this tribute. Mr. Pat Tracy...
"The Unlettered.Philosopher...Janitor...1881-1912... He Had The Respect and Affection of All
Who Knew His Loyal Service and Cheerful Personality"... (Sincerity and Concern...no Doubt...).

When it comes to Philosophers, I would be remiss if I didn't acknowledge a Giant in the field
of Technical Education. At this time allow me to para-phrase the Theme of the Conference, which
in itself is a most fitting tribute to thit veteran... Mr. Technical Education...Bill Fenninger...
A Continuing Search For Quality...here again ...SINCERITY AND CONCERN.

It is my conviction, that we will have EFFECTIVE COUNSELING AND EFFECTIVE PRO-
GRAMS only when a Counselor is qualified to answer in depth two basic questions posed-by the
Student who is about to enter a Career Program..."What will I be doing here (at the College) and
what will I be doing there (on the Job)"?
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It is a very definite honor to be asked to appear on
.
yout program and to speak

. ,
. .

to you on Management by Objectives. I will attempt to give you an overview of this

system of management as we have modified it and used it in the Oklahoma" State

Department of Vocational and Technical Education.

first, let me explain to you what I mean when I say that we are using an MBO

system. This means that every operating unit in the agency from the departmental level

to the smallest segment has a set of measurable negotiated objectives which outline what
4

that unit is to accomplish. Also, each individual in the Department from State Director

to secretary has a series of job functions and job objectives which have been negotiated
._ ...4

with his or her immediate supervisor. This set of job objectives spells out th results which

that individual is expected to achieve during the year:

All of the area vocational-technical schools- in Oklahoina arid. many of the

comprehensive high schools are at some stage of implementation of a Management by

Objectives System. We are working with one of the technical education departments in

one of our junior colleges on initiating. an MBO system.

It is my impression that one of the weakest phases of our system of vocational and

technical education is in management or administration at both the state and local levels.

In all too many instances, decisions Made with too little forethought and on an

inadequate data base. Managem'ent by ObjeCtives requ,ires a sufficient data input and forces

us to do adequate pre-planning. There is an old saying that "if you don't know where

you are going, any road will get You there." I mould like to revise that-hyperbole to

read, "if you don't know where you are going, probably no road will gel you there."

I will discuss three phases of 4? Management by Objectives operation. The first is

the setting of organikational goals and objectives, the second is the development of
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individual (job functions and jOb objectives, and the third phase is the organization, and

individual performance review. Each 'of these segmeits is critical to the successful operation,

of the system.

tees go into a little greater detail about the actual operation of the MBO System:*

First-of all, the Organization must define its purpose. From its purpose, a mission statement

is developed. For example,Ga mission statement used by the Oklahoma State Department: *, .,

of Vocational and Technical Education is liee`ducate, train, and guide all persons AG
,c:,., . ,

. ,

Seek to develop the knowledges,, skills, anctbe avioral characteristics.that are necessary
... ..

for employment." A mission statement is a 'or ec uisite to a goal. A mission statement. 1

.is set forth by law. Laws give us theis usually derived from a mandate, and a man

source of funding used in the actual operation or carrying buetthe organization's assigned

responSibilities. After a mission statement has been made, the next step is to define the

goals of the organization. Goals, as we use them, are defined as broad, general statements

of intent, usually not quantifiable. The Next step is to write objectives. Objectives are
_

quantifiable. They are short statements of intent, and must be measurable. They should

indicate What is to be accomplished, and when. This all sounds easy, but let's look at

the criteria for objectives. They should:

1. Specifically state what is to be accomplished wand by when

1. List the result to' be accomplished, and/Or ,the activities leading to a major

result. When one reviews the literature, he finds that Management by

Objectives is listed as a result style of managentent, We are using the,word*

activities, because we found that in implementing the system, that the further
or.

down the 'organizational ladder orie goes, the, more- activity oriented

objectives' become. However, each of these activities have results, so MBO

Still remains .a result style of management.

3. . State the, expected result--and activity in measurable terms.

4. Complement or support the supervisor's objectives, departmental plans;and

the Idng.range goals of the organization.

Be realistic in terms of available resources.

6.- Be realistic, but provide challenge and, growth:
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":-7.. identify must and want objectives and weigh them accordingly. Many,of
0

us list the wept objectives rather than the must objectives because it is
t,
much easier for us to do the things that we want to. do, and' we must

be careful to avoid this. there are certain things in the organization that

we must do. We ,should identify these as priorities and carry them outI

first. There is nothing ,wrong with want objectives, but' we must have the

, correct order of priority in carrying them out.

At this time let's review and look at some guidance factors of what we have been

talking about. The guidance. factors for the organizational objectives are missions of the

organization, goals, objectives, and mission of the units and their goals and objectives.

Organizationally then, what does MBO allow us to do? It no longer makes us responsible

for the worldi You are responsible for everything that your unit does or fails to do.

Next let's look at tht components of an organizational MBO System. A unit's mission

'statement may be something like this, (for a full-time day program) "To provide entry

level occupational training and Placement assistance for those who want, need, and can

profit by such activities." The goal for this could be to improve placement _assistance
.. _

foMndividuals in full-time day programs. The next step then,- would be to write an-
I

organizational objective at the unit,level. The unit objective then would be !'tcp implement

by 1 January, 1975, a skill accomplished test for the first level of instruction." Up toi
this point now, we have covered what are called organizatiOnal objectives, which are one

. .

component of the total Management by Objectives sitem. Accomplishing its has caused

the organization to plan, but yet, the individuals within the organization still do not know

what they are accountable for. So the second part of this system is called work performance.
*objectives, where individuals are responsible for certain job objectives that they must carry

out to help the organization to accomplish its overall objectives.

At this time, I, would like to ,examine the work performance objectives phase of

the Management by Objectives system. First, it allows the individual to clO some planning.

In the ,planning process, we define the job functions of individuals, we derive the job
4

objectives, we develop methods to achieve the objectives, and design the evaluation scheme.

The term job functions may be a new word to many of you. I am sure that all of you

are familiar withdob' deseciptions. I challenge you to go home and read yoUr job description

and tell me exactly what you are responsible for. Usually, you find that job descriptions
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make you responsible for the universe, and you still don't know specifically what you

were hired to do. "But, on the other hand, job functions are the major segments of your

work or those general areas in which you are held accountable for producing results. The

ideal approach for establishing job functions is this. the administrator independently writes

the ,major job functions of the staff member's position. The staff member indepentently

writes his own job functions. %The admiAistrator and staff member meet, discuss the job

functions, and mutually agree on the content and relative importance of each job function.

In most existing organizations, we find that the first step has been omitted, beginning

with the second step, and then the negotiation (the third step) allows the administrator

to have an input into the job functions of individuals. This process has worked satisfactorily

in existing organizations. An example of a teacher's job functions can be given. Research

has indicated that the three major job functions of a teacher are (1) instructional, (2)

administrative tasks, and (3) placement. The next step after job functions then, is to write

job objectives for each of the job functions. Job objectives are short statements that define

the results expected of a person in each function within a specified period of time. The

following is a possible list of personal job objectives. They deal with the function of

placement.

1. To develop a list of potential employers by December 15, 1973.

2. To screen. the list and identify desirable employers by January 1, 1974.

3. To survey selected business by March 1, 1974, for job openings.

4. To prepare students for interviews by. April 1, 1974.

5: To set up interviews for qualified students by May 1,. 1974.

This system then, allows the individual to more nearly tailor the job to fit his

uniqueness while fulfilling the demands of the organization. This is a process where the

individual 'and the organization negotiate on what the job functions of the individual are

and then set those objectives that relate to the job function in order for the individual

to achieve the overall organizational objectives relating to his area of responsibility.

Why is this a good system? One major factor is the fact that it is a fait- system

because the individual has an input into setting the level of achievement and identifying

'hat
his particular function is in the organization. A question often asked is, "How do

Eve give recognition to individuals who have difficult objectives versus those that have

easy objectives?" This is handled by the following procedure. At the time the individual

and the supervisor negotiate *the _objectives and agree upon them, the level of difficulty
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is determined on a scale ranging from extremely difficult, difficult, some difficulty, easy,

and extremely easy. There is also a place on the form to identify the achievement of

the objectives ranging from exceeded, achieved,, partially met, little done, no activity. If

we gave this an index from thremel It 5 to extremely easy 1, from exceeded

5 to no activity 1; then we can see th an individual may have an extremely difficult
.

objective which is an index of 5, he partially met it_an index of 3, whicrgIVes a total

index of 15. On the other hand, an individual may have an objective of some difficulty

a 3, he achieved it a 4,, which would give only an index of 12. So, recognition is given

to individuals who have extremely difficult objectives even though they do not fully meet

those objectives. There is nothing wrong with not meeting an objective _provided that we

can identify why the objective was not achieved. One thing should be clearly pointed

out. The benefit of a Management by Objectives system is that it allow's us to impr,ove

the management of the organization. Only after we have identified why an objective could

not be carried out, then and only then, can we start to take steps to improve the situation

that criused the problems in achieving these objectives. W;thout identifying the cause of

the problem, very little improvement can be made.

At this time we have completed the planning phase of the'Management by Objectives

system. The next step is implementation. The only two parts of implementation that I

would like to spend some time with are those of delegation and motivation. Delegation

is defined as the act of allowing one's staff to accomplish the assigned tasks. It includes

the impartment of the responsibility to achieve job objectives, authority to make decisions

required to achieve job/objectives, and accountability for achieving job objectives. With

proper delegation, we should open the communications channels. No longer do we have

everything coming -from the top. The leadership for the organizational objectives comes

from the top, but the individual has an input into this and it becomes a negotiated circular

system of management, rather than a dictorial system of management, and the

communications up and down the line should be greater. The leadership for the objectives

to be accomplished is passed from the top down to each level of management. At each

level, tile commitment to the actual accomplistrent is reviewed and accepted' by the

individual and passed back up to the administration. At each level this negotiation takes

place and upon completion every individual to the bottom of the organization has

negotiated his commitment to the objectives to be 'carried out for the organization,
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Another important aspect of delegation is the fact that an individual can't be

accountable for something if he isn't delegated the authority to carry it out. At .the time
7'tthe supervisor and the employee negotiate and review the objectives, the authority 4or

each objective should be delegated so that the individual knows what authority he or

she has in carrying out the objective. This can be complete authority, a type of authority

called report and act, or another type called act and report. Authority should not be

confused with power. The degree of authority that we are talking about is the authority

) that it takes for an individual to be able to achieve the objectives that have been mutually ,

agreed upon between the administration and the subordinate. Many people, however, feel

that when authority has been delegated to them that this gives them the power to become

the creator himself. This is not the kind of authority that I am talking about. A rule

of thumb that should be used is that an objective should be delegated to the lOwest

level in the organization in which there are individuals capable of meeting that objective.

Ariother item that might be of interest indated in the literature is that if an individual

is working fourteen to sixteen hours a day, six days a week, he isn't delegating enough.

The second area that I want to talk about in implementation is motivation. Many

times yve safer from the central office syndrome. Every boss just knows that all employees

are lazy and untrustworthy. Every employee just knows that the boss is dumb and does

not know what is going on. I would like to define motivation as we are using it. Motivation

is the activation and direction of behavior, and motivation has to be an internal thing.

We don't really motivate people, we provide people motivators. One form of motivation,

used is the negative approach to motivation--in other words, the stick. This negative form

of punishment is not very acceptable nor very effective in a democratic society. However,

the one that is, is the positive approach' to motivation or the reward type. This is, in

effect, where we dangle something out in front of individuals or provide them with the

motivators that it takes to entice them to do agood job. I would like to tie this back

into Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. At the time that I first became acquainted with Maslow's

Hierarchy of Needs it didn't mean much to me because I couldn't associate it with anything.

Only recently, in working with people, have I begun to see how Maslow's Heirarchy of

Needs fits into the motivation pattern. Most people in todAY's society have their basic

need for food and water satisfied. Most people are r4a tively secure. The third need of .
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love and belonging is satisfied. If not, we can do this with the fraternal, social or civic

:organizations that we belong tp.

When we look at what it takes to provide motivators for people, We- are up into

Maslow's self-esteem and self actualization needs for individuals. Every individual wants

to do a good job. He wants recognition, reputatioh, prestige, etc. On the other hand,

everybody wants to be able to beco'me everything that he is capable of becoming. So

when working with people, we have to rec%gnize at what level we need to provide the

motivators and provide individual staff those motivators that it takes to motivate them.

You can't talk to individuals about what a good job they have because they have two

weeks vacation and sick leave, etc:, everyone offers these things today. So again, I would

like to emphasize that it is very important to identify what motivators are needed to

entice the staff to do a good job. If we provide individuals with the recognition or the

motivators that they need, we might stop some of the ego screaming, because the individuals

have had an input in the planning and they also have recognition for their accomplishments.

The last phase to be covered is the review development of the Management by

Objectives system. This is probably the most important part of the MBO system and when

working with people, the one that I fear will most likely Cause the organization not to

be able to implement the system. An example is that of the fear factor; the boss is afraid

to assist and evaluate. face to face, and the employee is afraid to inform the boss of

his problems. Simply stated the .review process involves looking at the planned

accomplishments and the actual accomplishments. Performance review is defined as the

evaluation of the performance of each staff member in terms of h II previously

established job functions and objectives have been accomplished. There are raI factors

that should be considered. Have the job functions and job objectives been well defined?

Has the individual had an opportunity to perform? Has the individual had the assistance

that was necessary? Has there been a.reasonable working relationship between the individual

and his supervisor? It is important to call your attention to the last item. In conducting

a performance review, we want to make sure that we evaluate the individual on the

objectives that have been agreed upon1mutually by the supervisor and the employee and

how well he has achieved those objectives. We don't want to get into the subjective part

of the evaluation where we judge people on. the way they wear their hair, the association

that they may have with other members in the organization, etc. As long as an individual
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is working in the parameter that has been defined by the organization for the employee

to work, then the individual should be reviewed on the merit of how well they have

performed according to the objectives that have been mutually agreed upon.

There is a monitoring component to assist with evaluation or some milestones as

we go down the line. We believe that there ought to be a monthly evaluation, where

at the end of each month, the individual submits a short written report stating the status

of his objectives. We recommend that the report be composed somewhat like this. "This

is what I did this month that I didn't have scheduled. This is what I didn't do this month

that I had scheduled. This is what t plan on doing next r.etinth. These are the problems

that I have encountered." Then each quarter, we recommend that there be a regularly

scheduled quarterly review and that the individual know that he is going through a forma;

quarterly review. Then we have a yearly review to see how well we have accomplished

the objectives that we set forth for this time frame. This monitoring system has been

a very effective, way to keep the communication channel open throughout the organization.

Another aspect of this is that if some objectives need to be changed, or if we see that

we are falling behind on an objective, then we have an opportunity to communicate

to the next level of administration those changes that need to be made with the status

of the objectives. In order to have an effective Management by Objectives system, it must

be flexible. We plan around those things that we know and we recognize that there are

going to be external factors that may necessitate changing some objectives. What in the

beginning may have appeared to be a good objective under a time frame, may at some

point'in time during the operational year .not be as good an objective as we first identified

that it might have been and due to some external factors, the priorities to achieve an

objective may change. The monitoring system gives us the mechanism that we need to

be able to communicate the status of an objective.

I would, like to go back and review the points that have been covered.

1. The organization defines purpose and writes mission statement. Then it

writes its goals and objectives.

2. The internal units derive their mission statements and write their goals and

objectives.
-110

3. The individual derives job functions and objectives with negotiation with

the unit head and'
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4. We have the'' monitoring system that is used to check on the status of the

objectives.

Another way that/we might view this is with a five -step system.

1. organization's mission

2. the organization's goals and objectives

3. the unit's missions, goals, and objectives,

4.. the individual job functions and objectives, and

5. the monitoring system.

Everything about the Management by Objectives system isn't peaches and cream. I

would like to present some of the major difficulties. First there is a lack of understanding

by the supervisors or staff members of what they are supposed to do. After a general

orientation, we usually firdd this to be true. A sivond difficulty is the failure to follow

up and- periodically evaluate accomplishments ,314oals or plans. As stated earlier, this

step is the one that I fear most in causing failure of a Management by Objectives system.

If we don't follow up and look at the accomplishments, then about the only good that

we -can see from a Management by Objectives system is the fringe benefits of planning,

but we still may not have accountability. The third major difficulty is that the procedure

takes. too much time and there"s not enough time available. Well, the system does take

a lot of time, but one of the things that We have been guilty of in an educational

environment is not putting enough time into planning. We always are going from crisis

to deadlines. If we take the appropriate amount of time that it would take to plan and

to set up things, then the organization would be operating much smoother. So, looking

at it trim" the standpoint of planning, it probably does not take too much time. The

fourth, is the lack of cooperation by supervisors and resistance to change. I would like

to raise a question. Do you resist change? Well must of you would indicate that you

do resist change, and I propose that you do not resist change, but you resist being changed,

becatise change is probably the only thing that we have constant in today's society.

Why do you resist change? One of the reasons relates to one of Maslow's' Heirarchy

of Needs. When you feel secure in doing things that ypu know how to do well, you

are afraid of change. Something new scares you a little bit so you resist it. Another question.

How is anything ever made better? By changing it. Ndthing that I know of has ever been

made better unless it was changed. Now, I don't imply change for the sake ,of change;

Hit if, after doing planning, we see that a change needs to be made, then we are not
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going to be able to make anything better unless we do some changing. Again, not change

for the sake of change. The fifth and last difficulty is just plain old lack of interest or

apathy. In any organization that you work with, one or two percent of your employees

will be apathetic towards the Management by Objectives system. There will be no interest

expressed, so you have to recognize this when dealing with people inside the organization.

In summary, what will MBO do for you? (1) It forces you to look realistically at, .

your job. (2) It provides feedback on how well you are doing your job. (3) It establishes

priority for your efforts. (4) It allows you to accept responsibility. (5) It may attach

dollars to activities. In summary, the organization has a self-directed and defendable

function evaluated on accomplishments.

I would like to close my formaresentation with this quote. "We could say everything

is going according to plan if we had a plan."

I
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JOINT PARTICIPATION FOR PROGRESSIVE CHANGE
THROUGH MANAGEMENT B1 OBJECTIVES

J. E. Tompkins, Ph. D. .

Vice President
Texas State Technical Institute

As universities expanded services to vastly increas0 enrollments following World War II
and incorporated new activities within the scope of the 'services provided, the seeds of disenchant-
ment with higher education were planted. Attention was diveTted from instruction. The clas-
sical classroom professor became yes :te&y's c-ommodit*, replaced by {he research professor.
There were Other shifts in priorities and emphasis. Trangocation,of function, authority, and
structure became enescapable and effective managementidirected toward providing relevant and
high quality education was subsumed under a thrust to achieve status.

1,4(w quality instruction, coupled with man-y;political, social, and cultural events combined
to stimulate student rebellion on the campus . Stitclents, demandmg reform, thrust themselves
into the domain of curriculum and instruction which had previously been a prerogative vested
solely with the faculty. This was accompanied Isith a "do your own thing" or "be your own
man" cultism which conflicted with normal regulatory process.

As students invaded the faculty's domain the facultyffi turn sLught in invade the administra-
tive domain and demanded a voice in management. Whilelhe rationale for such action was often
couched in esotenc and scholarly phrases, when examined for essence, it was mostly an effort to
achieve job security and equitable pay along with a license to teach without restrictive regulations.
Thus, faculty organizations were born. The resulting trend was a reduction in management ef-
fectiveness fiord mediocre to poor and a diminution of confidence by the general public, along
with elected and appointed state officials in the ability of institutions of higher education to
manage their business. Out of concern and commitment to best utilize all resources in order to
serve the public, higher educatiorris now being more deeply drawn into a growing philosophy 9f
government to "manage" all state affairs like a giant industry. Contemporary interest is increas-
mg about the resulting impact of regulatory influences of state agencies such as Boards of Higher
Education or Coordinating Boards, along with legal constraints being engendered by courtroom
decisions. this is a topic of discussion and exploration by professional educators, especially those
prone to caster in professional organizations which seek to establish the primacy of faculty in
institutional governance.

It appears that the focus of decision making is shi ing from the campus to state-level man-
agerial authority centers, indeed, even shifting to fed levels. Faculty organization must also
then shift in form and strategy if they are to effectively participate or influence the decision -
making which is taking place away from the campus at the state's capitol. Consequently,
faculty organization takes other forms such as unionism of psuedo unionism through profes-
sional associations empowered to serve as a bargaining agent. Such actions'are inherently based
upon vested interest representation and the student's need are ignored, except as they are in-
directly (perhaps conveniently) involved through establishing the rights,policies, and eyconomic
factors in a negotiated contract. A worker management adversary relationship is established on
campus which gives rise to a concern that the idyllic academic atmosphere and environment for
exploration and adventures into learning will be rendered unattainable by the very process em
ployed to assure its existence.
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These actions and reactions seem to escalate with little visible evidence of real improvement.
Students invaded the area of curriculum and instruction, faculty organized and invaded the admin-
istrative domain, decision making authority moved from the campus to state and federal govern-
ment levels so the faculty members organized on state or national basis. Next, it would appear,
student consumer organization will escalate to keep pace. The student union may well become
more than a gathering place on campus. Is it too late to return management and authority to the
campus and replace collective bargaining with collective management? Can control be returned
from the state house to the campus if responsible accountable management can be demonstrated'
Hopefully it can.

Because of the specific and relevant nature of technical education, an unusual opportunity
is presente1 for technical education to develop collective management system prototypes which
incorporate modern concepts of management science. Because of the natural relevancy of technical
education. it is quite suitable to specificity of objectives and, thus, amenable to implementation of
accountability being demanded by the public. Evaluation and accountability can be achieved as
by-products of implementing management by objectives strategy for they are essential ingredients,

Many administrators of educational institution's are deligently seeking to utilize I. he strategy
of management by objectives. Properly implemented, it may well result in desired improvements
m the effectiveness of managing an educational enterprise. Improperly implemented, it may be
a disaster.

Management science extols the virtue of participatory management. On campus, it appears
not only to be desirable, but necessary to take this-approach because one of the most common
reasons for failure to management by objectives can be traced to a pervasive tendency to erase or
minimize the human element in the organization and management. In an educational environment
where the emphasis is on human interaction, this is most undesirable.

To be successful on a college campus, the implementation of management by objectives
must emphasize mutual establishment of objectives. The mutuality must include inter-depart-
mental, as well as faculty-administratiOn interaction. Management by objectives bring into focus
those activities which should be undertaken to achieve desired end results, but it can lead to
"gun barrel vision.- People become intently fixed on achieving specified objectives because that
is the basis of performance evaluation. Spontaneously arising situations which provide un-
planned for teaching opportunities may be wasted. It must be recognized that more than any
other enterpnse an educational organization is a social system requiring unlimited people-to-

, people interactions, as well as people-to-organization interactions. When modification of human
behavior is the goal, emotion plays as great a role as logic and the degree to which the educational
climate can be controlled is far more limited than that of other enterprises.

Management styles exerts considerable influence on the likelihood of success in implementing
management by objectives programs. In an autocratic setting, objectives are issued by the boss,
while in a democratic setting, everyone participates in establishing objectives. Obviously the lat-
ter system is fraught with many more difficulties than the former, but there are offsetting bene-
fits to be derived from the participative or democratic approach.

Management science extols the virtues of participatory management. Faculty seek par-
ticipation in management. Students want relevant education. Therefore, a system of technical

LAducation designed for achieving specified relevant objectives, utilizing management by objec-
tives strategy with provisions for faculty perticipation in management should appeal to students,

, faculty, public, and reduce administrative burdens. To accomplish this, a concept or model of
a technical education system must be articulated with the management organizational structure,
and complimented with a faculty organization. An educational system model is needed to pro-
vide direction to the design of an accompanying organizational structure.
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There are different models of an educational system. One which meets modern criteria
for specificity, relevancy, and is designed to employ principles of management by objectives
is shown in Figuz 1.

IISMCDONAL ESTENI EBEL

'erformance
Measuremen
(assessment)

Compare
Desired to

Actual Outcomes
(evaluation)

The model conceives the educational system as a process having students at the input.
The students are subjected"to learning experiences and graduates are the output. Certain
measures of performance are made on the process and output which are compared to pre-
stated objectives and, by this means, an evaluation of performance is made. Based upon the -

evaluation outcome, changes are made in the process in order to bring the system perform-
ance and output into alignment with pre-stated objectives. Evaluation may also indicate the
need to alter objectives.

In this model the actual education process consists of four identified elements:
1) personnel; 2) curriculum; 3) facilities; and 4) instructional tactics. Obviously, it is
assumed that if these four elements are properly available, effective instruction will take
place and suitable graduates will be produced. Performance measures must be taken on
each of these elements and compared to respective objectives. Through this process de-
cisions are reached about expenditure of resources and changes planned to made needed
improvements.
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The organization structure should be specifically designed to maximally implement the
instructional system model. The traditional table of organization for educational institutions
is patterned after industrial organizations and based on comcepts of span of control and a
pyramiding structure. Thus, faculty report to department heads who report to division heads
who report to deans who report to the presidents.. Decision making authority is rationed to
hierarchical layers and is primarily centered in the upper one or two levels of the pyramid.
Work and division of.responsibility branches at each point within the structure. A division head
usually handles all administrative respons'ibilities of the departments within a division. A typical
chart illustrating this concept is shown in Figure 2. .

'TA

The pyramid structure leads to vertical compartmentalization and creates barriers to ho-
.
rizontai interaction and Communications. Further, each layer within the structure becomes
points of diffusion of effort. If an eighty percent efficiency factor is assumed at each point
in the vertical structure, i.e., the person at each point understands, agrees, correctly communi-
cates and supports an order with an eighty percent performance factor, by the time the order
is relayed through four organizational points ,the overall effectiveness factor is reduced to forty
percent. The end result often bears little resemblance to what was expected at the point of
origination-of the order.

iertical organizational structures also lead to high inertia in response, bureaucracy,
and create opposition to change. A flat strucutre will encourage broader horizontal inter-
action, group participation, and reduce opposition to change.

An alternative to the system illustratkd in Figure 2, is to partition the management re,spon-
sibilities of all departments by function and replace division heads with management personnel
having designated functional responsibilities for all departments.
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In keeping with the previous model for an instructional system, the functions of instruction
have been identified as personnel, curriculum, facilities, and instructional tactics. An orgnaizational.
chart based upon this partition of re4ponsibilities would appear as shown in Figure 3.

LIE SWF DEANOTIOi
Ef MEM

IDEAN STAFF OFFICERS

'PERSONNEL

CURRICULUM

{FACILITIES

{TACTICS

DEPT., DEPT DEPT DEPT. DEPT.
HEAD HEAD HEAD HEAD HEAD

FIGURE 3
Figure 3

This cicsign has the advantages usually accruing to a system utilizing both line and staff po-
sitions, in ttat at allows for specialized expertise in the staff position. A disadvantage is evident

in that care must be taken in organizing the communications system because of the large span of
control. Considerable authority and responsibility is vested at the lower levels in such an organ-
ization.

Having established the model and the organization, attention is directed toward incorpor-
ating a compatible faculty organization which meets the desires of faculty to participate in manage-
ment and accrues the potential benefits-from participatory management.

Participatory management holds forth the glittering promise of stimulating employees to top
performance, motivating to excel, reduce employee dissatisfaction, reduce turn over, and generally
improve the management malaise. There is some room for doubt about the extent to which these
benefits are realizable, yet, it is reasonable to assume the concept is creditable. The principal bene-

fit which may well rank far above all others in importance is reducing resistance to change. Planned
programs of progressive change are crucial life substances for technical education which must keep
abreast of contemporary changes in technology.. A dean once remarked, "If you are teaching the
same materials yOu taught last year, you are at least one'year out of date." How true!
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Lack of relevancy and the inability to make changes contributed in a major way to the rupture
of bonds between student, faculty, and administration. Students are consumers and are entitled to te
ceive what they seek and for which they and the public pay. A properly constituted faculty organiza-
tion can not only overcome the resistance to change, but become a viable force which insists upon and
stimulates change. To accomplish this, management roles must be assigned to the,organization and
responsibilities, objectives, and performance evaluations made upon the contribution of the faculty ,

organization just as they are made upon management personnel. Th(purpose of the faculty organiza-
tion is to join the management team to improve effectiveness, not to wrest authonty away from the
administrative staff. Therein lies a vast difference with many faculty organization. '

A faculty organization compatible with the educational system model and organization presented
above could be designed as follows. The faculty organization would consist of elected representatives
to seats on one of four councils. These councils are identical to those defined elements of instruction
and management functidn, namely curriculuni, facilties, personnel, and instructional tactics.

The purpose of each council is to work with the respective manager to establish objectives,
performance measurement systems, evaluations, and formulate corrective actions in the assigned
area of responsibility. Thus, the council members are a part of the management staff to assure the
effective implementation of management by objectives strategy. Through this system of elected
representation on the management team, faculty have a means of input into establishing.procedures,

,

Ways and means, goals, and instructional processes, thus, have a measure of control on the future.
Figure 4 illustrates-the anticipation interaction of the councils with the regular administrative staff.

One of the major deficiencies of management by objectives is that there is a strong tendency
for it to devolve into a meaningless exercise in paper work. Properly carried forth, a great deal
of attention is required to measure progress toward meeting objectives. Challenging and realistic
objectives must be established by involving personnet hgVing responsibility for goat achievement.
A faculty organization established along the pattern suggestedyroVides a flow of ".`newlaces" and,
thus, new energy in the management circle which should contribute materially to maintaining per-
formance and continued effective implementation of management by objectives.

Most importantly the total approach to management and organization briefly described, holds
forth the promise of joint participation for effective management and to maintain relevancy and
instructional excellence through assuring continuous progressive change.
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"NOW THAT THE FEAR IS OVER"

Delbert Morrison - Director - Duncan Area Vo-Tech

Management by objectives is by no means new. As s matter of fact, my father introduced me to this
sygtem when I was very young. I was next to the youngestof six boys and my father had always in-
structed us not to ask for the last piece of chicken in the platter. One summer Windy evening while
enjoying Mom's good fried chicken the kerosene lamp was blown out by a sudden burst of wind. My

father reached for the last drumstick and suffered six fork wounds in his righthand: I must admit his
objective was sound; but the managenient procedure needed more advanced planning.

My appreciation has been extended to Dr. Bill Stevenson and Dr. Charles Hopkins from the State
Department of Vocational-Technical Education in Stillwater, Oklahoma Tor their know1Pdaable as-,
sistance in implementing our MBO System.

I analyzed the MBO System-as a means Of finding solutions to problems and someone has said that
solutions to problems are like keys in locks,they don't work it they don't fit. And if solutions aren't
the right ones, the problem dosen't get solved. Problems are caused by differences between'what
People do and what someone wants them to do. Unfortunately Educational Institutions are not with-
out problems in.relatron to how problems are caused especially when we consider the different gr9ups
of people involved, Groups meaning. students, patrons, teaching staff, administrative staff, and the
governing board, Each group in essence is different in what they want to do and what someone wants
them to do. No longer can we apply the "Golden Rule", to the educational process. You are aware,
no doubt of the meaning of thisle. "He who hath the gold maketh the rule." And too often, the
"identified problems" often isn't he problem at all. It is often a symptom of the problem and until
a probl4m is understood and definitely identified proposing the solution is more times than often a

'shot in tfie dark. -

The MBO System'cloes in essence serves as an aid in recognition of problems and provides direction
in setting up goals and objectives whereby workable soli.;{; s can be made in solving identified
problems.

With the inception of any'new and different technique, apprehension is sure to be preseanioung the
staff members. The 'announceinent of MBO was no exception. Reaction came in the form of "Now

we're going to be held accountable for placement of students" - "If I had all top quality students I
could do a better job of placement", and "This is the beginning of merit pay for Instructors." The
most common stated objection heard was "Someone in the State Office is working on their Doctor's

degree and dreamed up this, work."

In August of 1970 prior to the beginning of schQoLand cluiing'the in-gefvice period, thefi'fr. uctional
staff was asked to meet for a three hour session daily to formulate their individual goals p4it objectives

In, order to minimize time and simplify directions a copy of the institutions stated objectives was pre-

sented as developed by the committee. Also, Dr. Chuck Hopkins *as utilized as a resource person th#

first day of the in-service training period. Working together:the'end of the first 3 hour session, found
much of.the,confusion disipating and some insight as to thetend result developing. Two weeks, 30
hours, 12 dozen gripes later, fifteen instructors had developed their own goals and objectives by depait

ments with some revisions needed.

The success of a MBO System in'a Vocational-TechnkalSchool is dependent upon several factors'
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1. Recognition of Need The need is determined by the Admthistrative Head. Local initiative must
be present for the system to be sold and implemented among the instructional staff.

2. Simplicity The institutions needs should be assessed in priortized forth, objectives stated in re-.
lation to the needs formulated acid statedlh measurable terms.

3. Review, updatjng, and revision -Once tL.:system is'initiated into the edlicatiQnal system, a con-
stant review 'must be made between the.,Administrative Head and the individual instructor. This
periodic review permits the addition Of iiew'goals, deletion dim-realistic goals and a modification
of present coals.-

The advantages of thisSystem were assessed after °Fie year. A few are worthy of mentioning here.

1. Studen'ts become the main benefactors of rhlistic objectives.

2. An assessment is readily available during the conferences held between the Administrators and
Instructors.

3. By consultations and conferences new goals may be outlined and old goals modified where needed.

4. Well prepared and meaningful goals and objectives provide direction for activities leading to the
prime mission of the institution. "

"Now that the fear is Over," the end result bf the dedicdted work brings satisfaction and a sense of
accs;mplishment to the instructional staff; but of most importance, a key to fit the lock.
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ACHIEVING QUALITY THROUGH SUPERVISED
WORK EXPERIENCES

Allied Health
W. D. Workman III

Greenville Technical Education Center

To begin with, perhaps I need to answer a question raised by.one.of my erstwhile friends at Greenville .

TEC when he learned I was to talk with you this afternoon. "Why me?" On reflection, it was leg-
itimate question, and an answer may be of use to you.

r
I'm in the role of a reporter, describing to yOu some of the activities relating to getting high quality
into allied helth training programs through supervised work experOnce. These are activities that we
have gone through at Greenville TEC in recent years, or that we he observed in visiting other schools
engaged in allied health training. Much of this presentation will fall in the category of "do as I say,
not as I do." because we have learned through mistakes as well as from the things we have done right.

Greenville TEC has 15 programs in the allied health'field, with a staff of some 50 people and enrol-
lment of nearly 600 students. We have successfully undergone 9 separate accreditation visits cover-
ing the 10 programs liable for such accreditation. We have a success rate of better than 90 per cent
on national and state licensure and registration exams, in some programs, the rate is 100 per cent.,
We are using more than 50 different clinical sites in our training programs, ranging from individual
physician and dentist offices to major hospital complexes of more than 700 beds, in over 15 dit.
ferent cities and towns.

So you can see that we have had ample opportunity to gain experience in setting up clinical train-
ing, both in how to as well as how not to, I am delighted to share some of the results of those ex-

;periences with you.

Several definitions are in order here at the first. For this discussion, the term "Allied Health" will
be used to refer to careers coverning all those workers in the fields of patient care;public health, and
healthresearch who ehgage in activities that support, complement, or supplement the professional
functions of physicians and dentists. The associate degree nurse, or the technical nurse, will also be
included, in that clinical training for that category of helath worker is required and appropriate for
this discussion. We can further refine the definition by including only those careers that require less
than a baccalaureate degree in order to fully qualified for the particular field. Such careers include
thoie for which preparation at the level of the associate degree, the one-year diploma, and the cer-
tificate for less than a year's training are required. We are not including those careers which require
only on-the-job orientation iri order for persons to become fully prepared.

Another definition concerns "Supervised work experience." A more usual term is "Clinical experience,"
butyou have probablyheard other terms such as "practicalWork", "practigum", "clinical lab time" and
others. I suppose that the most widely used is "clinical experience." Clinical experience for allied
health careers typically has two elements. 1. It takes place away from the educational setting, in an
actual place where health care is being delivered, 2. Students undergoing this portion of training
receive academic credit and no pay.

Now with that out of the way, here'is the key statement to the whole speech. Because of the nature
of allied health careers, there is little opportunity for learning from mistakes. The meshing of acadimic
preparation and job performance must take place during training. Thus, quality in clinical experience
is essential.
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What, then, are the ingredients of a program that has adequate amounts of quality built into the
clinical experience portion of the training?, This list we will go through ma ot be all-inclusive,
but it is a check list that has served us well. These items are presented in n- pl rticular ranking or
priority. They are:

-Active, involved advisory committee's
-:7Curriculum design for clinical reinforcement
4We ll-experienced, well trained and competent clinical supervisors
-Clearly defined clinical experience training objectives, stated in behavioral terms.
-Clearly understood and well administered grading mechanisms for clinical experiences
7-Good clinical site selection
-Contracts with clinical sites
-Choice of piograms based on demonstrated need and employment potential

Didactic instructors who themselves.have clinical experience.

A few comments on each of these topics is appropriate. I know that some of this material will be
very basic to you; yet it needs to be said.

Active, involved advisory committees are essential to just about every technic-al educatipn program,
and allied health programs are no exception. Regarding the clinical training, your advisory committee
members will lead the way into the clinical sites and provide major assistance in dealing with the ad-
ministration of the various agencies to be used for clinical training:. Selection of the members of the
committees must be done with care, as with your other advisory committees, there needs to be
representation from the administrative ranks of the agencies you are seeking to serve, as well as
representatives of the career itself. As an aside, we always seek to have representatives of the public
schools on our advisory committees, and they are most helpful in'setting up recruiting efforts for
the programs, as well as in helping see to it that courses designed erzi prepare high school students
for the various careers are available where possible in the public schools.

In designing the curriculum for the program, the clinical portion must be developed along with the
academic side. It makes little sense to present material to the student that for six months or a year
he will not be called upon to know in the clinical setting. Academic work and clinical training need
to be closely interwoven, in weekly chunks if possible. We have hod success with some curricula that
have students'in the clinical setting two or three days a week and in class the other days. Alternate
half-day,s in class and half-days in clinic. This is effective, of course, only after several quarters have
passed, during which the student is given the very basics of his"training. Generally, the further ad-
vanced a student is in the program, the greater amount of time he spends in the clinical setting. In
several programs, this becomes 40 hours a week for a quarter or two, either at the end of the full
program, or in the middle summer quarter. In our nursing program, class size is iimited primarily by
the ability of the clinical sites to handle certain numbers of students. We are starting classes in that
ilogram every otlier quarter rather than starting one large class in manageable groups at the beginning

the school year; the students then rotate through the various clinical areas.

Objectives for. chnical.learning expel-len' ces must be developed as throughly as for the didactic portion,
if not more so. These objectives must be in writing, stated in behavioral terms, and understood by
students and clinical supervisors alike. Effective objectives that are followed will ease the situation
frequently encountered in which students are misused as employees of the clinical site rather than for
learning opportunities.
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caAs critical to the success of clini training as any other aspect is the quality of the clinical supervisors

themselves. It goes without sayin that those doing the supervision must be qualified to do so. When
clinical supervisors are members of the faculty of the training institution, it is easier to have qloilified
control. Yet, the costs of allied health training force institutions to make use of the hospital or other
agency personnel for clinical supervision whenever possible, To improve such superyisory kay-people
who are to serve as clinical supervisors should be on your advisory committee, they should help develop
the objectives for, the clinical training. The educational institution should provide training sessions for
all those people who will be serving as clinical supervisors.

The actual arrangements between the school and the supervisors may take many forms. Ideally, they
work for the school full-time and are thus subjlit to your direct control. Realistically, however, costs
will likely prevent that situation from being common. Supervisors may be full -time employees of the
clinical institution, and work for the school on a part-time basis, or they may be full-time clinical in-
stitution employees who have been assigned the duties of clinical supervision for the program. What-
ever the arrangement, and it likely will vary from program to program, it must be closely monitored
and carefully screened to make sure that it is meeting the objectives. It is very easy for a program
director to get to busy on campus that not enough attention is paid to the clinical area, particularly
when some sites may be out of town. The administrators under whose jurisdiction the allied health
programs fall should spend a significant part of their time working with the administration of the
clinical sites and checking with program heads to make sure that "out-of-sight, out-of-mind" does not
apply to clinical training.

In the training sessions with the clinical supervisors, much attention must be paid to the grading
mechanism to be used. It must be simple, it must be easy, it must provide for reasonably accurate
assessment of the student's performance in objective terms. Grading mechanisms that call for para-
graphs of narrative comments will not be well received by clinical supervisors who already have enough
to do without OWN bogged down in more papeL..work. Check lists with "go-no go" types of eval-
uation can be an effective way to pull out the information needed. It will also be well worth the
while of th' program head to provide for some sort of input from students regarding what they per-
ceiveihappening to them in the various clinical sites. They will know when they are getting good
experiences at a clinical site. And there will be times when personalities will influence evaluations,
particularly when the evaluator has not been trained to look beyond such conflicts in assessing the
performance of the student.

"Clear" and "easily measureable" are the bywords for clinical evaluations, even when your own people
are doing it. Evaluations should also take place 'relatively often. A one-shot deal at the end of the
quarter or semester will seldom be an effective evaluation.

A

Selection of the clinical site itself is critical. Many allied health programs, particularly those that
come under the accrediting purview of the Americin Medical Association or other professional
agencies, have specific criteria that clinical sites must meet. Such items maybe specified as the size
of the facility, in terms of patients, procedures, etc..., the accreditation of the facility, qualifications
of the staff of the faulty, presence of certain equipmkit of different types, and space to be allocated
to the students (lockers, stuffy rooms, etc...).

,Alser-quite important is the attitude of the facility administrators and staff people of the various
departments involved with the training program. It is not uncommon for cooperation from the
administration to be of the highest order, whereas nothing but problems come from dealings with the
departmental staff. Thus great care must be given to establishing a rapport with the departmental
staff, because it is there that the ultimate success or failure of your clinical experience will lie. There
will likely be employees in the clinical facility who will view as a threat the of a new
allied health program in their field, and sometimes they are right. Others will resent the additional
work that supervising students entails. And in many cases the situation involves the hospital's
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closing down its own program and turning it, the training, over to the educational institution. We
had an incident in which departmental people lost a source of income when the hospital closed its
program, and shortly thereafter we waltzed hack over there asking them to provide clinical super-
vision for free.

The rapport between the school faculty and the clinical site staff will be handicapped unless the
faculty includes people who themselves have had experience in clinical work. Instructors who
lack first-hand knowledge of the problems and situations within clinical facilities will in many cases
have trouble relating to the staff members, and it will be difficult for them to cause the strong.tie-in
between the didactic and clinical portion of the program.

In selling the clinical institutions and staff on the idea of supporting the educational programthrough
the provision of clinical supervision, we have been successful-by pointing out the benefits that accrue
to the facility in better trained and more numerous graduates, in allowing the hospital with the "pick
of the litter" at graduation time, and in some cases providing faculty status, or other benefits, to the
supervisors.

Attempts by educational institutions to offer programs for which there is not a true and demonstrated
need for the graduates will generally meet with less coDeration from clinical sites than otherwise,
yet if the educational instituation is trying to set up a program for which a need does exist, it has
been our experience that the facilities will do all in their power to help.

Let's assume that cooperation with clinical sites has been forthcoming and everything looks good for
the program. Dpnirlito put down in writing all understanding between the educational institution
and the clinical site, and get the statement signed by both parties. These clinical agreements, clinical
contracts, or letters of understanding will be invaluable, and are actually required for accredition in
many cases. The degree of complexity of these agreements will depend ujion the two institutions
involved. Our general practice has been to enter into fairly comprehensive agreements with major
clinical sites, and to supplement these agreements with letters of understanding between the program
head and the corresponding member of the hospital staff. physical therapist to physical therapist,
radiologic technician to radiologic technician, etc... For small agencies or private offices, an ex-
change of relatively brief letters may suffice.

Included in the agreements should be administrative points such as insurance, emergency room care,
cafetena and parking priviledges, uniform and dress codes, staff and faculty relationships, and a
clear delineation of the areas of responsibility for each party. Basically, the clinical institution is
ultimately responsible for patient care, and the educational institution is responsible for the student.
Also, a statement of the conditions under which the contract can be dissolved needs to be present,
and should give the educational institution adequate time to provide for its students should a par-
ticular site withdraw, 90 days, or at the end of the next quarter, might be appropriate. In addition
the numbers of students that can be accepted by the clinical facility at any one time and other de-
tails should be part of the agreements either between the institutions or the respective departments
of the institutions:

Let me re-emphasixe a point mentioned earlier. The key to the success of allied health training
programs depends in large measure in offering only those programs for which there are demonstrated
needs and true employment potential. Allied health training programs are expensive to start and
expensive to maintain, and should be begun and continued only forthose careers for which jobs are
available. If not, problems are likely to,arise with clinical sites, with funding sources, and with staff
and student recruiting.
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This does not mean that the educational institution cannot take the lead in seeing to it that employ-
ment opportunities do exist. There is no better selling point than a well-motivated, well-prepared
student working in a clinical site to cause that program to succeed. Conversely, if clinical sites are
sent poorlyprepared students who fail to exhibit interest and a willingness to learn, the program may
as well be ilOted down.

In conclusion, let, me state another obvious point. The quality of health care ultimately, delivered
is dependent upon the competence of those providing the care, and the competence of health care
personnel is, in turn, largely determined by the quality. of educational preparation for health service
roles. Well:thought out and productive clinical experiences for students are an indispensable part
of high quality allied health training programs.

ti
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Achieving Quality through Supervised Work Experience
Charles J. Fisher, Director

Southeast Florida Institute of Criminal Justice
Miami-Dade Community College

Vv

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. It is a pleasure to speak to you on behal of the Southeast
Florida Institute of Criminal Justice, Miami-Dade Community College. The theme for our program..
is "Technical Education - A Continuing Search for Quality." Keeping this in mind I will confine
my address to the theme.

Before one may adequately, discuss supervision in the criminal justice system, an understanding as
to what the criminal justice system comprises must first be discussed.

The criminal justice system is composed of many agencies and numerous people. I would like to
give you a description of the criminal process and my remarks are intended only to provide a broad
overview of that process with particular emphasis on the number of people involved at each stage.
When thinking of criminal justice I believe perhaps the one subsystem that appears ida be most on
one's mind is the law enforcement agency because it is indeed the largest. There are approximately
40,000 separate agencies responsible for enforcing Federal, State and local laws. Only fifty of these
agencies are on the Federal level. They account for the investigation of less than ten percent of the
estimated 350,000 felony prosecutions each year. The primary burden lies on the 200 State and
39,750 local agencies. The size and organizational structure of the local agencies varies considerably.

In the Greaterivliarai area, for example, there is one County Department of Pubhc Safety and twenty
six local police departments. The size of the departments varies from the 1,100 Dade County Depart-
ment of Public Safety force to several small town depaitments with five or less full-time officers. The
educational requirements and salnry structures of the various depa4ments also vary considerably.
Each department is responsible to its local government unit.

Another aspect of the criminal justice system is the involving the judiciary. This involves deter-
mination, sentencing, defense and prosecution. The prosecutors are usually elected officials having
a county-wide responsibility for prosecuting criminal cases. In many urban areas the County pro-
secutor may be responsible primarily for felony cases, with most misdemeanors and all ordinance
violations prosecuted by the City Attorney. The great majority of the counkry's 2,700 prosecutors
serve in small offices with at most one or two assistants. Often both the prosecutor and his as-
sistant are part-time officials. In Dade County, Florida, the prosecutors staff is twenty-seven, the
size of a medium law firm. In a few states, the State Attorney General has responsabilit.s, for all
criminal prosecutors. In most, however, he has more limited authority over local prosecutors al-
though the authority may be sufficient to achieve a fair degree of coordination. So far only a small
number of Attorney Generals have moved in that direction.

Federal prosecutions are the responsibility of the ninety-three United States Attorneys who are
Presidential appointees. The United States Attorneys are subject to the authority of the Attorney
General who establishes major prosecution authority for the country. The operations of the United
States Attorneys are supplimented by the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice which co-
ordinates activities and furnishes research and manpower assistance.

I wonder how many of us realize that only about two percent of this 200,000 lawyers engaged in
private practice today accept criminal cases "more than ocasionally." Many more lawyers, however,
may receive an ocassional court appointment to represent an indigent defendant. And, whether we
realize it or not, approximately six percent of all defendants are indigent and most communities use
an assigned counsel system.
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In my home county of Dade, a Public Defender's office has been established as in most major metro-
politan areas. And here is something I think most taxpayers should be aware of. It has been estimated
that State payments for felony representation for.indigent perscns reaches approximately seventeen
million dollars per year and are clearly on the rise.

Most of us are aware of the Court. Most of us are aware of,the duties and responsibilities of the Court.
But, how many of us fully understand the process in which it functions. The Courts of the First In-
stance, variously termed Magistrate Courts, Justice of the Peace Courts, Municipal Courts, etc..., have
jurisdiction. in all minor misdemeanor cases. In addition they bear a major responsibility in proces-
sing felony cases. Ordinarily felony defendants make their first appearance before these Courts which
set bail and inform the defendants of t)ie charges against them. Magistrate Courts also hold preliminary
examinations in felony cases. In the kederal Courts these functions are handled by United States
Magistrates. Felony cases are tned by Courti of General Jurisdiction frequently called District Courts,
Superior Courts, or Circuit Courts. These courts usually have a county-wide jurisdiction encompassing
civil as well as criminal cases. .Frequently they also serve as the first level of appeal in the misdemeanor
cases tnexl in the Magistrate Courts. Judges in Courts of General Jurisdiction are lawyers and are elec-
ted in more than half the states which includes the State of Florida. The Courts of General Jurisdiction
in the Federal system are the ninety-three fg leial District Courts.

Today we are hearing more and more about rehabilitation and the need to develop a good parole and
probation system. In the State of Florida every Court of General Jurisdiction has the assistance of a
probation officer. In many states, however, probation officers serve only the courts in the metro-
politan area . The probation staff conducts pre-sentence investigations to assist trial courts in arnv-
ing at appropnate sentences. It also supervises convicted felons who are placed on probation. At
present this includes over 250,000 adult felons. The correctional institutions include prisons, work
camps, county jails, etc... The major institutions are operated by the state with counties having respon-
sibility for local jails subject to state supervision. Approximately thrity-eight percent of all adult felons
currently subject to correctional authonty are in institutions. This then is an overview of the criminal
justice system. It gives you some idea of the complexities involved in the system.

Therefore, when we think of achieving quality supervision in the criminal justice system through work
experience we would most generally take into account the various disciplines involved, the goals of
each, the diversity of tasks, and the behavior objectives of their personnel. But when we think of our
theme, "A Continuing Search for Quality," we must think of research and-Mnovativeness in a changing
society, which affects this system. The American Justice Institute is involved in a project entitled
"Systems and Training Analysis and for Criminal Justice Participants." It is funded by
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the California Council on Criminal Justice, the Michigan
Office of Criminal Justice Programs, the New Jersey Law E'nforcement Planning Agency, and the Texas
Criminal Justice Council. In their project report summary of findings they stated that Project STAR,
which this project is better known as, has been designed to have an impact on the reduction of crime
and the improvement of criminal justice resulting from improved performance of operational personnel.
The Project observations involve indentification of roles, tasks, and performance objectives, determina-
tion of goals and skills requirements, formulation of educational recommendatiOns, development of train-
ing packages, and the identification of selection criteria for all positions. In addition education programs
for the public will be developed. Pertinent social trends impacting on the criminal justice system will be
identified and plans for the implementation of these products will be outlined. Project STAR's design
provides for four major research methods to be employed in the accomplishment of these'objectives.
(1) Analisis of perception through surve9techniques. (2) Observation of individual performance in
the field. (3) Search of appropriate literature related to the criminal justice system and for expert
opinion.
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Survey's Were conducted to determine hOw a representative sample of the public in California and of
the operational criminal justice personnel from the four participating states perceive the criminal
justice system. These responses were analyzed to identify their constructive expectation of the system,
and a total seventeen rqles were identified. Agencies were selected and staff teams conducted role per-
formance analysis of roles and associated tasks during periods of observing the various criminal justice
personnel at work. Performance objectives were written for each position based upon the empirically
derived and observed roles and their relationship to the task performed m the line with their individual
position responsibility. These findings were then submitted to professional resource groups in four

Aistates experienced in the field of criminal justice, advisory councils and special consultants. A search
lirof the literature was made to compare project findings with those relevant research projects and to

. analyze social trends with a potential for impacting on the criminal justice system. These finding in
the literature provided contextual background for the state. 4

The major findings resulting from project research on the roles, tasks, and performance objectives are
characterized as

1. Related Research /findings. Where project results were compared with other findings and where
the grades between the perceptions of the ideal roles of the criminal justice personnel are viewed as
different from the real world of roles for these indiyiduals;

2. Social Trends. Which reflects how the impact of such trends as population growth, urbanization,
democratization, and economic affluence impact on the criminal justice system with implications for
the selection, education and training of its personnel who are4confronted with Conflicting issues such
as assembly-line vs. individualized justice, custody vs. treatment, impartiality vs. discretion in a rapidly
changing society;

3. Futurist Papers. Which outlined the nature of future themes in the field of criminal justice where
the emphasis will be on major crimes, protection of rights, rehabilitation, effectiveness, and where
increases will be seen in the use of ormal or negotiated disposition, diversion, or community based
corrections. Each of these factors pint to the requirements for improved education and training,
measures of effectiveness, and improved availability of infrmation;

4. Roles. Include a total of seventeen roles, thirteen of which are considered to be system roles re-
lated to more than one position and twelve related to the position of judge, thirteen for liolicecase
workers, and correctional workers and fourteen for the prosecutor and defender;

5. Tasks. Which included a total of fifty-two tasks identified for police, thirty-nine for case workers,
thirty-eight for correctional workers, twenty for prosecutQrs, eighteen for defenders, and fifteen for
the judge. Thirty of the fifty-two were considered to be assistant tasks since they related to two or
more positions;

ti
6. Performance Objectives. Performance objectite S Welt outlined for each position based on the re-

,

lationship existing between the roles and tasks.

In addition to the commonality evident throughout the roles, tasks and performance objectives there
was little variation among the four states when these roles, tasks and performance objectives were corn
pared birsition.

I believe the result of Project STAR will have a big impact upon achieving quality through supervision
m criminal justice. If supervision is to be effective then the supervisor must evaluate subordinates be-
havior based upon the role and objectives of their positions. In criminal justice the aforementioned
has to be clearly defined.
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In fact, an analysis of the findings of Project STAR has led to conclusions ranging fromthe prediction
of increased occurrence of crime during the 70's, variations of the perceived goals among all criminal
justice personnel, agreement on desirable criminal justice personnel behavior between the public and
operational personnel, the need for system training and emphasis, to the final conclusion that inadequate
attention is being given in the criminal justice system to the impact of social trends, the perceptions of
its personnel and the public, and to the importance of constuctive personal values reflected in the be-
havior of its personnel as well as the public. Finally, recommendations are made for the development
of educational recommendations and training packages for operational personnel and education pro-
grams for the public based on the roles, tasks, and performance objectives and focusing on the system
as an interacting, dynamic entity responsive to the impact of the currently existing and predictable
social trends.

Once the rles, goals, and objectives are clearly defined, then an effective performance evaluation
program in the area of cnmuial justice may be developed. The success of the system of course depends
on a sufficient amount of accurate and relevant information on the performance of.each employee
being evaluated. Incident ly, in the past most criminal justice performance evaluations were done in
a rather perfunctory manner using essentially vague critefAuch as initiative and dependability by
supervisors who may or may not have adequately observed the workers' performance. Quality
supervision depends upon identifying job related standards and that such standards relate to a well
defined job and to the goals and objectives of the agency. To achieve quality through supervised work
expenence requires constant observation of the behavior of personnel for how else may a supervisor
personally direct the energies and abilities of an individual or group of individuals towards the accom-
plishment of predetermined goals.

Project STAR certainly emphasizes the continuing search for quality.
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ACHIEVING QUALITY EDUCATION THROUGH SUPERVISED WORK EXPERIENCE
- - AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL

By Gayle W. Wright
Parkland Junior College

As I review the conference proceeding to this point, I can only say that i is indeed a gratifying and
humbling experience to be a part of this the Eleventh National Clinic n Technical Education. The
naked truth is that we have amassed a group of leaders who represent the mainstay of technical educa-
tion throughout the breadth and depth of this country. And in this arena, we, as co-equals, as firing
line people, have been liberated to do a job. Fundamentally, that job is to prepare new generations of
qualified personnel for the technical manpower needs of this nation. I, for one, am most happy to
share in this responsibility and to be a part of the challenging era ahead.

Henry Ford said, "Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress, and working together
is success." This clinic personifies success. We're gathered to deal with thei"now" concerns and is-
sues confronting this business of education. . re specifically, we are conclrned here with extending
our educational delivery systems extending hem to include the relative151 new dimension in oc-
cupational preparation, that being stiVtured on-job-training.

I feel a longstanding sense of involvement, and an ongoing enthusiasm, for this approach in the pre-
paration of young people. If you share in this enthusiasm, thank God for it. If you do not, pray to
God that you will develop it, because not unlike other agencies of our society, educational institutions
are now being held accountable for their products. And this is as it should be. Society has acted in a
prudent, sage manner.

Very basically, on-job-training contributes realistic individualized expenences which help the student
mature for entrl into a highly competitive job market. It tests the effectiveness of the schools' in-
structional programs and sharpens the focus on the employability of graduates. Too, on-job-training
draws emphasis to educational accountability and lastly, and most importantly, mandates a school
world of work alliance.

As we look to the barebones essentials of a quality on- job training program, we must consider as
minimal. (1) a well-defined training triangle, (2) a training agreement or contract, (3) planned
learning activities, (4) seminar activities, (5) evaluation procedures, and (6) a strong public rela-
tions program.

If we turn our immediate attention to the training relationship, we can see that an optimal arrang
meat among the student, training station, and the institution would be of equilateral triangular con
figuration. The student is involved in this relationship because he needs to secure additional com-
petencies - - - competencies not afforded within the confines of an educational institution. The
training center is involved because, as our economy continues to shift to a service base, a reservoir
of qualified employable personnel is created, and the school is involved to extend optimal learning
experiences to the student - a basic founding philosophy educators have held dear for many years.
Within the trecreated by this interdependent relationship, are the learning activities. These
activities provide the base on which on-job-training survives.

The relationship just described is contingent upon the initial establishment of qualified training
centers. This can be a difficult task, however, here is how to make this a simple job. Scrutinize
potential training centers to identify desiiable ones. This process should include. (1) securing
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nominations from students, (2) driving by potential centers, (3) accepting invitations from employers
to cooperate, (4) talking informally with employees of centers, (5) talking with people who do business
With centers, and (6) reacting to personal impressions. Contact each desirable training center foran
appointment to discuss the curriculum. Follow this with a letter to the management, confirming the
appointment and include a brochure describing the curriculum. Structure the appointment to include
the importance of on:job-training as a part of the curriculum. Then ask the training center to do three
things. (1) sign a training agreement, (2) assist the student in accomplishing various learning activities,
and (3) evaluate the student. Answer any questions the potential training center may nave and secure ,
a commitment from the business or agency to serve as a training center. The commitment may have
to be secured on the phone after the training center management has thought about this training union.
Advise the confirmed training centers that the student trainees will be jp contact via letters of ap-
plication, and advise the interested student to write those letters of application. Coordinate the re-
sults of the interviews so that students and training center managers are aware of which students will
be training at which centers. Lastly, schedule a conference among the school coordinator, the train-
ing center, and the student trainee in order to complete the training agreement and to structure the
first day of on-job-training activities. It-

*.

Employers and educators have long agreed that the graduates of occupational programs should possess
a good attitude, the ability to communicate, and technical competence. These attributes,*or character-
istics, must be developed through systematic instruction. This instruction should be relevant to future
needs of on-job-training as well as the broader goal of fitting for life. The underlying goals of pre-
training instruction should include. (1) the development of an occupationaAspective, (2) the devel-
opment of occupational vocabulary, (3) the development of basic skills req in the occupation.
Optimum pre-training instruction will include contributions by other members of the staff, including
those from communications, business education, social science, fine arts, physical education, pure
science, and the applied sciences. A good cross section of courses from the other areas will help
to develop the students' attitude, communicative skills and technical knowledge.

The student trainee must participate in instruction during on-job-training. The underlying goal of
this instruction should be to provide exposure, practice; and understanding of occupational
activities. The approach for accomplishing this goal should include the following: (1) a defined'
trainer-trainee relationship. The relationship must allow for the student to be responsible to one
person. (2) The trainer should guide the student through the occupation by exposing him to the
learning activities. (3) Specific activities of the occupation should be demonstrated to the student.
(4) The student should participate in and practice the learning activity. (5) The student should dis-
cuss and study the,activities to develop understanding, and (6) the student should assume a teaching
role and instruct the school coordinator regarding activities of the business. These activities should be
reviewed to determine if the studenl, is competent with regard to the occupation. This can be.accomplish -,
ed by. (1) obtaining from the student the information regarding the activity, (2) observing the gudent
in action, (3) giving an oral quiz, (4) assessing the comments from the trainer and other employees,
(5) evaluating comments made in the seminar. The principal responsibility for providing various ,

activities for the student should be shouldered by the trainer. However, the student is respohsible,
through his attitude and demonstrated-ability,, for the rate of progress. The school Coordinator is
responsible for maintaining open channels of communication, directing learning activity goals and
verifying that the student is competent in the areas identified in the training plan.

Concurrent with on-job-training, and under the direction of the school coordinator, is the all-important
training seminar. Semin'ar instruction should be infoimal and built around experiences of the student.
The seminar can be satisfactorily scheduled for different time intervals and at different locations. The
time interval may vary to include daily meetings for parttime trainees, half-day sessions during working_
hours, evening sessions each week, and weekend meetingS. However, care should be exercised to meet
at least once per week. The seminars can be held in schools, at training centers, restaurants, or in the .

home of the coordinator. The training seminar provides a means for self, peer, and instructor evaluation
of on-job-training.
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Oral reports should be presented by_each student regarding what he has been doing, new situations
encountered, successes enjoyed and problems incurred. Other students, and the instructor, should

serve as a sounding board to evaluate these experiences. This should aid the student in solvihg prob-
lems and/or help the student cope with situations which cannot, and perhaps should not, be alterbdt
In addition, the seminar provides an on-going academic approach to on- job training. Much formal
education is left in the classroom with the final,examinatIon unless a review and application of this
knowledge is reinforced. The training seminar can proyide an excellent medium fOr review. Individ-
ualized assignments should be provided for in- depth: study and analysis of the student's training center
and the work involved. The assignments will be most meaningful if they can be related to both pre.-

training instruction and to on-job-training. Projects should be assigned to develop an understanding
of principles identified during on-job-training. The project should involve inputfrom-the trainer,
Completed projects should be shared with other students and the instructor. The training seminar
is also an excellent vehicle for acqu mg the student with new'publications and periOdicars: Current
topics expressing various viewpoints are sually available from these sources. Hopefully,"this introduc-

tion to current literature will serve to inter the student in keeping abreast of the state bf the arts.
The training seminar will serve as an excellen latforrn for resource persons. The expertise held by
individuals in the occupation can be tapped an tilized through this medium. Further, the training
seminar can provide a medium of communication for theindvisory committee. An advisory com-

,mittee. An advisory Committee can gain a great deal of insight into the-curriculum by meeting with
and interviewing students enrolled. It is one thing to evaluate and review curriculum objectives and

courses outlines, but the program becomes humanized when students are involved. At least one
seminar should be scheduled to allow the advisory committee to meet informally-with the students
In this way the school can get reactions to various aspeCts of the curriculum. Additional structure

can be added to the seminar by identifying specific topics for disCussion. These topics can be dis-
seminated early in the seminar and students can assume leadership roles in working with their topics
The following list is not all-inclusive, but certainly suggestive of appropriate, seminar topics:
(1) Interviewing for a job (2) Attitudes and morale (3) Employee rights, responsibilities, and benefits
(4)-Policies, rules , and regulations (5) Internal working relations (6) External working relations
(7) The physical plant cost, maintenance and appeaiance (8) Training center organizational structure
(9) Channels for supplies, equipment, and stock (10) Marketing channels (11) Operation of the
business (1p) Functions of sales (13) Function's, of management (14) Customer dr users relations
(15) Laws affecting the occupation and .(16) Government reghlations affecting the occupation.

An on-going evaluation system is essential in the maintenance of a respectable on-job-training program
Evaluation,of the student should be directed at helping him to improve himself and his work habits.
Evaluation should also provide a basis for improvement of bhe curriculum. The means by which these,
evaluatidns can be achieved follows. (1) The learning activities for each occupational area should be
closely scrutinized. Each learning activity should then be fitted into the basic lead question, "What doe*
the student need to know to accomplish this specific learning activity?" The cumulative response to the
lead question will constitute the pre-training instuction subject matter. (2) The trainee can be evaluated

oy noting the learning activities completed.. This will describe what the,student can do. In addition,
the evaluatidn will be an indication of the students's atti de and ability to communicate. Thus, the
three attributes that the employer is most interested in ark- vered. These, in order, are; attitude,
communicative ability,and technical competence. (3) Th. 10. of activities completed by several

students should be compared. This comparison will indicat,e,whic training centers are providing

the breadth_and depth of experience desired. Thus, trainirietenter uation can be achieved.
,

If grades are to be assigned, the trainer's evaluation should be given ji great
greater weiglit is given'to the school coordinator since (1) he observ-ei a broa

in a variety of situations and (2) the schoOl assumes ultimate responsibility for t
the grade. In my. judgment the singularly, most important d4aluative tool is the reco

student can do 7% a transcript far more revealing than the grade received!

eal of weight. However,
spectorn of students

ddtermination of
Of what the
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An all - important undergirding for quality on-job training programs is a good public relations program.
Good public relations is good communications. The benefits of good public relations will be shared
by all three parties in the training triangle. The student will benefit by having more training centers
to choose from and by ultiWely having more jobs to choose from. The training center will benefit
by having a reservigkof trained potential employees to choose from And of course, the school will
benefit from attracting more students and by being able to more easily identify and re-use gaining
centers. The optimum public relation program should communicate the total occupational curriculum
and continue throughout the year. Cqnsideration should be giVes to the use of the folloiving tech-
niques. (1) Devise a snappy brochure to attract attention. (2) Utilize school catalogs with curriculum
outlines and course descriptions. (3) Use the media extensively. (4) Publish advisory committee
recommendations. (5) Use certificates of appreciation for training centers and advisory committee
members. (6) Form a service-oriented youth organization. (7) Provide jackets andfor uniforms for
students. (8) Use curriculum letterheads and calling cards. (9) Make sch9o1 personnel and students
available for speaking engagements. (10) Maintain follow-up information on graduates. (11.) Provide
placement services for bdth the students and training centers. (12) Provide luncheons for trainers,
and (13) Accept scholarships from interested persons, businessq, and organizations.

In summary, let us be reminded that there's really no such thing as instant success in education
The next best think is hard work! Let us also be reminded that our world is most unsettled -

the air is rotten, the gross national,product is too high, people and nations hate each other, the
water is polluted, dope usage is on the increase and our government is corrupt. And in light of all
this, our educational delivery system has to do a more complete job of fitting folk for work than
any other educational system has ever had to do in the history of mankind. That's an awesome task!
Let's get about it with serious determination.
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ACHIEVING QUALITY THROUGH-A
STUDENT DEVELOPMENTAL (REMEDIAL)

POST-SECONDARY PROGRAM

Ikl Arthur T. Cavano
Director, General Education
Payetteidle Technical Institute

Background

4

In the Fall of 1964:approximately 500 potential*stadents applied for a Technical, Vocational, Business,
or a Health related-course of study at Fayetteville Technical Institute. Each student was counseled and
tested. From that group, 299 were accepted into curricula programs: In other words, we lost 40% of
those who applied. from 15 to 30% of the students who applied were not academically capable of
doing the work required in the programs based on school histories and standardized test performances.

By the Winter quarter, 1964, about 20% of those who started in the Fall quarter had been lost by the
wayside. They had not succeeded in their programs and had sought success elsewhere, it is presumed.

. .

These stark realities spurred us into developing an experimental remedial program.\.-

In late summer of 1965, we decided,to try to correct the problem We had at Fayetteville Technical
Institute. Essentially, the problem us that the students yho were entering who couldn't get through
our: `open door" could not perfo m academically at an acceptable level. Their prospects for success
were far below average insofar as heir use of scholarly skills (e. g., reading, writting, and rithmatic) was
concerned.

Let's start by identifying some terms we'll be using. when I use "quality" I mean that the traits and/
or completencies alluded to are of a high order. A 2uality reader is one who can read at an acceptable
rate (350 -750 w.p.m.) with a good rate of comprehension. A quality math student is one who has
sufficient knowledge and skill in mathematics to follow the instruction and to handle the component
aincepts. When I say we can achieve quality through a student developmental or remedial post-
secondary program, I mean it isadministratively and academically feasible to accept students who
test out between the 15th and the 50th percentiles on the standardized Differential Aptitude Test
(DAT). Most students can be raised tp above the 50th percentile on the DAT iri a three academic
quarter program or lest.

The 50th percentile is used as a reference point here because our ten years of experience indicates
it is a reasonably accurate predictor of success for students in technical education programs.

The phrsz.e, "a student developmental (remedial) post-secondary program", refers to a combination
of instructional learning experiences in post-secondary institutions of learning designed to develop
persons with academic weaknesses into competent 4tu5ents who are able to perform the operations
students normally perform in technical education programs.
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Theoretical Underpinnings

Using our best judgment and experience factors such as were available, we determined that the problem
;fly in the experiencial reservoirs of the students. We set up a Preparatory Studies P,rdgram which, initial-
ly, was.linuted to English, Mathematics, and Physics. The theoretical underpinnings were drawn from
communications theory, paiticularly the work of Wilbur Schramm's Science of Human Behavior (I_Trbar.a,
Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1961). Using a modification of his paradigm, I can explain the
problem as we saw it.

9. FEEDBACK 5
S

IDEA #1 8 .t IDEA #2

1. TRANSLATE

. ENCODE

3. TRANSMIT

. STATIC

. TRANSLATE

5. RECEIVE

In any educational effort, one must get an idea from one head into another head. To do this, one must
put the idea into some form that will allow him to transmit the idea. To accomplisi this translation from
abstract to concrete one must draw from his encoding reservoir and arrange the components to fit the
idea he wishes to present. This encoding, by using some symbol system (such as a language, verbal or
mathematical), is limited by the reservoir one has to draw from, obviously. The person who has some-

thing to say, but "just can't put into words" typifies an inadequate lingual reservoir.

Ohce an idea is put into words (it is helpful for some to think of words as the baskets we carry ideas
the ideas are limited by the words we use to express themthe ideas take on the conformity of the
words we use to express them), it must be transmitted.

The transmission usually is oral or written and must survive the "static" that exists between the
sender and the receiver. The static can be anything that limits the reception, such as classroom voices,

faint print, distractions, and-so on.

z
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That which is received must be in some form that the senses of the receiver are sensitive to. written,
auditdry, pictdral, tactile, etc...

Once received, a reverse of the encoding must take place. This decoding is limited to the reservior of
the receiver. a person cannot understand words and situations which have no internalized meaning
for him. For example, disregarding context, should I say, "See the cat", you could visualize.

a.

IV

,a , or a

Or, were I to say, "There's too much tolerance", it would convey a considerably different idea to
a young socially-conscious black and to an automotive engineer. N...,,

It was presumed that if a signal -a communication componentis received and cannot be decoded
that it will be, essentially, a nonsense symbol. In Gagne's terms, it cannot be subsumed under a
meaningful category and, therefore, it cannot become part of the reservoir, or indealtional bank,
of the receiver. , -....%

You who are involved in education can readily see a contradiction between the above and Bruner's
hypothesis that everything can be taught to anyone in an "intellectually honesty" way (whatever
that means). I do not believe that the intricacies of any disciplihe can be paraphrased, rephrased or
translated out of the discipline's jargon without losing much of the substance of that which is being
conveyed. I also believe that while the receiver may be satisfied that he understands, anin depth
evaluation will disclose critical voids in learning.

t *

Once the information has been received, the portion surviving the static can be decoded and the con-
crete can be translated into abitractions retrieved from the ideational reservoir of the receiver. The
second idea is then present. If all goes perfectly. that is, if there is no loss through the process, the
idea received is precisely the same as the one with which the sender started.

The.sender must have feedbackevidence of what portion of the idea survived--by some farm of
reaction from, the receiver.

Further research and "brain-storming" explored the levels of communication that appear in the
literature of the field. One writer working in the field, whose name escapes me, isolated six dif-
ferent "levels" of communication. They alluded to the complexity of the participation prganisms
experience when becoming aware of anything.

She maintained that some information is (1) strictly internal in origin (e. g., we know we are hungry
independent of external stimulij. (2) Some awarenesses are directly felt but externally originated
(e. g., by touch frpm some external source), (3) some things which are external in origin reach us
over a distance, Our sight and hearing give ample examples of this level (4) The fourth level- -
abstraction which function as surrogates for things and relationships--is the first level which man
has to the exclusion of lower animals. (5) The fifth level is one of applied intellect or problem
solving in which abstractions are used instead of direct experiencis and recall. (6) The sixth level--
which includes insight resulting from mystical or intuitive experiehce-is not seen as having any

-direct applicability to the explanation at hand.
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We did not pretend to have any final solutions to the problem at that time, nor do we now. Essential-,
ly, ye were academia's local effort to fill a-void and we knew it.

It appeared to us that the leVel we would most profitably strenghten would be the fourth and fifth
levels, drawing from the second and third levels as necessary to structure independent abstract and
insight levels in the students.

To develop a student, it is not enough to include only the sponge-like absorption of data. A student's
attitude, discipline, and personal qualities must alSo be deliberately taught and consciously learned.
These personal qualities are listed for each of the twentyfour technical areas included in J. G. Ferguson
Publishing Company's Engineering Technicians, (ed. by Walter J. Brooking, 1969). Generally, these
qualities include self-discipline, a willingness to work and a desire to learn, an inquiring mind, a sense
of humor, and the ability to get along with and to communicate with others.

Unfortunately, standardized tests are not available to gauge the development of personal qualities
learned. This is done, essentially' acceptiji,that the processoof learning is partrophe learning.
Parker and Rubins short book, Process as Content. Curriculum Design and the Application of Know-
ledge (Rand McNally & CoMpany, Curriculum Series, Chicago, 1970) discusses a frame-work within
which these qualities can be learned. An extension of their thesis is that if one desires that students
learn rigor, he makes rigor a part of the process by which specific subject matter is taught, thereby
making rigor (the process) part of the content (or that which is being taught).

Likewise, if one wishes to teach self-discipline, he requires that assignments be done on time, he re-
wards only actions which reflect self-restraint, and efforts which show that the student is directly him-
self toward the completion of assigned or implied course requirements.

Bloom, in his Taxonomy, referred to these essentials in the technician and in the technical student
as being m the "Affective Domain". And, like the elements in his "Cognitive" and "Psycho-motor
Domains" are valid components of the instructional milieu. They can and must be taught to persons
if these persons are to become competent students.

Instructional efforts to develop quality attitudinal/behavior patterns should include at least nine
specific components. These are:

a. Responsibility for one's own efforts. Students must be led to accept that success and failure in
one's work are the results,of his own efforts rather than an arbitrar), evaluative system, a negativeness
rooted m past experience, and/or hiding behind some metaphoric "they". He must also come to grips
with the reality that each of us has limitations, without acceding to defeat prematurely.

b. Communicativeness. Each student must be led to respect himself to the extent that he knows
that his information and classroom contributions are of value. The idea that interpretations not
universally held are somehow wrong should be refuted in the classroom. It is not necessary, in my
opinion, that all questions be resolved by the superimposition of a consensus, however arrived at.

c. Pleasantness. All should learn that more is accomplished in an atmosphere of cooperation. Oc-
casionally an unhappy student will become sullen. Humor is a very effective way to counter this
stance not barbed humor, but humor in which the pleasure is shared by all.

.d. Enthusiastic. Students are better students if they can display excitement about what they are
learning. This enthusiasm can be engendered by the enthusiastic, imaginative instructor.
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-- Is e, Imagmative. Initially, students in remedial programs are very short of imagination. Shrewd

questions and presentations of apparent paradoxes and their resolution can help students to break
away from the pat, sterotypic resolution of questions. Exercises in describing the thing behind a
sound can be helpful. It sould be recognized that some (many) students 'bust be almost literally
driven to employ their imaginations. Others, it seems, are actually unwilling to imagine or extreme-
ly insecure when using their imaginations.

f. Disciplined. Students must be disciplined to the extent their behavior is predictable. Some
questions and situations are not enhanced by the employment of imagination or individual interpre-
tations. The specific course components of English, mathematics, physical science, and the specific
curricula content are, largely, not matters for interpretation. The quality student does what he
should when and how he should in a predictable manner. He is disciplined. Discipline can and must
be taught and learned.

T

g. Discriminating. Shades of meaning, small but critical differences, necessary and sufficient vs
necessary 61!it dot sufficient causes, grid Other instances of discriminativttimportance shouldlia
learned.

h. Generalizing. Common properties, applicability of physical laws, and other relationships en-
countered will, perhaps subtely, teach generalizationievhile drawing from elements discriminated.,

i. Analyzing. A shrewdness when exploring relationships can be developed by explaining and dis-
cussing analogies. This should not be limited to giving analogy test but be extended to offering the
individual students opportunities to expound on what makes two things analogous. As apparent
relationships do not cons4ntly bear up under perusal, the student is provided the opportunity_to
expand his relating capab ty by intellectual processes. The development of the above attitudinal'
behavior patterns can behest accomplished in concert with specific efforts to enhance the students
proficiency in the scholarly, skills.

How it Operated

It appeared to us that to buttress the ideational reservoirs of the students we should stress the use
of abstractions and problem solving. To do this, we decided on three core courses, English-for the
verbal language development, Mathematics-for the numerical language development, and Physics-
as a means to require that both languages (English and Math) be used together to solve problems.
It was hoped that Physics also would make the physical limitations and capabilities embodied in the
physical laws part of the students ideational reservoir for his use in more general context.

The plan was that we would accept a group of students who were not qualified to enter any regular
curnculiun. We would teach these students for three academic trimesters and retest them using the
initial placement test (the Differential Aptitude Test-DAT). The second DAT would determine
whether or not they could enter a regular curriculum.

We started with three groups Of about fifteen students each. one pre-trade, one pre-business, and

one pre-techiacal group. They would each receive five hours (one hour daily) in each of the three
core subjects, as well as a course in their area of interest at a subcurriculum level. i

My personal orientation was on language, (I had been hired to teach English), so I concentrated'my
efforts on constructing the English instruction as well as sub-dividing the whole into workable r-

tions.
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F. T. I. had been teaching some speed reading courses for adult evening students, so we had a control-
led reader, a tachistoscope, as well as some film loops. We also had overhead projeCtors and chalk-
boards used in currijmlum day instruction.

We also had about sixty copies of two different school editions of Reader's Digest. I ihterpreted my
job as being. use what we have to teach our language to young adults who have managed to get through
high school without learning it. \\..,

iy Our solution was to reading and vocabulary the first academic quarter, grammar the second, and
more reading compreh nsion the third quarter. My rationale was that. {1) as English requires the
acquisition of knowledge via symbols we'd do well to get the physical aspects started as soon as pos-
sible. I believe reading to be largely a physical matter with fatigue, ineffective eye-movement and
span of vision being correctable with physical practice. I used the controlled reader and the tachis-
toscope essentially the way their producers suggested, initially. (2) As much of the meaning an
auithor.or speaker wishes to convey is separated, emehasizec),, elaborated upon, and, limited by the
rather extensive- set of conventions we call "grammar", the second trimester was a complete review
of grammar. The first day of class I told the students that I would presume they knew nothing about
grammar. And, should I discuss something they already knew, they should have patience out of
deference for those who needed it.

We worked through the grammar chapters. and the spelling ch ters concurrently. :That is for the
first ten-minutes or so of every class I called out words from the elling chapter- -the students spelled
the words. (3) The third quarter was more reading, vocabulary study, and comprehension with the

f"AA-ekkrequirerient that the student write about what they'd read. During.this quarter, I hope to
-build on 'what had gone before to "round out" the communicative capabilities of the students
particularly in writing and in the reconstruction of ideas verbally. (4) My experience indicated that
a reason many students do not succeed is because they either (a) lack self-discipline or (b) they
think learning is a "spectator sport". Students were assigned homework virtually every night. Each
class period during the entire year started with a quiz of some kind. four days a week it was a spel-
ling and meaning quiz on words they. had been directed to leaiK. One lay a week, usually Friday,
the students were given an extensive quiz on the words used, and/or other material for which they
were held accountable.

To further develop a work pattern, the students were assigned homework every night during the
grammar trimester. The homework was collected, corrected, recorded and returned. The students
were aware that the work must be turned in. If a student came without his homework a third time,
he was sent from class to do his homework and was counted absent. As he was only allowed five
absences during the quarter before he could be dropped from school, the jeopardy his non-performance
placed him in became apparent. No one would "coast" through this program! They had been per-
mitted to coast too long before we got them.

At the beginning of the f i r s t quarter, in which we started our p e tory studies progmni, all
first year regular curriculum students were administered a reading comprehension tests The scores
on this test were used as base points for the three main instructional areas. Trade, Business, and
Technical. At the end-of the first tnmebter, the preparatory studies students were given a corr.parable
test a second time (the reading comprehension and vocabulary test used had a Form A and a Form B
which were correlated aboVe the .80 level). .

A comparison of the developmental studies students to the regular curriculum students showed great
improvement in the students' ability to read and to comprehend writter material.

r
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After the program got under way, questions appeared. For example, should a student be required to
take a course? Should he only take courses he was interested in? As was mentioned earlier, aside from
the English, Math, and Physics, each student was permitted to take an "elective" in his area of academic
concern. pre-trade students could take welding or machine shop, pre-business students could take typ-
ing or bisiness machines, and pre-tech students could take drafting.

The professed interest of the student was, of course, critical. Experience with the students made some
of us wonder whether or not their professed interest was an indication of a propensity to learn the
materials as the literature suggested. In an if-then paradigm, the question was:

(1) interebi in a subject area is a pre-condition for learning and if (2) a student can't or won't
learn that which he expresses no interest in then. (3) we should determine the students' interest and
direct their efforts toward their interests.

However,
'if (f) a students' statement relative to his interests primarily reflects what lie has knowledge of, and
if (2) the students' w.quld benefit from being taken in areas beyond, or perhaps, in contradiction to
his avowed interest, then. (3) the instructors would better serve the students by teaching what the
sudents would need to know regardless of his "interest".

I ran a rather unsophisticated study in which I asked the students what they would like to read (this
was to act as measurement of their interest), had the students read all the stories regardless of subject

. area, and then recorded how well they answered questions on what they'd read.

It was hypothesized that if prior interest was of overriding salience, the students would score ap-
preciably higher (i. e., learn more of the subject material) in areas in which they had professed inter-
est than in reading on subjects which they said they had low interest.

To get a better idea of the interest-learning relationship, tlip interest inventory was administered in
November 1965 (to match against the scores of quizzes immediately- following the reading to give
immediate recall) and in February (to match against the scores of quizzes taken a week after the
readings were read to indicate retention).

It was found that the students's interests, by topic, was peaSistent rest in November 1965 5
Interest in February 1966 was p. = .831).

However, a correlation coefficient of P = .215 between rargy order of interest tQsstated by the students)
and immediate recall indicated that interest did not to what a person may remember;
learn. Further, a rank order analysis of the relationship b ween interest and what was remembered
for a week was P = .407, indicating a highly questionable relationship between professed interest and
retention. 1

Based on this study and independent observations another hypothesis relative to professed interest
was formed. a person prefers what he is familiar with or he says his interests lie in areas Vich he
feels are prestigious or are believed to be otherwise need satisying. This hypothesis, along with the
sensory deprivation writing of Hebb and Shultz, suggested that all developmental studies students
should have a variety of exposures to vocational, business, and technical studies.
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-Changes In The Program

As stated, F. T. I. initially divided the Preparatory Studies into pre-trade, pre-busitiess, and pre-tech
segments with the pre-tech getting Algebra and Drafting, the business students receiving instruction
in typing or business machines, and the pre-trade getting instructions in either Welding, Machine Shop,
or Drafting in addition to an appropriate level of English, Mathematics and Physical Science. Each of
the pre groups was essentially a downward extension of the regular curricula. This caused problems

The biggest, most pervasive problem caused by the early identification of students according to
curriculum area was that the mobility of the student was greatly reduced. pre-tech and pre-business
stu dents could fail courses and be directed into pre-trade. ,Pre -trade and pre-business students
could not gain entrance into pre-tech curricula because their development into competent students
in their parent areas lirruted their access to preliminary courses for technical curricula (such as Algebra)

We needed a means of allowing for upward mobility of students between curricula. The students were
forced to make a decision regarding their ultimate goals before they had sufficient knowledge and
experience to do so wisely (i. e., at initial matriculation). The counselors 13ig no experience-based
data to use in advising the students until, in some cases, all doors but one fErd been closed. We also
needed 'a means whereby a student whose goals exceeded his capabilities could be guided into
pursuits offering him a degree of success without causing trauma.

Aftergengthy nsideration and discussion of the problem and alternate solutions, we made a basic

change in the, th n, Preparatory Studies Program:

1) The goal of the program would be to turn out a student who could satisfactorily function as a
student in any area he chose.
2) We established electives in the vocational, the business, and the technical areas of instruction.
Each student was required to take one of each in subsequent trimesters.
3) No efforts were to be made relative to a students curriculum until he had completed the three

trimester sequence.
4) To separate the new system from the old we changed the name to Developmental Studies.

The change in names was also to try to get rid of the downward extension aspects of the old program.

5) At the end of the first trimester) an end of course test was inaugerated to identify students who
could manage a higher level of Mathematics. *-

6) Students who tested sufficiently high in Reading and:Comprehension were permitted to enter a

regular English grammar course.

Since those early beginnings and changes, we have subtelly gathered more information and we have
sought to keep our program experimental in the sense that we are still trying to learn better ways.

The Student And The Instructor

There are three basic approaches to the utility of this communicative effort. There are ample ex-
amples of each available without listing them here.

The first approach is to use Ole ideation pool of the student as a limiting periphery within which the
instruction must take place. Efforts to express complex relationships using only the vocabulary the
students knew before the class are examples of this approach. This approach is characterized by few

failures, but slow advancement.
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The second approach is to limit the instructio only by the language or symbols necessary to present
the ideas with maximum precision in the vo bulary appropriate to the discipline. This approach is
typical of much technical instruction at the college level. I suspect it typifies the approach of in-
structional efforts which stress the maintena ce of high academic standards. This approach is char-
acterized by a relatively large number of failures t rapid advancement in the employing discipline.

The third approach is a hybrid in which the second approach is preceded by efforts to learn the specific
vocabulary and ideational elements requisite to sucless before the course or courses are presented with-
in a curriculum.

Referring back to our paradigm, we are saying that a considerable effort devoted to the construction
of a vocabulary and ideational reservior, used in steps 2 and 6, can prepare students for work within
their disciplines.

Generally speaking, the vocabulary and ideas of an average high school graduate from a good high
school are sufficient to handle most acedimics of technologies. Granted, some Programs, such as
Nursing and Environmental Engineering, require that a student know some biology. Others, such
as Machine Shop or Mechanical Engineering and Electronics, require Algebra. If students want to
get into these programs, some specific course work must be available for students below the academic
level of their instructional programs.

Practically speeking, a student in the 50th percentile, or higher, should be able to handl any curricu-
lum he choses if he has the specific prerequisites needs.

.....

Thus, we have a target, or goal, towards which to work: A student to succeed:

1. must be able to see and/or hear vocabulary item and intellectually connect the symbols with specific
ideas and/or relationships.
2. must be able to choose a meaning for the symbol which it is appropriate to the context in which it
occurs (e.g., tolerance in a social context vs tolerance in an engineering sense).
3. must be able to learn and to follow sequential applications or processes, attending to the compon-
ent procedures even though their relationship to the overall process may be obscure. Examples of this
are found in mathematics, English, and most technologies.
4. must be able to apply the components of different,,dissimilar, disciplines together. That is one
must use both English grammar and spelling along with mathematics when dealing with physics.
5. must be able to apply abstract relationship such as physical laws, to real concrete problems.
6. must be able to construct knowledge in the sense that a new idea must be capable of modifying
an old idea.
7. must he able to abandon an idea which has been disproven and be able to retian an old idea until
it has been adequately disproven.
8. must have developed the personal qualities noted earlier.

I believe the single most critical item in the production of a quality DevelOPmental Studies program
to be the development of instructors who can (1) conduct a class in such a way that the students are
required to employ (rather than just "know") thz.personal traits desired while (2) following the flow
of subject matter which the students must learn. Perhaps it would be helpful to briefly discuss the
ideal teacher. t

N

First, he is a generalist who, while adequately prepared in his primary academic area, can move com-
fortably in areas beyond his strict disciplinary requirements. Moveover, he must respect the com-
ponents of other areas nd appreciate the cumulative nature of all academic inputs.
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Next, he is curious with a well-developed closure fixation. He is able to see problems and, perhaps
compulsivelyos driven to Find answers or to understand relationships which he dosen't understand.
He is still a student in all areas. 73-%

He aptkeciates the orderly2trposphere in which individuals limit their activities out of deference
to the group. He is able to pursue unplanned contributing activities while disallowing the pursuit
of the resolution of irrelevant questions. He knows he is the arbitrator and enjoys the role.

He knows that every student who he works with is capable of learning. Moreover he knows that
every bit of competency he can help the students to acquire will advance the student. He also
knows that the Great Wall of China was built one stone block at a time and he is not willing to
choose one of the stones as "most important". He does appreciate that the first row of stones,
like basic elementary knowledge, must be well-established to support further construction. Still
he realizes that, unlike the Great Wall, the precision of the placement of elements is less predic-
table. one is never sure which part of the finished product any one piece of knowledge provides
for developmental students.

His imagination, interest, and good humor permit him to lead students into ideational areas which
they do not know. He enjoys interpersonal verbal interplay and he can argue either side of most
questions without losing credibility and he can guide students into acceptable mental stances sur
repticiously.

And, he is one who believes completely in our republican form of government while directing his
classroom like a benevolent dictatorship.

I believe that he is a builder who can, with administrative support and academic opportunity,
construct quality students who will succeed in technical curricula.

Quality Qf Program Graduates

Fdetteville Tech insists that the quality of instruction be maintained. We are accredited by
E.C.P.D., the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the American Nursing Association
and other specialized accrediting agencies. Consistently, we have demanded that our graduates
can perform as their degrees or diplomas assert. .

Thus, we had to retain the students without watering-down the curricula.

To give a measure of the program's success, one can look at our results:

Of the 66 students who started as developmental studies students in September 1066, 14 or
,21.2 per cent completed a one o twoiyear regular curricula program. Of the 117 students who
started as developmental stud. s students in September 1967, 26.6 per cent satisfactorily com-
pleted a regular one or two-y program. Table 1 summarizes the efficiency of the program
as reflected in student retention and advancement.

Marked success was reported by Cavano after a three-month preparatory English course in 1965.
After developing the course alluded to by Boudreau, Cavano found participation in the course
equipped the preparatory student to equal or surpasi the test performance of students who had
been accepted into regular curricula. *
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Continuing efforts at F.T.I. raised the percentage of students who completed remedial instruction
and regular curricula offerings, ending with an Associate Degree or a Diploma, from 21.2 per cent
to 33.3 per cent during a four-year period.

F.T.I.'s Developmental Studies Program also has permitted initially acedemically unprepared stu-
dents to rise to roles of leadership in many areas. one of our first students was elected to President
of the Student Government as a senior, another of our students is presently working in a Veterans
liaison function for the college; he is finishing his M.A. in Guidance and Counseling. Many others
have become leaders in the community in all realms of commercial activity-from sales-managerial
work to various baccalaureate programs-after having completed a one or two-year curriculum at
F.T.I.

I have cote to believe that many apparently unqualified students are like high-grade seeds who
need but a fertile environment in which to germinate after which they can grow with the best.

Conclusion

Our program is designed to produce students. The students who successfully complete the Devel-
opmental Studies Program are able to hold their own against students right out of high school or
to surpass them m later..cumcula work if they accept the limitations of their abilities which have
been identified.

The program has permitted several hundred young, and not so young, adults to open new doors:
Doors, which would remain closed without the programs, have been opened.

A peripheral effect of the Program has been gratifying. That is that now the larger community,
secondary schools, and other schools and colleges are accepting the fact that there is hope for all.
This hope, with hard work and opportunity, can be 'nurtured into success for a person regardless
of his age or lack of prior academic success.

* This group of students are the 66 who arrelar under "1966" in Boudreau's "Efficiency of Devel-
opmental Studies" table. Arthur Cavano, "An Evaluation of Preparatory English Instruction for
Technical Institute Students" (Fayetteville, North Carolina. Fayetteville Technical Institute, 1965),
pp. 9-10. (Mimeographed.) A copy may be obtained from Fayetteville Technical Institute,
Fayetteville, North Carolina 28303.
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7 DEVELOPMENTAL (REMEDIAL) PRO RAMS IN THE
SERVICE -AIR FORCE \

Dr. Lloyd Maxon
USAF School of 'Applied Aerospace Science

Some educators suggest that 25 percent of all students have such selious reading, writing and
arithmetic problems as to render them academic failures. 'Twenty-five percent projected Across
our population of 200 million totals 50 million people. That rep sents a lot of problems.
Using the six grade as a dividing line between literacy and illiterac , Texas has an estimated
731,000 illiterates, and the total for the'Southern,states alone is 5 illion.

_ .
The U. S. Air Force recruits its personnel from the general population. Even though qualifying
examinations are administered to applicants and preclude'enlistment of individuals with the most
serious deficiencies, there are a number of compelling reasons for the.Air Force to operate remedial
programs. Most of these reasons are the same for the Air Force as they are for civilian business
and industry. _

.
... ,..-

Today, there are fewer and fewer jobs which can be perfOrmed by low proficiency airmen or
airmen having basic-skill deficiencies. Technicians are still needed to maintain air planes, but
the aircraft they work on are becoming increasingly complex. Reciprocating engines have given way
to jets with higher and higher ,thrust ratings. Airframes are constted of new high-strength al-
loys which require special care and repair techniques. Siinple pilot instruments have given way
to such developments as on board computers and terrain following radar. Armor plate has given
way to radar warning and electronic countermeasure equipment. Fire control systems lock onto
targets and automatically fire the missiles and guns. Bombs are guided by television cameras and
lasers. Tow targets have been replaced by remotely controlled drones. In addition,,there are air-
to-air, air-to-ground, ground -to -air and intercontinental missiles, satellite communication links,
computers and data transmission systems to operate and maintain. Skill deficiencies which in- .1

habit airmen's progress through courses designed to qualify them to operate and maintain Air ..
Force equipment must be overcomethrough remedial programs.

A second reason foi the Air Force to conduct developmental programs is to assist its members to
prepare for more responsible jobs and increase their chances for promotion: .Noncommissioned
Officers are the first level supervisors and, in many instances, exercise second or higher level \-1 .

supervision. Supervisors must give directions, read and prepare correspondence and reports,
instruct and counsel their workers,prepare performance reports, conduct conferences and mo-
tivate their workers. Effective supervision and leadership requires proficiency in the commun-
icative skills of reading, writing, speech and arithmetic. ,

..,

A third reason for the conduct of developmental programs is to;increase the worth of the in-
dividual in the civilian manpower pool or prepare Shim to continue his education after he leaves
the Air Force.

An ancillary reason for conducting developmental, technical and other educational programs is
recruiting and retention. Independent surveys have indicated that more people enlist in the Air
Force because of the educational opportunities which it offers than for any other reason. Reenlist-
ment depends not only on how well the Air Force delivers on its promises, but also on how well
it delivers on apportunities for advancement and the realization of educational goals of the in-

,

r.
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The history of developmental education in the Armed Services is interesting. ThevThirty-Ninth
Congress in 1866 passed a bill to reorganize the Army. It contained a provision which stated,
"That whenever troops are serving It any post, garrison or permanent camp, there shall be esti!b
lished a school where all enlisted men maybe provided with instruction in the common English

. branches of,education and especially in the history of the United States ...and it shall be the
duty of the post or garrison commander to cause to be set apart a suitable room or building for
school and religious purposes." In 1916, this law .was changed to read, "In addition to military
training, soldiers while in the active service shall hereafter be given the qpportunity to study and
receive instruction upon educational lines of such character as to increase their military proficiency
and enable them to return to civil life better equipped for industrial, commercial and general
business ocpupations ...part of this instruction may consist of vocational ed ion either in
agriculture or the mechanic arts." In 1947, when the Air Force became a seR to branch of the
Armed Servi ;;'this section was retained.and the provision for a school in the 1866 w was
revised to rear "Schools for the instruction of enlisted members of the Air Force in t e common
branches of educatioryncludingUniled States`history, shall be maintained at es at which
members of the Air Force are stationed."

411

. he need for develonniental education for adult members o he Armed Forces has existed from
The beginning of our countty. Historians tell us that, to public belief, George Washington,

fir=st Commander in-Chief, had received no schooling that today would be considered beyond
th .ixth grade. Two other Commander-in-Chiefs, Abraham Lincoln and Andrew:Jackson, al-

.,
thqug considered to be poorly educated, had more education than.General Washington.

. Before I des

. of our situation
personnel in the Air

. .

e Air Farce developmental and remedial programs in detail, I believe an overview
uld be worthwhile. Slightly more than 84 percent of the 5/0,000 enlisted

ce have high school educations. Slightly over"62,000 have some college;
and 113;0Q0 are college graduates. Each Air Force base has an Education Office. These offices are
staffed' ith 221 counselors, and there are plans to add 21.more. Many of the bases have con=
ducted developmental programs for more the.; 20 years. Currently, 31,000 airmen are rolled in
developmental programs. In fiscal year 1973, 10,434 airmen completed requirements for high
school diploma's. The-Air Training Coinmand, which is,one of the Major Air Commands within
the Air Force and the one to which I belong, had 1570 'high school Completions in calendar year
1973. Sheppard Aft. Force Base just this month achieved the distinCtion of having no permanent
party personnel who did not possess a high school diplorria. i
This does not mean there are no airmen with basic skill deficiencies. The Air Training Command
alone currently has nearly 7P0 airmen enrolled in developmental courses. Even though over 95
percent of the current enlistees have a high school diploma, our Base Education Office personnel
estimate that 10 percent of our antnen need developmental courses in reading, writing, speaking
Or matematics.

The general operation. of the Educational Services Program is uniform throughout the Air Farce,
but there are numerous variations depending upon local conditionit At the first duty station after
completion of initial training, which includes basic training for all enlistees and fulltime technical
training for the majority, each individual must be interviewd-by, a membef of the Educattbn
Services staff. His educational background will be reviewed, and he will be counseled on his
educational development. Within 30 days after assignment to a new duty station, each individual
will again beintervi4wed and advised of the educational opportunities at the base.

Individuals identified as not having a high schbol diploma or It GED equivalent must take all
parts of the USAFI Achievement Test III within 30 days of the interview. This.test is the USAFI
version of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. If the results are beloW the seventh grade range
of the test, the USAt'Achievernent Tesi? II will be administered within two weeks. Individuals
artedVised of their scares within a week. If the individual does not score at least at the ninth
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grade &el, the Education Officer is noeallowed to administer the high school GED battery. As
a matter of policy, many bases test all individuals, who do not have at least one aptitude score of
at least 60 on the Airman Qualifying Examination, even though they may posiess a high school

diploma.

Individuals, whether high school graduates or not, identified as having definiencies in basic skills
are enrolled in the Pre-Discharge Education PrOgram (PREP). This program has two objectives:
to provide non-high school graduates an oppOrtunity to.qualify for a high school diploma; and
to provide opportunities to complete remidO, refresher or deficiency courses required or pre-
paratory to the pursuit of VA-approved programs at the post-secondary lever. This program name
is really a misnomer for the Air Force because reading, writing, speaking and arithmetic com-
petency are primary tools in the performarcee of most jobs. This program is more appropriately
titled the I`Career Advancement Program" within the Air Training Command.

If an individual has completed six months' active duty, the PREP or CAP expenses are paid by
the Veteran's Administration. It differs om the other VA in-service programs" in that: studie,s
to correct basic skill deficiencies are not chargeable against the indiciduals VA entitlement;,and
the educational allowance may include VA-Approved costs for textbooks and other instructional
materials, as well as tuition. If the individual has not been on active duty' for six months, costs
may be paid using Air Force educational services funds.

Whenever possible, arrangements are Made with civilain institutions to conduct the developmental
courses. Classes are conducted during normal duty hours in many instances and may include adult
dependents of Air Force personnel on a space-available basis. Dependents, unless they have a VA

entitlement, must pay their own fees.

A number of the courses needed for high school completion are conducted by the Wichita Falls"
Republic School System as part of their Adult Basic Education Program. This is quite typical

of the operation of the program Where aniAir Force base is'in close proximity to a reasonably

large city. -

fnstittitions participating in Servicemen's Opportunity College Program typically offer develop-
mental courses under PREP. At Sheppard, we average between 50 and 60 enrollees per semester

in a developmental reading program conducted on-base by Cooke County Junior College.

Group study Oasses may be offered when PREP ck CAP is not available, provided 12 military
personnel have enrolled in the course. Minimum class sizes can be waived at isolated installations

with strengths below 350, provided at least seven military students are enrolled. Most

courses run for 12 weeks. When PREP or CAP courses are noCoffered, USAFI materials are
used, unleSs the Major Air Command has approved other materials. Costs are paid by the base
conducting the training, using Air Force educational services funds.

Many Air Force bases provide typing Courses for administrative, supply and similar personnel who
need the skill. This training is conducted by Air Force technical Schools in many instances; but,
in addition, last year the Air Training Command alone spent over $9,000 to hire typing 'instructors
to satisy this need.

4
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Remedial training is also provided while airmen are attending one of the nearly 800 full time courses
which are Conducted by the Aiz Training Command's four Schools of Applied Aerospace Sciences or
the School of Health Care Sciences. When a student is unable to pass a daily quiz or a block or criterion
examination, he is counseled and may be placed on remedial instruction or washedhaqk to repeat the
training. The formal examinations are administered at least each three weeks. Remedial studies takes
precedent over all other activities, except hospital or legal appointments or emergency leave. The student
literally stays after school for additional study with a qualified instructor.

4.i

Students are withdrawn from training when they are unable, after washback or remedial instruction,
to satisfy .course proficiency requirements. They may be assigned to a less demanding course within
the aptitude Brea fortwhich they enlisted or be assigned directly to an operational unit for on-the-job
training. When they arrive at an operational unit, they are assigned to an individual for training and
are enrolled in a career development correspondence course. These courses are prepared by curricula
personnel assigned to the resident schools and are administered by the Extension Course Institute
which is located at Gunter Air Force Base, Montgomery, Alabama Career development courses are
published in volumes. When a student has completed the written materials in each volume and has
completed the recommended performance.exercises, he takes a Volume Review Examination. When
a student fails a Volume Review Examination, he repeats the training and receives additional in-
struction. When he completes all volumes in a course, he is administered a formal examination. If
he achieves a satisfactory course grade, he will be enrolled in the next higher level in his specialty.
Theie are usually three performance levels in each job specialty. If he fails a course twice, he will
probably be enrolled in developmental skill courses, if he is not already enrolled as a result of
counseling and testing conducted by the Base Education Office.

Students graduating from full-time resident courses enroll in second level career development
courses when they arrive at their operational units. Currently, more than 97,000 airmen are en-
rolled in career development 'courses.

I would be unfair to many dedicated Air Force and Department of Defense personnel if I did not,
to a limited degree, describe the other educational programs being conducted by the Air Force.
Over 200,000 airmen each year complete formal teehnical courses conducted by the,Air Training
Command. Almost 60,000 are enrolled in undergraduate and graduate courses and 15,000 are
taking post-secondary technical and occupational courses conducted by civilian institutions. In
1971, 47 bases had civilian-conducted technical and occupational courses available to their
personnel. Today, 131 bases have such programs available. Two -year college programs are offered
at 136 bases. Today, 38 percent of the Air Force enlisted force is enrolled in some sort of education-
al program.

Occasionally, you hear remarks such as, "He*got sick of school and dropped out to enlist in the
Seririce." This is faulty in several respects. An individual cannot be enlisted unless he is a high
school graduate, has been out of school a year or the high school principal agrees that enlisting
is in the best interest of the individual. An individual who enlists to get out of school is also
mistaken, because as soon as he enters the service, he will find himself back in school. The Air
Force's attitude toward individuals having basic skill deficiencies in that, "When a man is chest-
deep in quicksand, Om one thing he does not need is to IN left alone a little longer to solve his
problem."

Equal educational opportunity for all requires a balanced program which provides access to quality
education at all levels for all people in order for them to work productively and live decently.
Nature gives us reprieves, such as having two arms, two legs, two eyes, two ears, two lungs, two
kidneys, etc... A complete educational program should provide an opportunity to develop skills
which were missed the first time around.
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In closing, I would like to observe that "The Good Old Days" are probably not as good as we see
them in retrospect. Given a choice, I suspect that, in spite of the problems caused by the rapid
advancement of technology, most of us would choose about this time in history to live. I am
reminded of an item'. _ number of years ago. It said, "When words were chiseled in stohe,
and the tablet had to be carried, conditions dictated that words be well-chosen-and few." I may
have talked too long, if so, blame it on the technology which created paper and got rid of the rocks.
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Thank you,
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REMEDIATION THROUGH ...INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Donna M. Seay, Project Director
Technical Education Research Center 1
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This morning you will be seeing a presentation that explains what the Individublized

Manpower Training System is and how it works. But before you see the presentation, I

would like. to take a few minutes to tell you about what the System has meant to some

of the students that it has served.

As professibnal educators, we must necessarily be concerned with administrative

strategies and organizational planning, but our students have more basic and more

personal concerns. They are trying to find ways to make their lives more meaningful and

more productive. They want to be able to support themselves and their families. They

need remediation through individualized instruction to help overcome the educational

barriers that are keeping them from success.

The kind of help available to them through the IMTS--the Individualized

Manpower Training System--is somewhat unique in that it offers them the opportunity

to develop in themselves independent learning behaviors which will sustain them long

after their forrhal educational experiences.

As educators, we must think in terms of he life goals of hundreds, or even

thousands, of student's; but the students whom e serve have only one life's goal to

risk--their Sown. It is these oneofakind, needs that the Individualized Manpower

Training System has been designed to meet.

One the.newest of tbe ten national pilotdemonstration sites for IMTS is at

Indian Riv r Com n ty lege in Fort Pierce, Florida. Indian River's IMTS has been in

operation 'for of, r. Already the IMTS Center has helped change the lives of

iwndreds of persons attending the college or preparing to attend it. Here are a few

examples from the files:

--(
(1...
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Jessica M. entered the college after high school and failed her required freshman math
course. Testing at the Center showed that she completely lacked an understanding of
math fundamentals. She was assigned to a selfpaced study program at the Center,
overcame her problems on her own, and received a "8" when she took the required
math course again. Now she has moved to the next level of math, and is doing well in
that class also. Through the IMT System she has been able to develop her own skills
for advancement

Two nurse assistants recently completed a collegesponsored course at a local hospital
and now want to become Licensed Practical Nurses. In working toward this goal, they
have enrolled in refresher courses at the center. The Center is giving them
individualized help in preparing for a productive life's work.

6
A South American student was completely lost in his classes at the college. He had
studied written English in his home country, but could not speak English or
understand it when it was spoken. At the Center he participated in an intensive
autotutorial' course in both spoken and written English; Now he is able to
communicate amazingly well and is majoring in auto mechanics. He will be going on to
a course in automotive design when he finishes work at Indian River_

Sallie B. is .a former migrant worker, with five children. She never was able to finish
high school. At the Center the has received instruction that enabled her to pass the
GED tests and enroll in the college. Now she is studying to become a secretary.

Mike G. is a 45yearold veteran who is studying for a middle management job. At the
Center, he was able to develop skills necessary to pass the basic mathematics course
included in his management training. Now he is coming in for help in formal grammar
and is well on his way to a successful stcond career.

These are only a few of the persons who have been helped through the

Individualized Manpower Training System at Indian River. They and their fellow students

do not know the details of the organization that has helped them on their way to a more

productive life; but they do know that the System has worked for them. The slidetape

presentation that follows will show why the System works, and what it can mean to

other students across tne country in the future.

4Ic

(The narrative of the tapeslide presentation is as follows.)n
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introduction to the Individualized Manpower Training System

A progressive society cannot function at maximum efficiency unless all of its

citizens are productive. And, a basic assumption of our society has always been that the

dignity of any man must not be eroded by ignorance. We know that lack of educational

skills and undesirable behavioral patterns are. the most universal characteristics of

chronically unemployed or underemployed adults. These characteristics gre causing

problems throughout the country. Typical of these problems, are: lower earning power,

higher rates of unemployment, greater dependence on public welfare, and ineligibility for

many vocational and technical training programs.

There is growing concern that this educationally and economically "disadvantaged"

population is increasing rapidly, especially in the cities and may soon comprise 50% of

the public school population. Many of these individuals are not benefiting from the

existing educational processes--as4aridenced by patterns of social, economic, and

educational failure. These failures are causing problems for industry as well as the

military..

Educational Problems and Needed Improvements

Within this context, we should point out that extensive 'research has uncovered

three significant problem areas in which educational reform is imperative: irrelevant

content, .weak incentives, and unclear goals and objectives: In short, these are the areas in

which improvements can be made, but it.requires a new approach and a new system that

assures quality results.

A system that assures qUality results must:

Consist of relevant instructional materials for trainees to achieve their
academic and occupational goals

Be highly individualized to meet specific learning deficiencies and needs of the
individual

Be efficient2---one that enables the trainee to maximize his time, talent, and
abilities
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Include the use of incentives which are meaningful and motivating to the
individual

Allow trainees to enter the program at any time and to progress as quickly as
possible so that they may exit at any time their objectives have been achieved.

Such a system, the Individualized Manpower ,Training. System, includes all of these

desirable characteristics. These characteristics are briefly described in this paper according

'to the component Orograms and procedures used in the System.

Description of the IMTS

The IMTS is adultoriented and is designed for individualized delivery of basic

remedial education and related vocational knowledge and skills--including prevocational

and exploratory activities. The System serves those who need guidance in making serious

and durable career choices and then in selecting the related training course. And it serves

those who need prerequisite vocational skills. All of these services assure the quality

needed in gaining access to and benefiting from occupational training.

Component Programs

In order, to serve these needs, the System is comprised of several subsystems called

componeqt programs. These include. Adult Basic Remedial Education, an Employability

Behavior Program, a Complementary Skills Program, ah Occupational Exploratory

Program, and Prevocational and Occupational Training Programs. A trainee may

participate in any or all d' the programs depending upon his specific requirements. By

design these prograths may be viewed as either educational or exploratory, In the

following descriptions of the component programs, we can see,how they can stand along

and are yet interrelated and motivating.

Basic/Remedial Program. At the heart of the System is the basiclremedial program.

The need is simply seed...Many adults cannot benefit from occupational training

without the mastery of certain basic skills in the areas of readin arithmetic, and

language. Obviously, these basic skill areas also affect one's ability to get, keep, and

advance in a job.

7;
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Occupational Exploratory Program. Another major component is the Occupational

Exploratory Program. Within this program, there are several major activities or services

offered which include:

Simulated Work Samples

Lab Tours with Training Samples

Occupational Information
Testing

Career Goal Setting and Group Motivational Activity
VOcational Guidance

The Occupational Exploratory Program is adult and joboriented. It is intended for

those in need of career guidance and assistance in selecting a realistic training course. This

program is especially suited for new enrollees and trainees who appear to be mismatched

with their present course and career.

Within the Occupational Exploratory Program, the simulated work samples help

fulfill the,fieed for reliable and functional assessment tools in the area of career guidance

and training course selection. samples of handson work allow both trainee and

evaluator to compare, contrast, and objectively analyze many occupational areas in

simulated multimedia work settings. This also enables an assessment of the trainee's

work abilities, work_ quality, work habits, interests, aptitudes, and his training needs.

Lab tours with training samples have similar objectives to that.of the simulated

work sampling activity. In addition, 'however, lab tours provide the trainee with

opportunities to meet the instructors and students in several different environments.

Occupational information as an activity is supplemented and extended with the use

of various commercial packages. These include structured audiovisual programs and

other resource materials which cover a broad range of occupations.

Testing has proven to be more acceptable and reliable when used as a tool to

pmplement a broader and more comprehensive service. The IMTS utilizes the TABE, or

Tests of Adult Basic Education, as its primary testing instrument for achievement in the

basic academic areas. Occupational interest inventories also serve useful purposes within

this System. Other instruments can be provided where needed.

Another integral -part of the Occupational Exploratory Program, the career goal

setting and group motivational activity is an additional option that can benefit most

trainees. This is necessarily a group process in wnich most of the content is supplied by
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the participants. It is designed to improve one's selfconcept by eliciting important

motivating factors which each person needs to more fully direct his life and to mold his

future--a feature which can be especially helpful to the disadvantaged.

Vocational guidance is the thread which ties the entire program together. And the

focus is on expanding both the number and variety of career opportunities from which

an individual may choose.

Prevocational Program. Counterpart to the basic/remedial and Occupational

Exploratory Programs is the Prevocational Program. ,This component draws on

welldeveloped multjmedia programs for prerequisite learning. For example, many

trainees will lack certain fundamental knowledge needed to gain access to an occupational

training course. Others will need to master certain fundamental tool skills in order to

benefit from the initial instruction offered in the lab program. The Prevocational Program

can help provide these needed prerequisite skills and job knowledge.

The two remaining components, Complementary Skills and the Employability

Program, complement the specific skill traiqing and exploratory activities.

Complementary Skills Program. The Complementary Skills Program offers a broad

application of specific skill training to areas such as consumer education, health, personal

and social skills. Without such skills, persons may well be denied the benefits of

employment and of our social system.

Employability Program. The Employability Program is a motivational behavior

shaping program in the areas of timekeeping, property and resources, and job

achievement--areas considered critical to employment. Participation in this program can

provide the trainee with basic criteria for improving such habits as. absences and lateness;

failure to take proper care of the employer's property and resources, failure to meet the

employer's job achievement requirements, and failure to conform to work rules. This

program also helps in detecting patterns of behavior which tend to get pdeple fired. To

remedy these, trainees are provided with specific opportunities to exhibit desirable

behaviOrs and to practice techniques of selfmanagement.

To summarize, the IMT /Astern can offer to youth and adults the following

component programs:
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Occupational Exploratory
Basic/Remedial Education

Complementary Skills

Prevocational

Employability

Now that these component programs have been described, we will revievi the procedures

used in the IMTS to assure quality in their implementation.

Procedures Used in the IMTS

The IMTS is a highperformanceoriented system which applies specific procedures

for diagnosing learning difficulties and prescribing remediation and for managing and

evaluating trainee performance. These procedures are more clearly defined for the

remedial education component.
. . ,

Interviewing. The procedures are implemented after each individual has been given

vocational guidance in selecting achievable academic and vocational goals that have

relevance and motivational value to him. Guidance is given by using both individual and

group techniques. Several interviews are necessary to collect personal data and to assist

the trainee. The information collected during the interviews provides a basis for

diagnosing and prescribing for all the components.

Diagnosing. Diagnosing what any given trainee knows and does not know in the

areas in which instruction is to take place requires special instruments and techniques.

For example, the TABE, or Tesis of Adult Basic Education, a multimedia achievement

test,. is used as.the first level of diagnosis. This first step includes a Locator Test which

identifies the appropriate level of the TABE to be administered to each trainee. The

second step allows a more precise assessment within that located level of ability. These

levels are designated as Easy,iledium,,and Difficult.

The trainee's performance 'on the TABE is then analyzed in terms of specific skills

and knowledge. The analysis of these areas is conducted via a special instrument called

the Modular Analysis of Learning Difficulties or, the MALD and produces for the

Learning Manager and the trainee a picture of his strengths and weaknesses.
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Prescribing. With this information, the Learning Manager can develop a prescription

with the aid of a special prescribing catalog. However, the diagnosis must be further

refined by using the pretests for specific modules of instruction which have been

prescribed. The prescription is a logical, priorityordered sequence of learning via small

modules of programmed instructional materials. These materials make it possible for the

trainee to learn at his own rate and often in his own style. By style we mean the

instructional media best suited to the trainee in terms of its motivation and

reinforcement quality. There are often alternative modules listed in the Prescribing

Catalog from which the Learning Manager may choose. And, of course, the instructional

modules need not be exclusively programMed and Orogrammed instruction need not be

exclusively printed media.

Once the prescription is systematically developed, it becomes the trainee's study

schedule and evaluation instrument. Instructional time, test time, test performance, and

tutoring time provide an accurate accounting of trainee progress on each instructional_

module.

Managing. The IMTS does not include teaching in the traditional sense. That is,'

Learning Managers function more as managers of behavior than as subjectmatter

specialists. For the trainee, this means that learning becomes a desirable and independent

behavior. Every attempt is made to involve the trainee in his own learning process and

management. This is done through immediate feedback and social reinforcement of

desirable behaviors.
,

Progress 'checks, learning accomplishments, successful tests, and other factors all

contribute to this critical reinforcement. The trainee is constantly made aware of his

progress toward the goals he has established for himself. Appropriate management of the

System tends t ce the possibility of failure. The individualized approach also

reduces peer pressure whicF can be most damaging for some adults., .

Evaluating. Evaluation is an essential process within the System. It has to do with

providing the individual with frequent and continuous feedback by evaluating his progress

and accomplishments. Frequent feedback helps to insure retention of learning within a

reasonable time frame. Evaluation also helps in determining whether the modules which

were prescribed were, indeed, the "proper medicine."
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Evaluat takes place throughout the learning process and is essential to managing

the progress of each trainee. This process, which is called Formative Assessment and

Management, pr ides actionoriented assessment and feedback. As such, it is comprised

of assessment instruments and procedures for all major components.

An overall academic evaluation--via 'TABE posttests--dete'rmines whether the

trainee's individual goals have been met and, if not, what further remediation is required.
.4 t

Also included in all evaluations are behavioral obsentalions, depending on what the

trainee is attempting to master. For example, many manipulatiVe skills in t1-0

occupatiOnal areas can only be tested through actual performance. These are recorded

and used frequently in monitoring trainee achievement and progress. "r,

For most trainees, failure in education has been a way of life. Therefore, the major

objective of this Individualized Manpower Training System is to break that chain of

failure with a record of success. The System recognizes that trainee success hinges on

quality materials and the ability of staff to diagnose, prescribe, and manage in such a way

as to insure accomplishment of each step.

Staff Training for the IMTS

Because the IMTS is a systematic approach to learning it is by definition a networit

of interrelated procedures and instruments which staff- must be trained to use. Indeed,

funding for the IMTS project was provided fo'r a purpose--to increase the number of

qualified staff who can establish and operate a quality individualized system for

prevocational and vocational training for youth and adults in need of basic remedial

services. The project requited the development of materials and a staff training program

utilizing the techniques and technology specified for the Individu'alized Manpower

Training System. It also required a rigorous evaluation component--for both the System

and the Staff Training Program. IMTS staff training , then, plays a vital part in producing

optimum results for IMTS trainees.

Delivery of staff training falls into five phases: orientation; .establishing, operating,

and, if possible, an internship phase. Inservice training and technical assistance comes

after the System is in operation, with trainees. The apprpach to IMTS staff training is also

individualized.

5
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., . The concepts underlying this highperformante bay slstem have also been applied
Ito staff both in the staff ,training program and in ,the: operation of t Sys = . A

.., I
b

i.,..::

complete assessment design, the Formative Assessment and Management Program, has

developed which includes the fask,,conditions,; procedures with criteria for task

pert'performance. In addition, instruments to assess job ormance have been developed so
.-.

_that itis, possible to have a quaky System that can be accountable.
.,.

The staff assessment program is an. integral part of the System. It includes both

skitassessment and. observerrating techniques. There are also reporting forms on

student progress--such as grade gains and rate--which are other key indicators Of staff

ant System performance. The assessment techniques produce both summatke and

formative data aimed at program 'improvement and motivation for both staff 'arid trainee.....: ,
zachievement' -,

,. a

Results

Several teachereducators have been trained ,to perform all staff training and to

provide technical assistance to new sites. In Florida, for example, this service is being

provided bysa consortium of the state's colleges and universities.

The pilotdemonstration sites are making significant strides' in producing functional
, -

Learning Resource Centers and are reaping the benefits for their trainees as well as

themselves. All are impressed with trainee achievement as evidenced by the graph below

which was taken from the records of one Site.
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This tracks the progress of one student; as compared to his group, ov a period of 6

weeks, showing,a sigridicant *gain in achievement from pre to posttest. his particular

. student advanced nearly 2 grade levels in the academic program, exceeding his group

average during the 62 hours of instruction.t nother operating .56 reports an average

group grade, 9411 of nearly 2.5 -in some 60 hours of instruction in academic areas. A

number of, technical papers, brochures, and of course, the staff training materials are now

available. TERC staff are prepared to assist those who would Jike to achieve a- quality

system for individualized instruction for youth and adults. '

1
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Technical Education in South Carolina
46. John C. West, Governor

State of South Carolina

I want to say to all of you here a rather belated official and formal welcome to South CF,plina.
We've been honored to have such a distinguished group as you here, and I hdpe that your days
here have been productive and I hope,that you will return to South Carolina on some subsequent
occasion. I spent a part of this morning with a group from the.Education Commission of the
State to pass force on alcoholism and it's unusual to have two National groups meeting in our
State at the same time and I'm glad the energy crisis didn't prevent either of it. You'vekheard
and I've reviewed your program of-course from some of the real leaders in our State TEC's
Program. Dr. Charlie Palmer, who has had the.advantage of Tom Barton's expertise, Jake Salley,
Bill Workman, Richard Cook and. all the others.

As Tom indicated, we are very proud of what Technical Education has done for South Carolina.
We're proud of what it's done for our State nd I'm not going to try to embellish on any of the
technical aspects of Technical Education, th gs I'm sure have been touched on of the various
curricula programs as such, but: with yout pe mission to sort of engage in a little personal re-
miniscing about "What Technical Education h i for South Carolina" because it is a success
story.

It's access story, involving more th
When speak of Technical Educati
changed the entire course of our State
with many other Southern states wer

-)Now, I'm not talking about po
,`Between the States.

just: an inovation in education that happened to work..
in South Carolina, we are speaking of a program that has

in the last 15 years. Because 15 years ago our State along,
still suffering from the affects of post-4.r economic slumps.

r d War II or post Korean War, I'm talking about the War

_ During that nearly100 years, the South had gone through more economic crisis than the rest of
the Nation had even known in its history. From the days of complete ruin immediately after lat
reconstruction, we padded through the phases of agricultu0 decline, the rise and fall of Kings
Cotton, the advent of a uortion of the New Englad Textile industry coming to the South because
they were looking for low wages and to excape Unionism, and that industry, of course, was a very
narrow base: By the 'cl 1950's industry in South Carolina had become somewhat stabilized,
Ilut we were not maki g any great strides. There was.still not enough jobs to go around. People
wefe leaving the State in massive quantities. Between 1950 and 1960, over 200,000 citizens left
South Carolina.

We suffered a net loss of po ulation of 220,000 persons. That meant that more than 20,000
people, mostly young peopl we had educated and when they got to the taxpaying stage, they

up.(you know the Black people had a favorite saying that was applicable to the Black and
White alike, when they got out.of school they went up the road to look for a job) and d that is what
had happened to South Carolina for a century. It was not a happy prospect that we faced in the
in,id 50's. At that time, the census of 1950 showed that our 'per capita income was less than 900
dollarxper year and even by 1960 it had only risen to only about 1,300 dollars a year and that
was less than 60% of the National average. In fact, our per capita income put us at the very'
bottom of the list. Occasionally we would say thank goodness we got Mississippi' because they
were the only ones lowestfwith any regularity and sometimes they,would exceed us. So, it didn't
take an economic expert to realize thal something needed to be done. Obviously, we needed more
jobs. We needed better jobs, and we also needed some way, to attract industry to provide those
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jobs because we did not have the capital in South Carolina to pro4de for the industrial expansion
to produce the jobs that were needed.

i ..

Back in 1959, we decided to take a look at what ought to be done, and we visited a lot of states.
We spent a delightful 3 days in Arkansas, the Governor was very good to usMr. Rockefeller was
head of the Industrial Development Program there at the time. We spent some time in Georgia and
North Carolina studying what the problems and the possible solutions were. In many states at that
time they had tax incentives-they w 6-telling industry, you come in and we'll use our municipal
tax exemption to buijd you a plant you don't have to pay any taxes in 20 years. We thought

,seriously about that in South Carolina. ankly, one of the reasons we discarded it was because
I diden't think the Legislative would buy it. I tell now the real reason was we thought that is was
a bad deal but at that time we Were so desperate we probably would have tried it if the other
aspect had not shown some promise. And that was the proposition of developing our human
resources, our people. We felt that'instead of offering industry from the North a tax exemption
for five, 10 of 15 years or any of the other so called gimmick, if we could say !fib them, "You come
to South Carolina and we will train your workers!" We told them if you were here we would put
you in the black in a month- that was the inducement we held out and fortunately thanks to wond-
erfulerful pebple who got into the program at the very outset.

Tom Barton is an outstanding example we were able to keep some of those earlier commitments
as Dizzie Dean says, "It ain't bragging if you dos it, and we dos it". But at any rate, in those early
critical days, 1959-60, we revaniped our Development Board, gage birth to Technical Education.
I like to recall those days because as Torn-indicated, I'

1 was a vericlunior State Senator, given the chairmanship of that Committee. Fortunately, in
having a good Committee, our Junior United States Senator Fritz Hollings was Governon then
and also on the Committee was the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, a young
Legislator named Bob McNair, who was my predecessor as Governors I told the Plannin on(-
mittee a portion of this story and they though it was rather, amusing, it's true and I w sh
that, maybe to tell you a little more liboilt. it.

,

At any r'alt) is Committee came up with these ideas particularly the Technical Education idea
) .

and in all fra ess, the idea seemed fairly good at the time, but people who made it not just a
good idea, but a ant stroke of genious were two first committees that were created which
was completely from the private sector, business oriented and secondly:a wonderful stand, it
was a symbol. &

Tom Barton was the Chairman or the Director of the first Technical Education Center at Green
vine. That Center got off to a roaring-start, was emulated throughout the State. Part of my
story is this - - all of us on that Committee began to bask in the glory of the success of TEC.
It elected Bob McNair Lt. Governor and,Governor; it elected Fritz Hollings to the Senate; it
re-elected me to the State Senate, elected me Lt. Governor and then elected me Governor. ,

You knpw, politicians always claim credit for the good and put the blarpe on somebody else
for the bad. I told the Committee this story whichlis a true one. Fortunately; Fritz nor Bob
or I ever had an occasion to run against each other. And it's fottunate because at one politiCal
rally some years ago, a young man was the Master of Cerimonies and was introducing us all and
he was reading the introduction that was furnished - - of course all of us had furnished the best
introduCtion possible. He introduced Fritz Hollings first who was running for U. S. Senate;
"Mr. Hollings while Governor created and established the Technical Education Program and
is known as its father ". Well, Fritz got through and I knew wh coming. He had my
biography there and he said, "Senator West authored the act cfeatin the Technical Education

*Program and is known as the father of Technical Echication hISouth Carolina". When he got
. s that out he stopped, turnel to both of us with a little grin and said, "Fritz, you and John will

jut have to have a Paternity Suit!"
87
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At any rate, the program was so good, the benefits had been so great that fortunately the credits
had been enough for everybody-to share. But as I say, the real credit goes to the people who made
it work. The grandest idea in the world, tkie best Legislation in the world, are useless unless there

. is proper implementation.

Back'in those days we got a hundred million dollars in new industry, we thought we had ' succes-
sful year. This last year, we brought a billion, two hundred and 28 million dollars in new industry
in South Carolina in one year. Without Technical Education we would still be at the bottom of
the economic ladder in goll of the meaningful statistics. Thanks to Technical Education, in 10
years we have trained nearly half a million people, that's approximately one half of o.ur total
work force havingrgone throughisome phase of training under our Technical Education Program.
Today, our per capita income has increased to more than 3,400 dallars versus that 1,300 dollars
in 1960. We are eighty per cent of the National average, 93% of the Southeastern average, the
median family income computed at the end of 1960 was the highest of 8 other states more
than 7,600 dollars.. 9

Perhaps even more significantly though, statistics I think prove th worth of the program and the
value of the program rather than the dollar and cents. Statistics he fact that we are no longer
losing that 20,000 citizens each year who went out of our State find employment. Last year,
for the first. time since reconstruction, we had a net increase, we had immigration of citizens
instead of out-migration. The most precious human resource known to our State and I believe
to the Nation is people. When we were losing people we were losing vital life blood of our-State.
So, TEC now is an institution. A half million graduates of our programs are better,trained, better
paid, better educated than any other workers i the history of our State. Our economic growth
has been shOwn in many ways. Not .the least o which has been the benefit which our increased
productivity, our increased per capita incom has had in our Piiblic School System. For example,
in 1962 we had a per capita expenditure of education in our Public School System of only $260/
per pupil per year. Ten years later that had tripled to over $700. So I can credit the growth
change in South Carolina to many factors, but there is one which Stands heads and shoulders
above all others and this is our Technical, Vocational Training Programs. I too would like to add
a word of appreciation to Mr. R. D. Anderson and many others like him who struggled for years
to make the Vocational Programs in our high schools the meaningful part - the -part which we
not considegrif the "step child". Mr. R. D. and others, despite many local pressures, joined in
this new system and the two have complimented each other. As Tom has pointed out today,
we havetcometo a new philosophy in echication in S. C. a philosophy which I think is spread-
ing rawtily and I'm happy,that we reached it perhaps a little earlier than some other areas, namely,
that an a,"ticational system has got to be flexible. It's got to meet the needs of the people. A
substantiakribiaber of persons fail in a School System-it's an indication of the lack of adequacy
of the systemjust as much or perhaps.more the individual's. So today, we have come to the real-
ization that we have an obligation to forinulate, to make available to al persons an educational
system whit will develop each his basic potential to the fullest possible amount-lo give them the
personal satisfaction of progressing, to give them 'the opportunity to become a part of our economic
life. Had it not been fcfr that, Technical Education's philosophy would not have caught bold as
it has and reacted to the benefit of our entire State. So, in conclusion, I can say that we have been
very fortunate in S. C. during the last 15 years, our old outlook has changed, opportunities have
changed and I would leave with you these two observations. the success of our System and I
often boast about it, I say that,we have not just the finest system'in the U. S., but the fineSt in
the world, and I know that isn't very becoming to talk to some of you who are rivals, in one sense,
but, the thing which has impressed ine has been the spirit of cooperation between the States
we borrowed heavily people and ideas from our neighboring state and btheratates, we hope you
can profit by us, but,today I look upon the United States and particularly, South Carolina, as
a new frontier far the world - - we have a tremendous amount of foreigb investment in South
Carolina. People are coming here,, and The Technical Education Program is the biggest selling point,
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but, the two points which I would leave with you, the two thoughts which I hope you will keep
in mind in the success of this or any meaningful educational program which (can have far-reaching
affects is that (1) education must be relevant and responsive to the needs of a particular area and
the society it serves, and (2) it takes a coordinated, combined team effort of the private sector,
the business community, the public sector, including the political leadership and the educational
leadership--ifsyoU get a blend of these elements, working together, then, you will. have a tremen-
dously successful program. Fortunately, this has been our experience in South Carolina and that
is why we can look to the future with pride and assurance that there is a better life in store for
future-generations here.
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APPENDIX A

AMERICAN TECHNICAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, INC.

Minutes of Proceedings

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING,

4
Eleventh Annual Clinic on Technical Educatip

Carolina Inn
Columbia, South Carolina
March 28, 974

President Jack Tompkins called the meeting to order at,4:30 p.m. He opened the

meeting by making a report on the election and introduced the newly elected offi-

cers: Leon Hardison - Vice President, Harry Bigelbw - President Elect, Mary Ellis -

President.

Dr. Ellis gave a short statement about her hopes and plans for 1975. She will serve

as President of both AVA and ATEA.

Mr. Richard Halvorson reported onprO9oess of next year's Clinic at Spokane.

Dr. Tompkins introduced the Executfve Director and Trustees. Mr._Bigelow gave-al

report on the election of the trustees for 1974. 'Election judges were: John

Tracey, Oliver Rogers, Charles Whitehead, Thomas Stone, arid Harry Bigelow. Four

hundred fifty one mail ballots were cast for the five -positions on the Board of

.Trustees. Winners were k. N. Culbertson, Arnold E. Metz, Roger A. Mussell,. Arnold H.

Potthast, and_ Barbara J. Walter. Mr. Charles__ hltehead moved that the report be

accepted. SectOnded by Morris Roney. Carried.

Dr. Don Phillips, Chairman of the Nominating Committee for Trustees for 1975-78,

read the list of nominees and moved that the slate be accepted. Nominated were:

Dewey Yeager, Norman, OK; Paul Robertson, Albuquerque, NM; Lee Ralston, Los Angeles,

CA; H. E. Miesch, Fort Worth, TX; Daniel Wise, Largo, MD; Robtrt Childer, Atlanta,

GA; Ralph Caldwell, Jackson, MS; Virginia Dobbs, Mesquite, TX; Ted Talbott, Waco, TX;

A. J. Miller, ColumbusOM;"Michael Nisos, Washington, D.C,; and Jake Salley, Columbia,

SC.

Before-opening nominations frdm the floor, Dr. Tompkins stated the rules that must be

followed to make a nominee eligible, (*elmust be a paid-up'member, must'state in

writing that if elected will be able to attend meetings and serve, and must supprysa

Picture and short resume,of.experiences before election-

Mr. Charles Whitehead then nominated: Jack Tompkins,

IL; George Parkinson, Milwaukee, WI; DOnald Phillips,

Wahpeton, ND; and 'qpn Hardison, Memphis, TN. Roland

Milwaukee, 141.

Waco:Et; Lloyd Ppps$ Urbana,
6tillwater,'OK; James. Horto ,

Roy nominated }carry korrix,

It was moved by Mr. Roney to second the nominations and have nominations close.

Seconded by Roland Roy. Carried. .

Dr. TOmpkins then introduced the Past Presidents who were in attendance.

The 1976 Vational Clinic was discussed by Dr. Tompkins. It was hoped that this

annual Clinic.could be held, in the northeast area of the United States. It was

4
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Minutes-Business Meeting

scheduled for Maine. This`group dropped because facilities would not be ready.
He stated that anyone wanting to sponsor this Clinic should send a prbposal to
Dr. Mehallis at Miami-Dade, Florida. Mr. Arnold Potthast asked what would happen
if no proposal was foperegoing froth the northeastern area.. Mr. Mehallis then'
replied "Move to the Oentral region" and then gave the schedule for future sites.

Dr. Tompkins then repofted\to the Trustees on adtions 'at their meeting in regard
to the agreement between AVA)and ATEA to have joint sponsorship of National Clinics.
He then read the following ag-reejent:"

In response to the request of the AVA-Tech Education Division represented by Charles,
0. Whitehead, acting on the directions of thePolicy Committee, AVA Tech. Education
Division.

The ATEA through the action of its Board of Trustees agrees that the ATEA, the U. S.
Office of Education and theAVA.Technical Education Division will sponsor the annual
National Clinic oh Technical Education. The ATEA will appoint the Chairman, and the
USOE and'thePAVA Technical Education Division will each appoint a co-chaifman-to the
program planning committee.

The ATEA will b4 responsibly 'for logistics, physical arrangements, and fiscal opera-

,

tion of the Clinic. The role of the USOE and the AVA Technical Education" Division
will be primarily for purposes of establishing program content. By: W. Brooking,
R. )lidj'aas, C. O. Whitehead, G. Mehallis`.'

.

Dr. Tompkins alge announCed that Mr}: Fenninger was awarded -a-11- expense trips to all
futureNational _Clinics. Mr. Fenninger responded with a thank you in his own behalf
and especially from his secretary - daughter, Ruth.

Dr. Tompkins explained, election process, he also felt the process should be changed
by changing By-Laws along with a few other changes.

. y.

)
Announcements were made to.have delinquent members pay their dues andaatigfftcial

---/ ATEA pins were on sale. ,

Roney asked whit action the Trustees had taken on the question of affiliating
ATEA membership With the American Association for Advancement of Science. Dr.

Tompkins stated-the matter had.been tabled. Dr. Roney asked that some action be
taken, that thedecision be given to the Executive Committee or some other committee,
and then gave the advantages of. belonging to a prestigious group like AAAS. After
some discussioncincluding confirming remarks by ParkinsOn, Dr. ToMpkins said!
would advise the group that the Executive Committee would give it further stud=y.

A

Dr. Tompkini then called on the new President, Dr. Ellis; for her ideas about hcxt
year. She said her objeCtives would, be to make revisions in the By-Laws, to gtrengthen
the Regional Council, to see that a policy and propedure manual is.printed For dis-
tribution and to double the membership in all three areas - individual, industrial and
institutional members. She said she hoped to make the National Clinic in $pokane, WA,
the biggest and best ever.

Meeting adjourned. .
. s

. .

Respectfully submitted,
Odin Stutrud, Executive .Director

. . 4 *.
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APPENDIX B

THE PROGRAM
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Eleventh Annual
. NATIONAL CLINIC

ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Sponsored by
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American Technical Education Association

and

. United States Office of Education

Hosted by

Greenville Technical Education Center
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. South Carolina Board for Technicalt .

.

and
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Resolution for

William N. Fenninger

WHEREAS Mr. William N. Fenninger has

demonstrated a life-long involvement in educating the
youth of the nation for the world of work: and

WHEREAS he has been instrumental in

establishing standards of excellence for? post-secondary
technical education, and ..

WHEREAS he has served with distinction and
personal sacrifice as the first Executive Secretary of the
Ameican Technical Education Association from 1958
to 1973, and

WHEREAS he has been recognized by professional
organizations and governmental agencies for his
outstanding contributions to the field of technical
education,

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the

Eleventh Annual Clinic on technical Education held inr9Columbia, South Carolina on March - 1974 be

dedicated to Mr. William N. Fen inger for his

outstanding dedication to the field of . technical

edu'cation. ,

44.
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PROGRAM
ELEVENTH ANNUAL NATIONAL CLINIC

ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION

March 27,28 and 29, 1974

Theme
"Technical Education -

A Continuing Search for Quality"

Tueiday, March 26, 1974
5:00 - 8:00 PM Registration - Mezzanine
,6:00 8:00 PM Attitude Adjustment I-four

(Dutch) March Polo "C"

Wednesday,, March 27, 1974
8:30 - 10:00 AM Registration - Mezzanine

.1 8:30 - 10:00 AM Coffee and Sweet. Rolls -
Imperial "B"

General Session 1 - Imperial - "A"

e8100 - 11:30 AM

Presiding: Dr. Walter Brooking --

Division of Vocational &
Technical Educatibn
United States, Office of Education
Washington, D.C.

Recorcler: Dr. Larry G. McDougle, Director
Columbia Technical Education
Center
West Columbia, South Carolina.

Je

Welcome: Dr. Charles E. Palmer
Executive Director
State Board for Technical and
Comprehensixe Education .

Columbia, Squth Carolina

Introduced By: Walter Brooking

VISIT THE EXHIBITS
10:30 AM - 6:00 PM Wednesday and Thursday

. 10:30 AM - 12:00 Noon Friday
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SUBJECT I

Keynote Address: Dr. Bob E. Childers`
Executive Director,
Commission on Occupational
Education
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools 4
Atlanta, Georgia

Introduced By: Gebrge Wallace, Director
Occupational and Adult Education
United States Office of Education -
Region IV
Atlanta, Georgia

11:30 1:00 PM Lunch on your own.

. General Session 2 - Imperial - "A"

4

q

1:00 - 2:30 PM Achieving Quality Through
Effective Programs .

Presiding: Odin Stutrud, Executive- Director
American, Technical Education
Association ic

- Wahpeton; forth Dakota

Recorder: Leon Hardison, Division Head
Related Studies
State Technical estitute at
Memphis .

Memphis, Tennessee

A $ SUBJECT II

Address: "Improving Technical Education
through Teacher Training's

Dr. Don Phillips, Director
Technical Teacher Education
OklahOma State University ..

Stillwater, Oklahoma

SUBJECT III

\ Address: "Effective Counseling for Effective
Programs!'

t

t

2:30 -':45 RM

Ve)

Chester Pachucki, .
. .

Public Serviceinstitute . Loop College
City Colleges of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

COffee,Break - Imperial '''B".'
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2:45 - 4:00 PM Discussion Groups
Subject II - Marco Polo - "A"
Subject III - Marco Polo - "C"

4:00 5:00 PM ATEA Business Mee_trrig - Imperial
"A"

Presiding: Dr. Jack E. Tompkins
President, ATEA

a
Thursday, March 28, 1974

7:00 9:00 AM Breakfast for Past Presidents
Pagoda "DEF"

9:00 - 9:00 AM Coffee arld Sweet Rolls ImperialB
. - General Session 3 - Imperial - "A"

N...

9:00 - 10:30 AM "Achieving Quality Through
Effective.Program Management"

Presiding: Robert A. Ferguson, Director
Atlanta Area Technical School
Atlanta, Georgia

Recorder:

Address:

D
Dr. John Lloyd, State SuKervisor,
Division of Post Secondary
Vocational-Technical and Adult
Programs,
Atlanta, Georgia

SUBJECT IV

"General Overview - Management
by Objectives'

Dr. William W. Stevenson, Assistant
Director Head, Research Planning
and Evaluatitn
Oklahoma State Department of
Vocational-Technical Education
Stillwater, Oklahoma

VISIT THE EXHIBITS
10:30 AM - 6:00 PM Wednesday and Thursday

10:30 AM - 12:00 Noon Friday
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Address:

SUBJECT V

"Joint Participation in Progressive
Change Through .Management by
Objectives"

Dr, Jack Tompkins, Vice President
Texas State Technical Institute
Waco, Texas

SUBJECT VI

Address: "Now That The Fear is Over"

Delbert Morrison, Director
Duncan Area Vocational-Technical
School
Duncan, Oklahoma

10:30 - 10:45 AM Coffee Break = Imperial - "B"

10:45 - 12:00 Noon DiscussiOn Groups
Subject IV- Marco Polo - "A"
Subject V - Marco Polo "C"

4- Subject VI - Marco Polo "B"

12:00 1:30 PM Lunch on your own.

General Session 4 - Imperial "A"

1:30 3:00 PM "Achieving Quajity Through Super-
vised Work Experience" ".

Presiding: Clyde W. Hall Chairman, Division
of Technical Sciences
Savannah State College
Savannah, Georgia

Recorder: Dr. Ruth Midj?as, Consultant
Vocational Education .

Oakland Schsols
Pontiac, Miihigan

VISIT THE EXHIBITS
10:30 AM - 6:00 PM Wednesday and Thursday

10:30 AM - 12:00 Noon Friday .
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Address:

SUBJECT VII

"Achieving Quality, Through
Su peprited Work Experience
Allied Health"

W. D. Workman, Pt
Greenville Technical Education
"Center,.
Greenville,'South Carolina

SUBJECT VIII
p

Address: "Achieving Quality Through Super-
vised Work Experience - Criminal
Justice"

Address:

3:00 - 3:15 PM

3:15 -4:30 PM

,4;

7:00 - 9:00 P,M

Charles FiTher, Director
Institute of Criminal Justice
Miami-Dade Community College
Miami; Florida

SUBJECT IX

"Ach .Quality. Through Super
vise4 Work Experience
Agtictiltural and Industrial"

Gayle'Wright
Parkland Junior College
Champaign, Illinois-

Coffee Break - Imperial "B"

Discussioh Groups.
Subject VII Marco Polo -
Subject VIII - Marco Polo - "C"
Subject IX Marco Polo "B"

Tour Midlands Technical
Education Center

1
ft

$

VISIT THE EXHIBITS 16
10:30 AM - 6:00 PM-Wednesday and Ttwrsday

10:30 AM - 12:00 Noon Friday.
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Friday, March 29, 1974
1 "8:00 - 9:00 AM Coffee and Sweet Rolls -, Inperial

lr

General Session 5 - Imperidl - "A"

,'9:00 - 1.0:30 AM -- "Assuring Quality Through Student
Developmental Programs"

Presiding: Richard Halvorson, Director
Governmental Affairs .

Washington State Community
College
Spokane, Washington

.

, Recorder:
,

Harry- Bigelow, Executive Assistant
Argonne National Laboratory %*
Argonne; Illinois

SUBJECT X

Address: "Achieving Quality Through A
Student Development (Remedial
Poit Secondary) Program"

Dr: Arthur Cavano, Director,
General Education'
Fayetteville Technical itute
Fayetteville, North CarOliva

.SUBJECT XI

Addreis: "12 eveloPmentals. (Remedial)
Programs 'in . the, Service - Air
Force"

Dr. Lloyd M'ixoh, Chief Training'
-Evaluation Division '
USAF School of Applied AeicsPaCk-
Sciences
Sheppard Alf Force Base
Wichita Fan, Texas

I

VISIT THE EXHIBITS
10 :30 AM - 6:00 PM Wednesday and Thursday .

10:30 AM - 12:00 Noon Erid.ay
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Address:

SUBJECT XII-.,,

"Remediation Through Individ-
ualized InstruCtion"

Dona Seay, Pr9ject Director
Technical Ed4ation Research
Center,
Montgomery; AWaama

19(30 - 11:00 AM Coffee Break - lr erial - "B"

11:00 - 12:00 Noon Discussion Groups
Subject X - Marco Polo - "A"
Subject X1 - Marco Polo - "C"
Subject XII - Marco Polo - "B"

General Session 6 - Imperial - A

12:15 - 2:00 PM Luncheon Meeting - Imperial "A"

Presiding: Dr. Jack Tompkins
President, ATEA

Recorder: Dr. James Horton
Vice President, Academic Affairs
North Dakota State School of
Science

,Wahpeton, North Dakota
.

'Address: "Technical Education in South
Carolina"

Hon. John C. West, Governor -
State of South Carolina

Introduced By: Dr. Thomas E. Barton, Jr., Director
.Greenville Technical Education
Center
Greenville, South Carolina

2:00 = 5:00 PM

5:00 RM.

I,ndustrial Tour

Clinic Adjourned

VISIT THE EXHIBITS
.

10:30 AM - 6:00 PM Wednesday and Thursday
10:30 AM - 12:00 Noon Friday

gq
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NATIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE

WALTER J. BROOKING, Education Program Specialist
Division of Vocational/Technical Education
U.S. Office.of Education, Washington D.C.

RICHARD COOK, Division Head - Business .

Greenville Technical Education Center.
Greenville, South Carolina

MARY ELLIS, Director
Technical Education Research Center
Washington, D.C.

"ROBER.T A. FERGUSON, Director
Atlanta.Area Technical School
Atlanta, Georgia

L.L. LEWIS, Directorl
S.C. State Dept. of Vocational Education
Columbia, South Carolina

GEORGE MEHALLIS, Director
Technical-Vocational Studies
Miami-DadeComn\unity College
Miami, Florida

LLOYD PHIPPS, Chairman
Department of Vocational-Technical Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

JAKE SALLEY,,Associate Director
- Columbia Technical Education Center

West Columbia, South Carolina

ODIN STUTRUD, Executive Director
American Technical Education Association

ahpeton, North %Dakota . .

JACK TOMPKINS, Vice President
Texas State Technical Institute .
Waco, Texas

GEORGE WALLACE, Director
' Occupational and Adult Education

U. S. Office of Education
-Atlanta, Georgia

t-
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LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS

HONORARY CHAIRMEN

CHARLES E. PALMER, Executive Director
South Carolina State, Board for Technical and

Comprehensive Education
Columbia, South Carolina

THOMAS E. BARTON, JR., Director
Greenville Technical E-duCation Center
Greenville, South Carolina

CO- CHAIRMEN

RICHARD COOK
Greenville Technical' Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina,

JAKE SALLEY
Coluntbia Technical Education Center
West Columbia, South Carolina

COMMITTEES

COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS
Paul Jarvis
Columbia Technical Education Center
West Columbia, South Carolina

REGISTRATION
Jack Hunter
Gi'eenyille Technical Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina

COMMUNICATIONS AND AUDIOVJAUAL
Sam Higgins
State Board for Technical and bomprehensive

Education
ColUmbia, South Carolina

TOURS!
Ray Mixon
Greenville Technical Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina

103.
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MEDIA fRELATIONS

,

.
Coleman Daniel `--..
Columbia TeChnical Education Center

.

West Columbia, South Carolina

RECORDERS.
Martin Pautz
Greenville Technical Education Center
GreenVille, South Carolina

WIVES PROGRAM
Frances Hines ,

Greenville Technical Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina

L.
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APPENDIX-C

NATIONAL PLANNINGPLANNING COMMITTEE

WALTER J. BROOKING
Division of Vocational/Technical Education
U. S. Office of Education, Wat,hington, D.C.

RICHARD COOK
Greenville Technical Education Center ,

Gieenville,-South Carolina

MARY ELLIS
Technical Education Researth Center
Washington, D. C.

ROBERT A. FERGUSON
Atlanta Area Technical School
Atlanta, Georgia

L. L, LEWIS
S. C. Department of Vocational Education
Columbia, South Carolina,

GEORGE MEHALLIS . . .

Miami-Dade Commuhity College
Miami, Florida

LLOYD PHIPPS
Universityrf Illinois
Urbana, Illinois I

JAKE SALLEY
Columbia Technical Education Cente r

. West Columbia, South Carolina

ODIN STUTRUD,
American Technical EducatiOn Association
Wahpeton, North Kadota

JACK TOMPKINS
Texas,Statf Technical Insti tute

Waco,Texai

GEORGE WALLACE
U.S. Office, of Education
Atlanta, Georgia
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HONORARY CHAIRMEN

LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS

CHARLES E. PALMER
S. C. Board for technical
& Comprehensive Eddilgtion

Columbia, South Carolina

CO-CHAIRMEN

,

RICHARD COOK
Greenville Technical
_Education Center '

Greenville,-South Carolina

COMMITTEES

CDMMERCIAL EXHIBITS

REGISTRATION

COMMUNICATIONS AND AUDIO-VISUAL

TOURS

MEDIA RELATIONS .

RECORDER

WIVES PROGRAM

THOMAS E. BARTON; JR.
Greenville 'technical Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina

JAKE SALLEY
Columbia-Technical
Education Center .

West Columbia, South Carolind

,

. .

Paul Jarvis
Columbia Technical Education. Center
West Columbia, South Carolina

Jack Hunter
Greenirille Technical Education,Center
Greenville, South-Carolina

Sam Higgins
S. C. Board for Technicil
& Comprehensive Education
Columbia, South Carplfna

Ray Mixon
*".

Greenville, Technical Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina .

Coleman Daniel
,

Columbia Technical Education Center
West Columbia, South 'Carolina

Martin Pautz
Greenville-Technical Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina

Frances Hines
Greenville Technical Education Center
Greenville, South Carolina
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APPENDIX D

ATTENDEES

Abell,Norm .

American ,Vocational Assoc.
Washington, p..c.

Abrams; Saltb;

Spartanburg TEC,
Spartanburg, S. C.

Anderson, Audrey
Spartanburg' TEC
Spartanburg, S. C.

Anderson, Arne
Bay :Comm College

Escanaba, Michigan

Andersofi, Robert K.
Minnesota Dept. of Education
St. Paul, Minn

Angley, Steve
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Aten, Kenneth
Mid Plaips VoC. Thai. College
N. Platt Nebraska

Atkins, Karen
Spartanburg TEC
Spartanburg, S. C.

Aull, Donald K.
Colufflbia TEC

W. Columbia,'S. C.

Aust, P. Hale
Northeast Miss. Jr. College
Bonneville,, Mississippi

AustiA, Donald G.
Tri County TEC,
Pendleton, S. C.

Ballard, Wm. B.

Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Barton, Charles
Wm. Rainey Harper'College
Palatine, Illinois,

Barton, Tom E.
Greenville TEC
Greenville, S. IC.

Beck, iarl. P.

Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S,

Beckman; Ronald M.
North Central Tech. Institute
Wausau, Wisconsin

Bigelow, Harry
Argonne National Lab.
Argonne, Illinois

Billiet, Walter E.
State of New Jersey
Trenton, N. J.

Bird, James A.
Rio Grande Campus of
Texas State Tech.
Harlingen, Texas

Bishopp, Steven D.
Coordinating Council for
Occupational Ed.

Olympia, Washington

Bittle, Ray
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois

Boulware, George W.
Palmer College @ Columbia
Columbia, S. C. .

Bowie, Stephen A.
,Greenville TEC
Greenville S. C.
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Bray, Charles H.
Columbia TEC
W. Colura, S. C.'
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BrOo g, Walter J.' .

U, S. Office of Education
Arlington; Virginia

Brown, Paul
Midlands*TEC
ColumbiW, S. C.

Brbwn, Walter D.

Southeastern Cam; College
White1,410, N. C.

Browning, Rufuet.
,Montgomery College
Rockville, Md.

13ry , Randy .

Indi oc. Tech.College
India polisi Indiana ,

Burch, E. E.
Spartanbur TEC
Spartanh ,,S. C.

/

Burnett, D. les R.
v-

U. S. Post ervice
Norman,

i.

Burrows, Fr
Williamsburg
Kingstree, S.

A

Cain, Donald A
Florence-Darlin
Florence, S. C.

Caldwell, Ralph
Mississippi Dept.
Jackson, Miss.

Cameron, Wm. 0.4
Fayetteville Tech.
,Fayette,ville, N. C

Campbell,. Thomas C.

Beaufort TEC
Beaufort, S. C.

Cash, Richard
Spartanburg TEC,
Spartanburg, S. C.

Caspary, Gerald J.
Michigan Tech. Univ.
Houghton, Michigan

Cates, Robert E.
Columbia- IV?

W. Columbia, S. C.

Cavar, A. T.
Fayetteville Tech. Wt.
Fayetteville, N. C.

Chakonas,--Paul-

New york State Ed. Dept..
Albkny, N. Y.'

.

Charles, S..F.
Regional Com. Cbllege
Hartford, Conn.-

Chason,Bob
Piedmont TEC
Greenwood, S. C.

Chen, Li-An
Ministry of Ed.
Taipei,-Taiwan

Childers, Bob

'SACS
Atlanta; Georgia

Cobb, Barbara
Spartanburg TEC
Spartanburg, C.

Coleman, Wayne D.,
Eastern Illinois Univ.
Charleston, Illinois

Collings, Harold K.
Durham Tec . Institute
Durham, N. C.'

Collins, James, A.

Chesterfield-MarlboroTEC
Cheraw, S. C.-.

Cook; Dick
Greenville TEC

Gretnville, S. C.

Cook, 0. K.
,Orangeburg-Calhoun TEC
Orangeburg, S. C.

Cory, Ed. D.

Pennsylvania State Univ.
University Park, Pa.

108
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Crates, Robert G.
CTI, Inc.
Mt. peasant, S. C.

Cribb, Richard
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C;

Cristofaro, S. De
Rochester Inst. of Tech.

:Rochester, N. Y.

Culbertson, Dick
Com. College of the Air Force
Randolph AFB, Texas

Cumalander,,Jake
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. 1:.

Cunningham, Lawrence
Valencia Com. College
Orlando, Florida

Dahlit, Gene L.
Gogebic Community 'College
Ironwood, Michigan

Dalusky, George A.
Atlanta Area:TECH.
Atlanta, Gay

Daniel, J. Coleman -
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia; S. C,

Danielson, Alvin B.
Washington Com. College
Spokane, Wash.

Davis, Charles R.
Forest Echoes Vo-Tech. Schdoi
Crossett, Arkansas

Davis, Lowery
New Mexico State Univ.
Lascruce, N..M.

Davis, Mary Alice
,Midlands TEC
olumbia, S. C.

Mary-jane
PfnellasNoc, Tech. inst.-

- Clearirater, Fla.
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DeFOre, Jesse J.
University of Florida
Gainesville, Fla.

Divver, Tom
Spartanburg TEC

Spartanburg, S. C.

Dollinger, Richard E.
Florida Jr..College @Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla.

Donahue, Matthews C.
Cape Fear Tech. Institute
Wilmington, N. C.

Donnelly, Joe
Beaufort TEC
Beaufort, S.

Dorn, Gerald
Piedmont TEC
Greenwood, S.C.

.

Doss,, Bryan

Texas State Tech, Inst.
Waco, Texas

Doty, Charles R.
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N. J.

Dreisch, G. Norman
Essex Com. College
Baltithore,-My.

uffy, Richard P.
S. W. Wisconsin Vo-Tech.

'.Fennimore, Wis. '.

Duke, H. B..

Spartpnburg TEC
Spartanburg, S. C.

Dyar, aouglas W.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Eagle, Eprle H. .

State Bd.for Tech. & Comp. Ed.
Columbia, S. C.

-earl, Charles
Spartanburg TEC
Spartanburg, S. C.

Inst.
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Edwards, Hugh
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S..C.
Edwards, Lewis M.
'Schweiter School
Wichita, Kansas

Ehlers, ,Leroy
chesterfield-Marlboro.TEC
Cheraw, S. C.

Ellis, 'Mary L.

'Tech. Ed. Research Center
Washington, D. C.

Eltzroth, Bill
Brick Institute of America
McLean, Virginia

Ely, Robert .

Orangeburg County Com.
Middleton, N. Y.

Engle, Stan
ColuMbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Epps, Robert "Sonny"
Aiken TEC
Aiken, S. C..

Este?, Janet G.
McDowell Tech. Inst.
Marion, N. C.

College

Estes, LeRoy
State Dept. of Ed.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Fallon, Wm. M.
Gloucester County College
Sewell, N. 3.

Farmer, James H.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Fennnger, Wm. .N.

ATEA'

Delmar, N. Y.

Fisher, Charles
Miami-Dade Com. College
Miami, Fla.

110

,Fletcher,'Frank'

Columbus Tech. Inst.
Columbus,. Ohio

Ford, Andrew F.
Washtenaw Com. College

pi Ann Arbor, Michigan

Ford, Cecil
Midlands TEC
Columbia, S. C.

Forman, James D.

°Rddhester Institute of Tech.
'Rochester, N. Y.

FoAter, Billie
McDowell Tech. Institute
Marion,.N. C.

Foster, Billy L.
Columbia TEC
,W. Columbia, S. C.

Fowler, Dwight
Fairmont State ,College

Fairmont, W. Va.

Franke, Bonny. S.

State Bd. for Tech: & 'Comp. Ed.
Columbia; S. C.-

iFranzen, LaVern
4.CTCC

4/astings, Nevada

Frick, Ted
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Friedman, Jack W.
Com. College of Baltimore
Baltimore, Maryland

Fryer, James T.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Gamble, Richard L.
Dept. of Ed.
Tallahassee, Fla.

Garland, arah
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

fit
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Garrett, R. L.
Ranken Tech. Institute
St. Louis, Missouri.

Garrison, Don C.

Tr/ County"TEC
Pendleton, S. C.

Gault; Joe'

Spartanburg TEC
Spartanburg, S, C.

Gay, Evelyn
Greenville TEC
Greenville, S. C.

Godsey, Joseph D.
.TEA

Austin, Texas- .

Goldsmith, George W.
Beadfort TEC
Beaufort, S. C.

Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Groomes, M, Rudy,
Orangeburg-Calhoun TEC'
Orangeburg, S. C

Grubbs., Algie.

Chesterfield-Marlboro TEC
Cheraw, S. C.

Hales, Leiih
Washington Com. College
Spokane;.Washington

yell, Clyde H.
. .

Savannah State College
Savannah,Geoigia,

Hall, Walter.
Ozarha Vop. Tech. School
Melbourne Arkansas.

Halvoison, Richard B.
Washington Com.College.'

- Spokane; Washington .

Hampton, Ronald .0:
Spartanburg TEC
Spartanburg, S. C.

Hardison, Leon G.
. State Tech. Institute
Memphis, Tenn.

Harrington, Bob .

Central Tech. Com. College_
Hastings, Nevada/

-Harris, Dale. G.

Dept. of.Public,Instruction
Des Moine; Iowa

Hartshorn; A. Austin
Macomb County Com. College

.Mt. Clemens, MiChigan,

-Hatcher, Martin:-:'

Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Haynes; Fred =
Spartanburg TEC

.°Spiatanburg,,S. C.

Heath; Viola
1.Greenville TEC
Greenville;, C.

Heatherly-Joaelle
Spartanburg TEC'
Spartanburg,:S. C.

Herscraft;dr.
Florence-Dhtlington TEC
Florence, §.'C:

'Mester, Wellington
Beaufort TEC
Beaufott, S. C.

, .

Hile Harold
vWestark Com. Cdpege

Ft:.Smith, Arkansas-
-

HoernerkJames 1.
Miapal=Dade Com. Colftge
jgami;.Florida

Holstein, John W.
Indiana Stfite Univ.

Terre Haute, ,Indiana

Hope, Christine'.
. Spartanburg_ TEC

Spartanburg, S. C.:

(
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Horton, James A. .

N. Dakota State School of Sciente.
Wahpeton, N. D.

V

Hudgins, James
Piedpont TEC
'Greenwood, S. C.

Huber", Harold D. ,

Sppon River College.
Cant tin Illindis

Huff,Stuart'W. .

Catonsville Com. `'College

&Ville, Maryland

'Hulick,21,Oring

Orange-County Com. College
Middletown, N y.

Humphlett -James'
Atlanta Area Tech. School
Atlanta, Ga. .

Hunter,. Jack

Greenville TIC
Greenville, S. C.

-Inabinet,-Randall`
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Ingram, TheOdore
Texas Southern Univ.
Houston, Tex.

S

Jackson, Raymond A
, Siimter.TEC-

Sumter, S. C.

:'Jacdby, Robert

Penn; Dept. of Ed.
- Harrisburg, Penn:

-Paul'

..-Colambia TEC

TT

w
Johnson,Juliant'
Ncirtheast Missitsippi Jr.
Bdoneville, Ms.

)

Obhftson, Mn. R,

Coilege-of,DuPage
Lombard, Ili.

11!

:Johnson,
Northeast Miss. Jr. College

_Booneville, Ms.

Kahn, Howard
School Shop Magazine
AnnoArbor,,Michigan

Keck, Robert V.
Oklahoma Sta"e Regents of Higher EC-
'Oklah 14.

King, P.

Palmer'College CColumbia
Columbia, S..C.

Kiser,' James A.
.

State Bd. for Tech. & Comp. Ed.
Columbia, South Car.

Monroe County Com. College
Monroe, Michigan

lbschler, Theodore A.
Miami-Dade Com. College
Miami, Fla.

.

Kreutz, Pew
Columbia TEC
W,., Coluudia, S. C.

Kuhn, "Elmer J;

Prince George's Com. College
Largo, My. 4

Laban, Walt
eaufort TEC .

e ort,'S., C.

V'

Landry, Thomas E.
Michigan State Uhiy..
E. 'arising, Mich.

'4
Langley, ,Sterling

ColuMbia TEC
W. Columbiap.S, C.

. .

Lannirie, Jick R.

College ty' McDowell Tech'

^Marion, II.

are

Lansford, 'Carl

. Texas'State Tech Institute,
Harlingen," Texas
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Laramee, Paul
Columbia TEC. I

W.'Colum6ia, S. C.

-Lary, Joe F.
Nort Voc. Tech School
M'

La John T.

0eadOit TEC 4
Beaufort, S. C.

Lee, W. Pringle,
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Leeper, Walter J.
Cossatot Vo-Tech
DeQueen, Ark.

Lewis, L- L.

Vocational Ed. Dept. .

Columbia, S.`C.

.Lindler, Fred

Columbia TEC
W, Columbia, S. C.

Lisowski, Raymond
Cuyahoga Com. College
Parma, Ohio ,

Little, Ashley J.
-, Aiken TEC

Aiken, S. C.

:Livingston, Ralph T.
Linn Tech. College
Linn, Mississippi

Logan, Richard L.
Waukesha County Tech. Institute

ppwaukee,1iis.

(': Longshore, Tommy
Columbia TE

W. Columbi S. C.

Lopez, Daniel H. '

State Advisory Council on Voc. gd.
AlbuOerque, N. M.

Lopez, Marcelino-
Department' of Ed.

RiaPiedros, Puerto Rico
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Mabelitini., Charlie'

,Columbia TEC
W. Columbia; S. C.

MacMahon, Miles D.
Essex County College
Newark, N. J.

Maki, Kenneth V.
Bay de Noc Com. Col ege
Escanara, Mi.

Maner., Arnold H

Howard Com Co ege
. Columbia, Marylanct

Manly, John W.
Tri County TEC
Pendleton, S. C.

Mann, Hoyle
Southwest Tech Institute
Camden, Arkansas

Martin, Jan'

Columbia TEC'
W. Columbia, S. C.

Massey, James
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. CT

k -

Maxon, tloyd*
Sheppard .AFB -

Wichita Falls, Tex.

McCall, Pierce
Midlands TEC
Columbia, S. C.

McCartha, Charlie
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

McDougle, Larry G.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

McDtiffie, W. L.

Denmayk TEC
Denmark, S. C.

McIntyre, Joe
Schweiter Tech
Wichita, Kans.
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McLaurin,
FTI

Fayetteville, N. C.
.

,McMillanr James A.
Chesterfield - Marlboro TEC

Cheraw, S. C.

McNiece, Wt. -C.

Sussex County Voc Tech School
Sparta, N. J.

. McWilliams; Mickey L.
icalamazoo Valley Com.'College
Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Mehallis, George
Miami-Dade Com. College
Miami, Fla.

Metz, Arnold E.
St. Clair Co. Com. College
Port Huron, Mich.

Midjaas, Carl L.
Hblmes & Black, Inc.
LansingMichigan

* ,

Miesch, H. E.
Tarrant County Jr. College
Fort Worth, Tex.

Miller, Aaron J.
Ohio State Unix.
Columbus, Ohio

Moore, J. P.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Moore, L. F.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Idorphy,Alex T.
Atlanta Area Tech School
ATIanta, Ga.

Eric R.
FloridaJr.,College @ Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla.

Mincey, Richard T.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Mixon, 0. D.
Beaufort TEC
Beaufo rt, S. C.

Monts, Wm. L.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S.,C.

Moore, John B.
John Tyler Com. College
Chester, Va.
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.Morrell, B. F.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Morris, Don H.
Columbia TEC .

W. Columbia, S. C.

Morris, Same
Sumter TEC
Sumter; S. C.

Morrison, Richard
Catonsville Com. College
Catonsville, My.

Monty, Multallen

State Dept. of Ed.
Salem; Oregon
Morro
Morrow, Aurelia
Greenville TEC
Greenville, S. C.

Moss, Elizabeth'.
Piedmont TEC
Greenwood, S. C.

Mussell,Roger A.
,Am. Rainey Harper College
'Palatine, Ill.

Napier, Earl
Columbia TEC '

W. Columbia, S. C.

Nash, Elissa P.
Columbia TEC '
W. Columbia, S. C.

Nash, Thomas
Spartanburg TEC'

Spartanburg, S. C.



Neiger1 Arthur B.
Northern Mich. Univ.
Marquette, Mich.

Nestor, Harold M.
Columbus Tech. Institute
Columbus, Ohio

Neel.ey, Ed-

Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Nevitt, Thomas A.
Univ. of Southwestern Louisiana:-
Lafayette, La.

Newman, Ed
Columbia-TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Norris: Al.
.Tri County TEC
Pendleton', S. C.

Norris, Wayne
Columbia TEC .

W. Columbia, S. C.

Owens, Aubrey
Spartanburg TEC'
Spartanburg, S. C.

Owens, Gerald
Piedmont TEC
Greenwood, S. C.

Owens, John S.
Occupational Ed.
Dallas, Tex.

'Pace, John W.

umter TEC
Sumter, S. C.

-Pachucki, Chester
City College of Chicago
Chicago; Ill.

Parkinson, Gebrge
Milwaukee Area Tech College

.Midwaukee, Wi.

T.
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Parrott, Raymond
Mass. Advisory Council on Voc. Tech. Ed.-
Boston, Mass.

Patterson, Stan
USOE - Community Collegp
Washington, D. C.

Pautz, Martin R.
Greenville TEC,

Greenville, S. C.

Pevehouse,' D. A.

Texas State Tech Institute
Sweetwater, Tex.

Phillips, Ben
WilliamsburgTEC
Kingstree, S. C.

Phillips, Don
Oklahoma State Univ.
Stillwater,

Phillips, Joe H.
Horry-Georgetown TEC
Conway, S. C.

Phipps, Lloyd J.
Univ. of Illinois
Urbama, Ill.

Phillips, Nelson
Piedmont TEC
Greenwood, S. C.

Phelps, Hugh B.
Virginia Western Com. College
Roanoke, Va.

Pinson, Wm. C. .

State DeptotEd.
Columbia, S. .

Pokorny, Harry E.

Milwaukee Area Tech College
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Pointe, Frankie
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.
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Potthoot, Arnold H.
Wisconsin Bd. of Voc. Ed.
Madison, Wisconsin

Preston, Norman C.
Penn Valley Com. Colege-
Kansas City, Miss.

Prewe'tt, Ernest

Piedmont ITC
Greenwood, S. C.

Pridgen, Thomas F.
Columbia TEC
W. Columbii, S. C.

4

'.Prota, Carl
Bergen Com. College
Paramus, 14. J.

Rampey;AlviiiLH.
Greenville TEC

Ramsey, Wm." L.

Milwaukee Area Tech College
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Rawls, Preston
Coastal Carolina Com. College
Jacksonville, N: C. "

Ray, Richard D.
Florida Iept. of Ed.
Tallahassee, Fla.

Reid, Hubert D.
,Macomb Com. College
St. Clair Shores, Mich.

Reid, Tom P.

Horry-Georgetown TEC
Conway, S. C.

Respess, Richard D.
Florida Jr. College @ Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla.

Reynolds, Philip
Brick Assoc. of S. C.
Columbia, S. C.

Rhoads, Robert B.
University of Maine
Orono, Maine

116,

,Rice, Darlene
Spaithnburg TEC
Spartanburg, S. C..

Robertson, L. P.

Sandia Labs
Albuquerque, N. MS

Robers, Oliver T.
Greenville TEC
Greenville, S. C.

Roney, Maiirice'W:-

Texas State Tech. Institute
Waco, Tex.

Roy, Roland L.
Central Wash. State College
Ellensburg, Washington.

Ruffin, Marie
Sun Elec. ('orp.

MemphisTenn.

Salley, Jake
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

SalVatore, Joseph
R. I. Jr. College
Warwich, Rhode Itland

Sargeant, Donald G.
Univ. of Minnesota Tech College
Crookston, Minn.

Scarlett, Joseph A,
Catonsville Com. College
Catonsville, Maryland

Scheidt, Irvin L.
Billings Vo Tech Center
Billings, Montana

Schiller, Milton J.
Texas State Tech Institute
Waco, Tex.

Schmeissnei; Jerry M.
Schweiter
Wichita, Kansas

Sharples, D. Kent
State Bd. 604Tech &
.Comprehensive Ed.
-Columbia, S: C.



ti

Schultz, Burley ,

Columbia TEC
W. Columbia% S. C.

Schultz, Wm. E.
Nevada State .Dept. of Ed.

Carson 'City, Nevada

Schwarzkopf, Fred A. '

Tri Ton College

Rivergrove, Ill.

Short, Eugene
Achorage Cqm. College
Anchorage, Alaska

Simpson, Stanley A. ,

YlorideDept. of Ed.-
Orlando, Fla.

Singley, John
Columbia TEC
W.:Columbia, S. C.

Skane, Lawrence J..
.CatonSville Com College
Catonsville, Md.

Skinner, Tom,
Columbia.TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Smith, Anita G.
Western Wisconsin Tech Institute
La Crosse, Wisconsin

Smith, James S.
Maryland State Delft. of Ed.

Baltimore, Maryland

Spivey, Edward
Beaufort TEC
Beaufort, S. C,

Self, Conrad
Schweiter Tech School
Wichita, Kansas

Spaqlding, Lloyd F.
State Bd. for Tech. &
Comp. Ed,

'Columbia, S. C.

C

1,

Spencer, Mary Louise
Rich Mountain Vo Tech Schbol
.Mena, Arkansas

Statler, James R.
Cotton Boll'Voc Tech. School
Burdette, Arkansas

Steltzer,Lyle
Midlands TEC
Columbia, S. C.

Stephens
Polk Corn

Winter

, Frank J.

. College
even, Fla.

Stevenson, Wm. W,
Oklahoma State Dept,
of Voc Tech Ed,

Stillwater, Okla.

Stewart, Joan S.
Athens Tech. School

- Athens, 6a.

Stiner, Clyde E.
Lorain County Com. College
Elyria, Ohio

Stockhouse, fObert E.
Tri County TEC
Pendleton, S., C.

Stone,' Thomas C.

Univ. of S. Dakota
Springfield, S. D.

Strasberger, George R.
:Hagerstown Jr. College
Hagerstown, My.

Strout, George M.
State Dept. of Ed.
Concord, N. H.

. .

Stutrud, Odin
ATEA
Wahpeton, N. D.

Sullivan, Leila
Columbia TEC
W, Columbia, S. C.
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Tabor, Jack
Columbus TeCh Institute
Columbus, Ohio

Tatsch, Clinton E.
Connecticut State Tech. College
W. Hartford?Conn.

Taylor, Schuyler
Comprehensive Planning Asso.
N. Orleans, La.

Thorpe,. Brenda

Spartanburg TEC
e.

Spartanburg, S. C.

Thomas, Darlene
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Thornton, Fred R.
Tennessee Eastman Co.
Kingsport, Tenn.

Tillotson, Shirley
Spartanburg TEC
Spartanbuig, S. C.

Titus, Roger
Pkedmont TEC
Greenwood, S. C.

Toft, Robert
Cape May County Voc. Tech. Ctr.
Cape May Court House, N. J.

Tompkins, Jack E.
Texas State Tech.In titute
Waco, Te7..

Tornell, Henry E.
Vocational Div/State Dept. of Ed.
Trenton, N. J:

Tutt, Robinson C.
Great Rivers Voc.-Tech School
McGehee, Arkansas

Valk, John W.
Connecticut State Dept. of Ed.
Hartford, Conn.

Van Dyke, Jerry L.
McDowell Tech Institute
Marion, N. C.
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W ldrep, Thomas D.
almer College @ Columbia
olumbia, S. C.

Waldroup, Richard L.
B-C-D TEC
Charleston, S. C,

Walker, Bill E.
Western Iowa Tech
Sioux City, Iowa

Walker, Eddie
Milwaukee Area Tech College
MilwaukeWisconsin

Wallace, George E.
U. S. Office of Ed.
Atlanta, Ga.

Walters, Lex
Piedmont TEC
Greenville, S. C.

Walters, Wm. Cecil
State Bd. for Tech,
Comp. Ed.

Columbia, S. C.

Irren,

Lena
iedmont TEC

Greenwood; S. C.

WaShka, Howard O.
Lorain County Com. College
Elyria, -Ohio

Waters, Jesse B.
Fayetteville Tech. Institute \,

-Fayetteville, N. C.

Welch, Bruce
Washtenaw Com. College
Ann Arborm, Michigan

Wells, Bill
Tulsa Jr. College
Tulsa, Ok.

White, Robert H.
S. C. Advisory Council
on Voc Tech Ed.

,Columbia, S. C.

Whitehead, Charles 0.
State' Technical Institute

Memphis, Tenn.



.Whitney, Fredg.
Waterville Regional Tech
Voc. Center.
Waterville, Maine

Wigginton, Quitman
Northeast Mi'ss. Jr. College
Booneville, Miss.

Wilhoit, J. D.,
NortheaStern A & M College
Maimi, Okla.

.Williams, Y. T.
1561 Daffodil Dr.
Marietta, G&.

Wilson, Eric
Williamsburg TEC
Kingstree,,S. C. ,

Wise, Daniel C.
Pince George's Com. College
Largo, Maryland

Woodward, George R.
Florida Dept. of Ed.
Tampa, Fla.

Wooldridge, George
Columbia TEC
W. Columbia, S. C.

Workman, W. D.
`Greenville TEC
Greenville, S. C.

Wright, Gayle
Parkland Jr. College
Champaign, Ill.

Wysong,,Richard M.
Indiana Voc. Tech College
S. Bend, Indira

Yeager, Dewey A.
U. S. Postal Service
Noimer, Oklahoma

Youngblood, Robert
Allegany Com. College
Cumberland, Md.
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APPENDIX E.

EXHIBITORS

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
848 58th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637
ATTN: Douglas Gray

*THE R. L. BRYAN CO.
Greystone Blvd.
Columbia, South Carolina 29210
ATTN: Bob Murray

DIGIAC CORP.
175 Engineers_ Road

Smithtown, N. Y. 11731

ATTN: Don M. Smith

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.
Gregg,&:Community College Div.
680 Forrest Rd., N. E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30312
ATTN: Tim Foley'.

06111pATA, INC.

7300 Ronte, 130 North
Pennaiankin, N. J. 08110
ATTRN: John M. Straub

SCOTT ENGINEERING SERVICES
1400 S. W. 8th Street
Pompdno Beach, Fla. 33060

STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL &
COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION
1429 Senate Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

TEACHING DEVICES, 064
5 Craig Road
Acton, Mass: 01720
ATTN. Norman J. 'Fredkin

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Nationwide AdvertizingService,
951 Paul Brown Building
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

ATTN: Carol Ditmeyer

VISHAY RESEARCH & EDUCATION
67 Lincoln Highway
Malvern, Pa, 19355

ATTN: Mrs. Joan L. Williamst

BRt7ADEIBUT-TNITETT CO.

1213 Riverside Drive
Macon, Ga. 3121
ATTN: Marvin R: Neal

0

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL &,
TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Ohio State University
1900 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

AREDBACR,'INC.

438 Springfield Avenue ' .

'Berkeley Heights, N J. 07922,

ATTN: M. J. Lawson\

MOORE-TINSLEY SUPPLY CO.
Greenville, S. C. 29601
ATTEN: Joe 'Jiang

PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07631
ATTN: Mrs. G. Glassen

STANLEY TOOLS
600 Myrtle Street
New Britain, Conn. 06050
ATTAN: Robert W. Campbell/

SUN ELECTRIC CORPORATION
4162 Fernandina Road
Columbia, S. C. 29.210

ATTEN: C. C. Richards

TECHNICAL EDUCATION RESEARCH CENTER
Cambridge, Mass.
ATTN: Albert King

VEMCO CORPORATION
766 S. Fair Oaks.Avenue
Pasadena, California 91105

Jaw L. Brewster Benedict

WASHINGTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE DIST. if 7

North 2000 Greene Street
Spokane, Washington 99207
ATTN: Richard Halvorson
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I
1941 - 1944
WILLIAM PABST

1944 - 1946

APPENDIX F

PAST PRESIDENTS OF ATEA

1960j- 1961 .

J. giLLfAM MOROSI

1962
ANDREW D. ALTHOUSE WALTER J. BARTZ,

10

1947 1963
EDWARD H. LANG DONALD M. *BRILL

A '

1948
WILLIAM N. FENNINGER

1949

WALTER J. E: SCHZEBEL

1950

GEORGE H. PARKES

1964
EDWARD B. VAN ZUSEN

1965
IRA R. SANDERSON

1966
THEODORE A. KOSCHLER

1951 1967'

J. EVERETT HOLLINGSWORTH MAURICE W. RONEY

1952 1968
WALTER P. FENU%N JERRY S.DOBROVOLNY'

1953

M. MARCUS KILEY

vas

1969

ROYW. DOGGER

1954 1970.
LEE W. RALSTON .LUCIAN LOMBARDI

1955

GEORGE W. MORGENROTH
197/

RUTH E. MIDJAAS

1956 ' 1972
CARL J. ANDERWALD GEORGE MEHALLIS

1957 - 195g
BURR D. COE
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1973
JACK E. THOMPKINS


